
MAY 22,1967; FIFTY CENTS 

The long show-major implications for everybody 
Is spot slowdown perking up bartered time deals? 
Local product usage data: tempting but expensive 

:NIVE KBTV, MONDAY -FRIDAY, 5:30-6:00 PM. 
113_mb One daytime show in the entire market.)' 

'ASMIGTON, D.C., WTTG, MON.-FRI., 6:30-7:00 PM. 
'umb One in his time period.) * 

LO(; KMOX-TV, MONDAY -FRIDAY, 12:00-12:30 PM. 
u111b(One in his time period.)' 
>) UNCISCO, KTVU, MON.-FRI. 5:30-6:00 PM. rr , 

-U ºdumber One Show, sign -on to sign -off.)' ' 

PAGE 21 

PAGE 24 

PAGE 26 

NEW YORK, WCBS-TV, MONDAY -FRIDAY, 9:00-9:30 AM. 
(Number One in his time period.)' 

PHILADELPHIA, WCAU-TV, MON.-FR1., 9:30-10:00 AM. 
(Number One in his time period.) 

DENNIS THE MENACE, 
146 half-hours available from , SCREEN GEMS 

The dot(' used herein ore eshmutes from the 'November 1966 and "Jon:ory lc<7 
ARB reports end ere subject to quot,'icotions published by the ratings see,' e 
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Once you've picked your parade, march 

in it. You'll get out in the fresh air and the 

music is usually energetic. Your chest will 

puff up and you'll get to feel the old spring 

coming back to your legs. Pretty soon you 

might even start thinking about why you're 

marching in a parade. That means you 

could be getting involved with the whole 

ideo of the thing. 
Son of a gun. 

Remember, though, when you be- 

come involved you have to be willing to 

risk certain things. When you really care 

about something there can be difficulty, 

conflict, disappointment...your neigh- 

bors will probably think you're nuts. But 

involved people aren't only involved 
with family and friends but with mankind. 

Humanity. Everybody. There's a sense 

of responsibility to the rest of the world. 

And they want to help. 
We want you to help. 

We are involved in our communi- 

ties, ín our country, in our world. We take 

sides on important issues. We report 
them, we editorialize about them and 

sometimes because there are people 
who are involved and write letters and 

talk to other people and make waves, 

things happen. Not every time, but if 

more people didn't turn off their minds 

after they turned off their sets, maybe 

more things would happen. 

March in a parade. 
It can be the first step. 

O St. Patrick's Day 
O Columbus Day 
O Shriners, Elks, American Legion 

O Armed Forces Day 
Hungarian Freedom Fighters Da' 

ABC 
Owned 

Television 
Stations 

WABC-TV, New York 

WBKB-TV, Chicago 
W XYZ-TV, Detroit 
KABC-TV, Los Angeles 
KGO-TV, San Francisco 



LAND OF 

YEAR-ROUND 

GOOD LIVING, 

GOOD BUSINESS 

NC TV 
TALLAHASSEE 

THOMASVILLE 

ati) B<_A11:1 TELEVISION 

J 0 

We have seasons, but they are relatively mild, with- 
out the harsh extremes that often disrupt busi- 

ness elsewhere. This means year-round 
high-level spending, with a diversified 

economy, as a center for government, 
business, recreation, education, and 

industry. Few stations, we are 
told, dominate their markets 

as do we in WCTV-land, but 
you probably have your 

own figures to prove 
this...and we're 

total color 
equipped, tool 
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-1 ALL EYES ARE ON AVCO BROADCASTING 

300,000 
I MI?lV 
l.1 E 

111 ! 
0..-.1''T,. 
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-_ \I ;. ¡,,.. . 
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ói \*?. 
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Meet Bob Braun, new host of Avco Broadcasting_ 's 
"50-50 Club," a 21 year entertainment tradition in 
WLW-land. He's handsome, talented-no wonder he's 
a winner. 
The program's first ratings with Bob as host were 
phenomenal! In Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus the 
show leads in ratings, total homes share, adults, 
women, and women 18-49. It's a close 2nd in all cate- 
gories in Indianapolis. That's less than $2.00 CPM." 

What's more, that's sales for "50-50 Club" sponsors. 
Ask your BCG man for all of the facts on the Mid- 
west's best noontime buy. 
The "50-50 Club" is another example of why audience 
pleasing-client pleasing, local-live programming is 
synonymous with Avco Broadcasting Corporation. 
*NSI Feb./Mar. 1967 Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton and Indianapolis. 
Based on service indicated and subject to qualifications of service. Avail- 
able on request. 

THE FORWARD LOOK 

C. 

AVCO BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
TELEVISION: WLW-T Cincinnati / WLW-D Dayton / WLW-C Columbus / WLW-I 

Indianapolis / WOAI-TV San Antonio / RADIO: WLW Cincinnati / WOAI San Antonio 
/ WWDC Washington, D. C. / KYA & KOIT San Francisco / Represented by BCG / 
WWDC-FM Washington, D. C. / Represented by QM I. 
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The 
Sure Bet 

Show 
Proves It 

Again 

If you're missing the 
women in your audi- 
ence you're missing a 
good bit. The remedy 
is Dr. Kildare, as in 
Louisville on WAVE. 
Scheduled across-the- 
board from 1-2 PM, 
Dr. Kildare has placed 
the station in number 
one position among 
young women viewers 
(and against the strong 
network serial As the 
World Turns) . This is 

a strong performance in 

any market, one that 
has grown by 6,000 
women, 18-34, per 
show since the previous 
NSI report. Perform- 
ance as predicted. Per- 
formance as planned. 
Dr. Kildare, the sure 
show to show up 
women in your availa- 
bilities. Ask the Man 
from MGM -TV about 
availability in your 
market today. 

TNf IOfAL 

PIO6RAMMIN6 

COMPANY 

MGM 
TELEVISION 

(NSI-Feb./Mr. 1967) 

MAY 22, 1967 

Television Age 
21 THE L -O -N -G SHOW 

What appears destined for bigger things on network tuvite 

major implications for everyone I' 
24 WHAT'S HAPPENED TO TIME BARTERING? ! i 

The spot slowdown is perking up interest in barter on re 10 

scene. Here are answers to the questions . . . 

26 LOCAL PRODUCT USAGE DATA: TEMPTING BU1 

EXPENSIVE 

Spot data on specific products is a dandy idea but f nst 

sample of reliable size and scope carries a big price tt 

28 DO ART DIRECTORS MAKE GOOD PRODUCERS' 

Recent personnel shifts emphasize the increasing status F al 

directors. But not everyone agrees it's a good thing 1';. 

30 HAVE SCISSORS, WILL TRAVEL 

The indie cutters contend they provide better quality, 1' di 

studios pooh-pooh the idea 

DEPARTMENTS 

10 Publisher's Letter 
Report to the readers 

12 Letters to the Editor 
The customers always write 

14 Tele -scope 
What's ahead behind the scenes 

16 Business Barometer 
Measuring the trends 

18 Newsfront 
The way it happened 

31 Viewpoints 
Programming pros and cons 

32 Film/Tape Report 
Round -up of news 

44 Wall St. Report 
The financial picture 

47 One Seller's Opinio{ qy 

Markets by the numbers r 

45 Spot Report 
Digest of national activit 

67 In the Picture 
A man in the news 

68 In Camera 
The lighter side 

Television Age is published every other Monday by the Television EditorialA.°at 

Publication Office: 440 Boston Post Road, Orange, Conn. Address mail to eIp 

advertising and circulation ' offices: 1270 Avenue of the Americas, Rockefeller Íot 

New York 20, N.Y. Circle 7.7660. Controlled circulation - postage paid at Neµ 

N.Y. and at Orange, Conn. 
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.KBOI-TV 

sell IDAHO! 
KBOI-TV Boise serves Idaho's 

capital, key distribution 

center of some of the nation's 

richest farmland. Boise's 

influence extends to every 

part of the state. 

KBOI-TV reaches more 

homes, men and women. 

from 7:00AM to 1:00AM 

than any other Idaho 

television station. 

NSI & ARB Feb. -Mar. '67. Au- 
dience measurements are esti- 
mates only based on data sup- 
p:ie by indicated sources and 
subi'ct to the strengths and 
limitations thereof. 

TELEVISION 
Channel 2 CBS 

BOISE 

Affiliated with Bonneville International sta- 
tions, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KIRO-TV Se- 
attle, WRUL, New York, KID -TV Idaho Falls. 

Represented by 

GETEJRS®IThFF1N,QOODWARD INC. 

Nleuott Age, May 22, 1967 
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Now watch ' K -TV. 
'K -TV has appointed 

BlairTelevision! 
Color KARK-TV first in Little Rock, Arkansas. In full color 
throughout the day, KARK-TV looks like the leader it is. 

Continuously dominant since air date, April, 1954, KARK-TV has 
an impressive plant ; uses local live, film and tape color ; boasts - 

a fully equipped mobile unit which appears at all important events. 
Little Rock, too, is on the move, growing in every direction. 
In addition, the city is the key to the $1,200,000,000 state and 
federal government program which will make the Arkansas River 
navigable all the way to the Mississippi, turning Little Rock 
into a Gulf port, and opening up vast areas of business expansion. 
Now KARK-TV has appointed the nation's number one station 
representatives, John Blair & Company, to represent the station 
nationally. Now watch KARK-TV move ! BlairTelevision 
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listen to this. 
' K has appointed 

glair Radio! 
vex,, sports, personalities, music, farm service ! You name it. 
{A'K has it. 24 hours a day. An NBC affiliate, on the air 
Inc1928; KARK's prestige and acceptance are evidenced by 
;he ,ct that it's the Arkansas radio station with the most 
)1«hip national and local advertisers. KARK has the largest 
)ro,!cast news bureau in Arkansas ; broadcasts the Arkansas U. 
'oota,ll and basketball games ; is the leading farm service station 
ii atiulti-million dollar farm market. Now KARK has appointed 
he iioadcast industry's number one station representatives, 
oh Blair & Company, to represent the station nationally. 
1-ov,wou'll be hearing still more success sounds 
onKARK Radio! Bláir Radio 
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Letter from the Publisher 

Want 
a Show 

to Reverse 
the Norm? 

Want to keep the young 
women viewers to your 
station, even at a time 
of night when they nor- 
mally turn off the set? 
Then take note of what 
happened when KTLA 
Los Angeles pro- 
grammed Dr. Kildare 
across-the-board at 
11:00 PM. At 11:00 
PM there is a drop of 
41% in women 18-49 
watching television. 
However, KTLA with 
Dr. Kildare increases 
its young women view- 
ers at this hour by 14% 
and holds this audience 
for the hour, ranking 
KTLA second in the 
time period in Los An- 
geles among these im- 
portant viewers. That's 
putting programming 
where the demograph- 
ics count. 

Ask the Man from 
MGM -TV for availa- 
bility in your márket 
today. 

THE TOTAL 

POOHRAMMIN6 

COMPANY 

MGM 
TELEVISION 

Closer Ties With Overseas Newsmen 

American television finds itself in a paradoxical position 
with respect to news shown abroad. On a personal eye -witness 
basis there is more news about the U. S. shown on overseas 
television screens than of any other country. 

What is disturbing is the manner of showcasing, pro - 

.n 

'.1 

1 

gramming and editing the U. S. news abroad. While most of 
the contracts with the American news gathering organizations i 

stipulate that the news cannot be taken out of context, many 
of the overseas stations take great liberties in editing tv news 

film. 
It is distressing, therefore, to see a 15 -minute newcast ,1 I 

shown in a Western European capital highlighting riots,. 
peace marches and battle action in South Vietnam. A minor 
portion of the newscast is then devoted to their own domestic 
news. 

The question that immediately arises is what can be ' I 

done about it? The U. S. traditionally believes in a free 

flow of news and information. It is unfortunate, however, 

that this policy is used against us in so many countries. 
Last year TELEVISION AGE suggested to the Radio and 11 

Television News Directors Association that it work closely 

with broadcast journalists from all over the world. This 

would strengthen its relationships with overseas correspond- 

ents by exchanging ideas and information on news gathering 

techniques. 

Constructive Move 

Such an interchange would also be a constructive step 

in demonstrating to overseas newsmen the American ap- 

praisal of balanced and fair news reporting. We are happy 

to report that such an effort is currently being considered 

by the RTND A working in cooperation with Time -Life Broad- 

cast. 
A proposed meeting to be made up of newsmen from the 

U. S. and European countries would take place in London 

or Paris within the next few months. This would establish 

closer communications between these newsmen and afford 

a series o f discussions on local problems on news coverage. 

Cordially, 

4d. 

, 

UI 

l.) 

(NSI-Feb./Mar. 1967) 
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DEVILS LAKE 

1-77***T', 

#ár,á 
~ GRAND FORKS 

Lookit the EXTRYS you get 
with this extry TOWER? 

SSEN, you wheels who have been buying 
WDAY-TV for all these years - just lissen to 

thextrys you now get because we now got a "twin" 
up here between Devils Lake and Grand Forks! 

]TRY! -you now get North Dakota's second 
ma;et as well as the first - 35,370 new, undupli- 
catd TV homes. 

' )(TRY! - you now get the Grand Forks U.S. 
AitBase, with 17,000 sojers and their families. 

!(TRY! - you now get the two major colleges 
(:r state - U. of North Dakota in Grand Forks, 

W D 

N.D. State College in Fargo, with their 12,000 
students, teachers, etc. 

EXTRY! - you now get the entire Red River 
Valley, including all Northeastern North Dakota, 
Northwestern Minnesota, plus a hunk of Southern 
Manitoba. This now gives you total coverage of 
149,460 Grade B TV homes. 

So now you get 31% more than you've ever 
gotten before from WDAY-TV. Which, all by itself, 
gives you actually the biggest, best, etc., etc. market 
between Minneapolis and Spokane, Washington! 

Don't jist SET there. Ask PGW! 

ilk!Nr W 
TELEVISION DEVILS LAKE - GRAND FORKS FARGO - MOORHEAD 

1111111:-Y" 

D 
THE "HEAVENLY TWINS" 

Covering All of Eastern N. D. and Western Minnesota 

ONE RATE CARD, ONE BUY - FARGO, N. D. 

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC Exclusive National Representatives 

z 
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'An Excellent Article' 

Just hack from a safari . . . and 
glad to see your Grid Card story 
i April 10, 1967) . Congratulations 
on an excellent article. This kind 
of reporting is of great benefit to 

the industry. 
LLOYD GRIFFIN, President 

Peters, Grif fin, Wodward, Inc. 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

'Extremely Well Informed' 

I have just read your story regard- 
ing toys (April 10, 1967), and you 
seem to lie extremely well informed. 

Congratulations on a good story! 
LAWRENCE CRANE 

Director of Advertising 
Remco Industries, Inc. 

New York, N.Y. 

Watching The Toymakers 

With the possible exception of cer- 
tain drugs, toiletry and cosmetic ad- 

vertisers, no classification of prod- 
ucts has a higher advertising -to -sales 
ratio than the toy category. 

Since toy advertising has been a 

90 per cent to television situation 
during the past five years or so, it 

is important to all of us who sell 
television to he aware of the many 
marketing changes stirring within 

the industry that will affect advertis- 
ing revenues. 

Many thanks for your fine report 
in the April 10 issue, "Trouble in 

Tv's Toy Land". A word to the wise 

is sufficient. We will watch these 
developments closely, and particular- 
ly to see if there are any signs of a 

defection to other media. 
RICHARD A. NOLL 

Director of National Sales 
Television Bureau of Advertising 

New York, N.Y. 10020 

Tv's Co-op Toy Advertising 

I think your story on toys and 
television (April 10, 1967) was very 
good and I want to commend TELE- 

VISION AGE for having done it. 

I was glad to see that when. you 
were discussing the TvB figures in 

the article, you mentioned that they 

include only what the manufacturer 
spends through his own agency. 

Unfortunately, I have not been 
able to convince TvB that they ought 
to make this disclaimer very prom- 
inently underneath the figures. 

Most people will not understand 
that this is the case and will assume 
that the TvB figures represent 100 

per cent of the manufacturer's actual 
expenditures. 

I only wish you had made the dis- 

claimer not only in the body of the 
article but also underneath the TvB 

figures which you published. 
For your information, the total 

Kenner tv budget in 1966 was ap- 

proximately $2,450,000 and the '67 
budget estimate, which will be very 
close to what we end up spending, 

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE 

Television Age 
Circulation' Department 
1270 Avenue of The Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 

New 
Subscription 

Name 

Address 

City 

Type of Business 

State 

Renewal 

Subscription rates: U. S. and Can- 
ada - I year $7; 2 years $10. 
(Rates for other countries available 
on request.) 

Change of address: Please advise 
four weeks in advance. Enclose 
address label with change indicated 
above old address. 

Zip 

Please include a Television Age address label to insure prompt service 
when you write us about your subscription. 
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ess! 
He's in 

is $3,400,000. 
The estimate in the TvB chartwo 

considerably less than this fort'^ 

and even less than we actually snItti} 

for '66. ROBERT L. STEER 1 

Vice President, Advert.mg, t 

Kenner Products Com)n.F 

Cincinnati, Ohio 4.O2h 

Limousines With Tv Sets '; ' 

It was certainly interesting tota 
the article (April 10, 1967) re(fd- 

ing McNamara, Fowler and (Fd.n 

ner's Lincoln and Cadillac lit u. 

sines and their Sony tv sets. 

My boss, Richard Drost, h; a 

Cadillac limousine-with a GE (ort 

set, folding desk, telephone, watt. - 

talkie, dictating machine, clee 

maker, and an attractive chaufir+l 

a wheelchair, and he 

the limousine as a traveling oil ;ph 

And, with all that, he's still a Dtla1 

crat, too! 
NATHAN LEVIN, Treasel C 

Air Check Services Corp. of Aim 

and Video t 

Chicago, 111. 6" 

ANPA Reply To Klein Reply o 

This is in answer to (NBC Iwo 

president) Paul L. Klein's lettet t 

the editor April 24 in Is hich he :. 

Dr. Leo Bogart for data on the till 

ership of the television hage of n e / 

papers. 
According to the national stud 

newspaper readership conduct- 

Audits & Surveys, 81 per cent o 

radio and television pages are 

ed by the average newspaper reor 

This compares with an averag°1. 

82 per cent for all newspaper p 

which carry national advertising 
least one item (like the program/1(T 

ings, feature columns, or news1'4'c `ii 

isles) was remembered as reacr. 

67 per cent of the people who opted d 

the average television page. 

This information, incidentall},ts1G 

in the report sent to all membeibd 

the Advertising Research Fou a' 

tion, whose technical committee ,i 

proved this research. 
MARY SAXTON 

I[R 

Supervisor of Information Series', 

Bureau of Advertising, All4 

New York, N.Y. 1(17 , 

Television Age, May 22,17r 
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,,Tr..1- .. --- TX: 

la 

"Really;Toñiniy, 
I don't know why you 

always, look só -unhappy. 
You're part of the Most popular 

nighttime schedule 
in. television:' 

"Yeah; but Mom always 
liked you best:' 

a'. 

The CBS Television Network 
is attracting the biggest average nighttime audiences 

for the 13th consecutive year. 

sed on National Nielsen Television Index average audience household estimates for January -April 1967, and for January -December in prior years, subject to qualifications on request. Nighttime covers 6-11 pm, Monday through Sunday. 



WHAT'S AHEAD BEHIND THE SCENES 

Faster Color Commercials 

Now Reeves Sound Studios has developed a colortape 

to colorfilm process comparable to the one launched 

earlier this year by Technicolor. Reeves' Videofilm 

transfer process, shooting 16 mm colorfilm off a color 

monitor, will, like Technicolor's Vidtronics process, short- 

en the time it takes to get colorfilm commercials on the 

air. In both processes, no color separations are necessary. 

Race -type Supermarket Games on Rise 

Latest wrinkle in the supermarket racing -type game 

fad, which has been providing stations with a big source 

of local tv income, is the auto race. Called Race to Riches, 

it is being used by the Kroger chain in Atlanta. It is 

one of the first non -animal type races. Others have 

used thoroughbred, harness, and greyhound races. Edwin 

C. Brunst, vice president and director of merchandising 

for Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, reports this kind of 

tráffic-building promotion for supers is growing "by leaps 

and bounds." FC&B keeps tabs on supermarket promo- 

tions by checking newspaper ads, publishes a monthly 

report covering 53 markets which represent almost 50 

per cent of total U.S. food store sales. The racing gim- 

mick was kicked off by Walter Schwimmer in 1963. 

Called Let's Go to the Races, Schwimmer's program is 

still the most popular one around. The firm recently sued 

an imitator to discourage copying but there are about 

half a dozen versions, including, in addition to the auto 

race game, Post Time, Win at the Races, Greyhound 
Derby, Harness Racing Sweepstakes and Derby Sweep- 

stakes. How they work: Programmer makes half-hour 
film of series of races run in the past. These are offered 

to supers exclusively in their market, usually for 13 

weeks at a time. The retailer tells shoppers they can pick 
up cards with names of race contestants at the store. 
Shopper then watches tv show, which includes, of course, 
commercials inserted by supers, to see if any of his 
contestants are winners. Prizes range from $5 to $1,000, 
usually starting low with the first race and hitting the. 

top with the last race. 

Coming to Terms With 'Consumerism'? 

Some ad quarters increasingly feel that defenses of 
advertising against "consumerism" go overboard-that 
it's not necessary or desirable that the advertising indus- 
try regard every attack against it as unwarranted or make 
claims that advertising is the main reason America is 

what it is. This viewpoint is beginning to break surface. 
Leo Burnett warned against excessive claims made for the 
ad function at the 4As convention. E. B. Weiss' study of 
consumerism under the imprimatur of Doyle Dane Bern- 
bach takes the same tack. 

Tele -scope 
Who's Got the Time Period? 

Talk that advertising agencies would like to have me 

of a hand in packaging specials because of the Kid. 

sized markup may be just talk. Bern Kanner, senio7iue ' 

president and director of media management at BexÍn 1 

Bowles, said that admen who publicly assert the ilsir0 

to initiate specials themselves are indulging in "s'acti 

expression" that at best was "nonsense. There) i 

point in an agency going ahead to make a special Ilea e 

it has the assurance that a network will give it Ail: 
period." There's nothing new about agencies origüth p 

specials, Kanner remarked, noting that B&B, for orilnihi 

initiated Andy Griffith and Jim Nabors special, f! 

General Foods. 
Ted Bergmann, programming vice president ,iltl ,s 

rt radio/tv department of Ted Bates, said that thenp I 

be some savings in eliminating the middleman, wilt ., 

talent agent, packager, or network, but that in most a i 

the middleman is necessary: "He can get you th ti s' 

you want." Agencies will move more deeply intó orlI I 

Lion of specials, he predicted, only when the Vriátk' ' 

sought for a client does not exist in the open markeirimu 
Or rest of the time, it would be better to buy fro 

network. 
For one thing, Bergmann said, the network ennrud ; 

a hand in promoting and merchandising the specia: 

of the advertiser's chief goals in buying it. Arilir 

agency program man said that there are always all,- It 

seen costs in producing specials, so one might alKd t`i 

buy them from the nets. Besides, the nets have a ` 1 

of specials, which they'd rather sell than preent la ; 

make way for some advertiser's one-shot. "The a ''I' 

may have the idea for a special, but, unless it's s gieli 

network will telecast it, it's bet -ter to give the idea) a's 

packager." 

New Business News Service 

Dow -Jones is teaming up with Scantlin Electron Q 

market to uhf and other tv stations a daily stock -04N 

tion and news -service feed featuring Quotron, an'ec.;e 

Ironic quotation board set up comparable to thc+Qet 

which Trans -Lux has been marketing since last fall's E 

Quotron set-up will use market data from the Dow -1e° 

ticker for the New York Stock Exchange and Arne 'C 

Stock Exchange. The news service-five-minute, o .i 

hour or on the half hour, summaries of news of ecor°'c 

importance-will be provided by the Dow Jones '"` 

service and by, on occasion, The Wall Street burin 

Trans -Lux Stock Quotation Program Service, a'at 

ahead of Scantlin and Dow -Jones, is already on cat 

New York (Manhattan Cable), Winter Haven and IV 

Coral, Fla., Lakewood, Ohio, and also on a uhf in Ih' 

delphia. 
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"You mean your mommy 
doesn't give you lunch 

when you come home 
from school?" "No, she's too busy 

looking at CBS 
daytime programs 

like all her friends?' 

i4 ; '. 

41\ a. . 
, . 

é, 

'"? .944 `"c 
4-41 

The CBS Television Network 
is attracting the biggest daytime audiences 

for the 10th consecutive year. 

O 

N Sc.' 

ased on National Nielsen Television Index average audience household estimates for January -April 1967, and for January -December in prior years, 
subject to qualifications on request. Daytime covers 7 am -6 pm, Monday through Friday. 



Business baro efr 
The first two months of '67 were nothi n to brag about but in March the extent of the "I 

spot slowdown really hit home. There have been some reports that in Aprl. 

business perked up, but, until the figures 

are in, the true national picture can only 

be guessed at. Meanwhile, the first quarter 

ended with spot just shy of the $200 million 

figure. The actual "Business barometer" 
tally came to $198.5 million, compared to 
$192.8 million for the first three months of 

'66, a sliver shy of a 3 per cent rise. 

The spot total for March was $74.4 million, compared with 

$74.3 million during the preceding March. 
In percentage terms, this comes to 0.2, hardly 
worth mentioning. 

The March figure represents the smallest year-to-year 
increase (if it can be called an increase) of 

any month since November, 1963, when, because 
of the assassination of President Kennedy, spot 
income dipped 5.1 per cent below the preceding 
year. Putting this aside, the worst previous 
month was June, 1961. With rate increases 
taken into account, there was a clear dip in the 
volume of spot business in March. 

Looking at previous Marches, you have to go back to '61 

to find a decline from the year before. The 

latest figure, incidentally, was 9 per cent 
above February, when revenue hit $68.4 million. 

The larger stations took it on the chin this time, the 
only one of the three groups to show an actual 
dollar decline. During the first two months 
of this year, the intermediate -sized group was 
the one which lagged behind the others. The 
$3 million -and -up group declined 1.1 per cent 
from March, '66; this group was up 7.3 per 
cent over the preceding year in February and up 
3.5 per cent in January. 

The intermediate group-$1-3 million in annual revenues 
-rose 2.0 per cent over last year, the same as 
the group's rise in January, but below the 4.3 
per cent j-ump in February. The under $1 million 
boys did best, rising 5.8 per cent over last 
year, compared with 8.6 per cent in February 
and 4.2 per cent in January. Last year, the 
data for March by group, in ascending order 
of size, showed increases, respectively, of 
4.6, 6.5 and 7.1 per cent. 

¡01) 

95 

90 

85 

80 

NATIONAL SPOT 

March (up 0.2%) 

Year-to-year changes 

b annual station revenue 

Station Size Spot Tv 

Under $1 million 
SI -3 million 
83 million -up 

+5.8% 
1-2.0% 
-1.1% 

.1 I' Al A ,11 1 J. SO N 
1967-'66 comparison 

D 

Next issue: a report on local and network compensation income to stations in Marc, 

(A copyrighted feature of TELEVISION AGE, Business Barometer is based on a cross-section of stations in alt income and geographical caret°' 
' Information is tabulated by Dun & Bradstreet.) 
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"I guess we settle 
for place and show 

again:' 

`25+,,:.17,Arr: 

... -- .. . . . >,_;;' c.r.._.. . L.Sf'M` .tii',+raRif -. -,' . . 

The CBS Televisión Network 
sports schedule is watched in more homes 

than any other sports on television. 
O 

' lased on National Nielsen Television Index average audience household estimates for all networksports telecasts from May 1966 through -April 1967, 
subject to qualifications on request. Monday through Sunday, 7 am -11 pm. 
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Commercials Festival 
A special citation for an interna- 

tional, or exportable, tv campaign 
went to J. Walter Thompson for 
Lark commercials produced by Estu- 
dios IVloro in Barcelona and Jean 
Riberprey in Paris in the Interna- 
tional Awards part of the American 
Tv Commercials Festival in New 
York this month. 

Of the international tv Clios, the 
lion's share went to Britain, 10 out 
of 15. Or 11 out of 19, if you count 
awards for best in national markets, 
like the eleventh Clio, which went to 
a Chunky dogfood spot as "best" in 
the English market. 

The Chunky spot (Collett, Dicken- 
son; Pearce; Keith Ewart Studio.) 
also won a special citation in the 
packaged foods field. 

Japan won two prizes; Canada, 
kustralia, and Ireland, one each. As 

the song went, "England swings like 
a pendulum do." 

An Asahi Pentax camera ad (Hak- 
uhodo; Rensei Ega) tied for best in 
the personal -and -gift -items category 
with Polaroid "Venice" (DDB Lon- 
don; James Garrett & Partners), and 
also won a prize for best cinematog- 
raphy for cameraman Rentaro Kawa- 
kami, and also won "best Japanese 
market." 

Best automotive, and also best 
demonstration, was the Uniroyal 
"Car Drop" (Clifford Bloxham & 

Partners; Anglo -Scottish Pictures) . 

Best in packaged foods, and also best 
use of humor, was Toffee Crisp 
"Football" (S. H. Benson; James 
Garrett) . Score two wins for Garrett. 

The other tv winners: 
Beverages: Schweppes Bitter Lem- 

on "Hammer;" (Ogilvy & Mather; 
World Wide Pictures) . 

Cosmetics & toiletries: Vitapointe 
Shampoo "Anniversary;" (Goodis 
Goldberg Soren; Robert Lawrence 
Productions, Toronto) . Also "best 
Canadian market." 

Home furnishings: Caprolan 
"Dog;" (Hansen Rubensohn-Mc- 

18 

THE WAY IT HAPPENED Newsfront 
Cann -Erickson; Fontana Films, Syd- 
ney). Also "best Australian mar- 
ket." 

Household items: Ajax Liquid 
"Office Cleaners;" (Crane, Norman, 
Craig & Kummel; Geoffrey Forster 
Associates). 

Tobacco products: Player's Gold 
Leaf "Two Words;" (Arks Adver- 
tising, Dublin; Film City Produc- 
tions, London) . 

Services and corporate: Gas Coun- 
cil "Visit to the Works;" (Colman, 
Prentís & Varley; Anglo -Scottish Pic- 
tures) . Chalk up two to Anglo -Scot- 
tish. 

A special citation for best on - 

camera spokesman went to Tony 
Hancock for his work for the British 
Egg Market Board; (Ogilvy & Math- 
er; World Wide Pictures) . 

Jell-O took the cake at the eighth 
annual American TV Commercials 
Festival, enabling Young & Rubicam 
to widen the lead it had taken the 
year before, with 12 Clios this year, 
after winning nine last year. Doyle 
Dane Bernbach again came in second, 
this time with 10 wins. 

For the rest, Ogilvy & Mather 
did rather well with five Clios, 
three of them going to Ban commer- 
cials, and the smaller, hotshot "crea- 
tive" agencies continued to get as 
many awards as the giants-Carl 
Ally got three to BBDO's three; 
Tinker took five to J. Walter Thomp- 
son's four. 

Among production houses credited 
with Clios, MPO Videotronics and 
EUE/Screen Gems came out neck to 
neck with seven wins each; next were 
VPI with six, Howard Zieff and Tele - 
Video with five, and Rose-Magwood 
with four. 

The same Lark image sells in Spain. - 

The best campaign, as was ii 

versally anticipated, was the NIilod. 

Rich Greene "disadvantages" 
paign for Benson & Hedges lis, 

which also won a Clio as best rope 5 

tobacco field. 

The Winners 

Automobiles: Volvo The Cars; Carl It; 
TeleVideo; Howard Zieff. 

Automotive Accessories: UniRoyal 
in 

tires Monster; Doyle Dane Bernbach; II 

Littlejohn. 

Gasolines: Mobil Love Making; Dle 

Dane Bernbach; MPO. 

Beers & Wines: Carling Black LA ,t 

Read a Can; Jack Tinker & Partari 
Rose-D'Iagwood. 

Coffee & Tea: Savarin Regular De,nd 

ing Man; Foote, Cone & Belding; VP s 

Soft Drinks: Diet Pepsi Airport; BBB " 

Libra. 

Bath Soaps: Dial Subliminal; Fo,' 

Cone & Belding; EUE/Screen Gems. 

Cosmetics: no best award. 

Dentifrices: Polident Egg; Grey Ad, 

dising; Landis -Wolf. 

Deodorants: Ban Couple, Hunter; 0 

& Mather; EVE/Screen Gems. 

Hair Preparations: Toni Children; 1#: 

Tinker & Partners; James Garrett. 

Men's Toiletries: Great Day Di, a( 

Snider, Doyle Dane Bernbach; EL d 

Screen Gems. 

2 

Pharmaceuticals: Alka-Seltzer Pie E. 

ers; Jack Tinker & Partaiers; Howe' . 

Ziefff. 

Special Citation, Pharmaceutics., 
Band-Aid Sheer Strips Baseball; Young 

Rubicam; Horn/Griner. 

Major Appliances: Westinghouse DV 

washer Eat at Joe's; McCann-Erickso 

VPI. 

Cleansers and Waxes: Dow Oven Get 

er Pow; MacManus, John & Adair 

Pelican. 
(Continued on page 

4 
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"1 mess this 
just about wraps up 

a derv special =.. 

season:" 

[he CI D% Television Network 
has presented six of the ten most popular 

special broadcasts this season. 
O 

Based on National Nielsen Television Index average audience household estimates for Oct. 1966-Apr, 1967, covering 6-11 pm, Monday-Sunday. Subject to qualifications on request. "Specials"-programs aired not more than once a month. 



bou set the 
parameter. 

e'II prove that 
he E t Iowa 

arket is 
aradigmatic. 

How do you like your markets? Full of full 
'employment? The Iowa pool -shooting, or un- 
employment, ratio in 1966 Was 1.4%-about 
a third of the national figure. Nonfarm em- 
ployment, estimated at 786,000 in 1966 by 
the Iowa Employment Security Commission, 
was at a fifth consecutive yearly all-time high. 
Noses to the grindstone in Iowa factories 
averaged better than 200,000 a month. Of 
Fortune Magazine's top 500 firms, 115 have 
Iowa locations. Iowa's industrial output rose 
13% in 1966, to $10.2 billion. Income fro'rh 
farm marketing is up 11% to $3.3 billion: 

I -low do you like your markets? Rich? 
Personal income is up 9.4% (1966 over 
1965) to $6.4 billion. 

How do you like your markets? Well- 
educated? Iowa is about 30% ahead of the 

national egghead average in number of doc- 
torate degrees granted on a population basis 

-and 100% ahead of the national average 

The. 
wmt 

Stations 
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

WMT, WMT-FM, WMT-TV; 
KWMT, KWMT-FM, Fort Dodge. 
Represented by The Katz Agency.. 

in number of doctorate degrees. Iowa's t111 t, 

state -supported colleges had enrollment(.,`, 

50,000 in 1966. Our literacy ráte is thel i 

tion's highest. 
You are regaled with this Iowa lore e 

cause Eastern Iowa, or WMTland, cot 

tutes 60% of Iowa's population. and 1 - 

chasing power. It includes Cedar Rap, 

Iowa City, Waterloo and Dubuque-four 
Iowa's eight largest population centers. tit 

To arrange a romance between Y - 

computer and ours, or just to receive 

non-fattening definition of paradigmatic 
,I :t 

other quaint Eastern Iowa terms, drop u ti 

note, or see the man from Katz, our natio r 

representatives. i 
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MAY 22, 1967 

What appears destined for 
bigger things on network tv, 

with major implications 
for advertisers, broadcasters 

and program. producers? 

The P -o -n -g show 
the '50's in nighttime iv was a decade of program 
ideas inspired by and, in some cases, completely 

Cried over from radio, clear evidence is begin- 
n:g to emerge that, in the next few years, motion 
p:ture concepts will predominate. While the rami- 
flitions of this change are not yet fully visible, it 

rlsbvious that eventually it will have a fundament- 
,al;ffect on networks, advertisers, stations and audi- 
eies. 

;iven the nature of the task-the substitution of 
,dog network programs for short ones-the evolu- 

Gi is certain to be gradual. The medium, as is 
olious, is already stocked with longer programs; 

'Ó1y Monday night lacks a movie, and next season 

will see an even larger number of hour shows, be- 
sides 150 specials. This season, the hall -hour show 
suffered further setbacks. Not only were many 
cancelled, but their replacements were primarily 
longer shows. The '66-'67 season began with 42 
half hours in primetime periods. Next season there 
will be 32. 

A harbinger. of things to come is the new CBS 
show, Cimarron Strip, the hour -and -a -half western. 
Coupled with the CBS Thursday movie, this will 
give the network, in effect, a double feature night. 

The hour -and -a -half series is not new to tv; NBC's 
The Virginian has been on since 1962. There llave 
been other regular shows of similar length, begin - 

T cflision Age, May 22, 1967 
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Playhouse 90 (CBS) 

ring with Sid Caesar's Your Show 

oí Shows on NBC, and including 
Playhouse 90 on CBS, Wagon Train, 
converted to 90 minutes after its pur- 
chase by ABC, Arrest and Trial on 

ABC, and 90 Bristol Court an ill- 

fated attempt to link together three 
related half hours of comedy. 

Cimarron Strip, however, is ex- 

pected to be merely the first of a 

number of 90 -minute and longer 
shows to go on tv in the coming 
years. Both NBC and CBS are work- 
ing on several properties of more 
than an hour in length. CBS has four 
ideas in various stages. of develop- 
ment, among them a detective series 
to be created by James Moser. NBC 

has been working on a two-hour pro- 
gram for five years. Its format would 
he broad enough to encompass a 

variety of key action figures-a doc- 
tor, lawyer, detective, etc. 

Sparking the development of the 
long show is the success of the 
movies. They are proof that audi- 
ences have a decided taste for the 
long form, and prefer it over short- 
er programs-when the material is 

good. This extends to watching re- 

peated showings of movies, a second 
run being common, a third run 
to be offered shortly and_ perhaps 
even fourth runs may be forthcoming 

Still this success has two edges to 

it. The prices of movies have con- 
tinued to soar and networks have 
moved to produce their own so as not 
to be completely dependent upon out - 

1 

/World Premiere (NBC) 

<"','" 

Producer's Showcase (NBC) 
o 3 

, 

. 

1.- 

V,., 

li. 
1 r 

s. - 1%1 

Cimarron Strip (CBS) 
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Your Show of Shows (NRC) 

.de motion picture producers. This 
ey are doing in a modest way. The 
access of NBC's World Premiere, 
e package of eight films produced 
cpressly for tv (according to Niel - 
;n .the package averaged a 39 share 
lis season), is pushing the other 
etworks in the same direction. 
This is giving the Hollywood stu- 

ios valuable experience in produc- 
rg hour -and -a -half motion pictures, 

A cabling them to cope with the diffi- 
'ilt production problems of the long - 

t i form. "It has given us a greater 
)ility to produce quality programs 

greater length," states Jennings 
ang, senior vice president for tv 
:oduction, Universal City Studios, 
id the producer of World Premiere 

, ; r NBC. 

1 But networks must also sharply 
al )grade the quality of programming 

more conventional lengths, if they 
le to be able to compete better 
;ainst movies. Hubbell Robinson, 

If 
CBS program chief, whose inde- 

t mdent unit produced Stage 67 on 
'BC this season, observes, "It's even 
rd to send an hour show up against 
movie. On balance, motion pictures 
e better because of the money and 

Jne put into them." 
IMoney and time obviously play a 
lajor role in creating better pro- 
,'amming and the 90 -minute show 
;mands more of both. Cimarron 
Tip is budgeted at $300,000 per 

r !rur-and-a=half, and takes 10 days 
shoot-about 50 per cent more 

t 

U 

The long show has had its 

ups and downs, but success of 

movies is reviving interest. 

In theory, it should improve 

the quality of tv programming. 

time than the hour show. 
Robinson points out other reasons 

for the trend toward the longer form. 
"You don't need as many programs 
in your schedule because each larg- 
er unit consumes more time. Besides, 
we're running out of ways to do pro- 
grams about cops and private eyes, 
lawyers and detectives. While I'm not 
deprecating what's already been pro- 
duced-I'm continually astonished at 
the fresh program ideas is brings 
forth-eventually you begin to use up 
the good half-hour ideas and a ter- 
rible aridity sets in." The facts would 
seem to bear him out. The casualty 
rate among new shows keeps climb- 
ing; this past season only nine of the 
34 new shows succeeded. This was 
a failure rate of 74 per cent, among 
the highest in tv's history. 

Robinson maintains there are other 
advantages. "From a network's view- 
point," he says, "every time you re- 
duce the number of shows on tv, 
you're getting rid of the monkey on 

your back. You have a less crushing 
burden of programs whose quality 
must be sustained if they are to con- 
tinue to succeed. The 90 -minute show 
means you have to do housekeeping 
for one show-not three half hours. 

Yet the development of the longer 
show has been slow for one big rea- 
son-risk. A 90 -minute show which 
fails brings down three half hours 
with it and can drastically effect a 

network's ratings for the entire even- 
ing. (CBS has lessened the risk by 

placing ,Cirnarrot. Strip before its 

strong Thursday night movie.) The 
investment, moreover, for an bour- 
and-a-half show is so large that only 
the biggest program producers can 
afford it. CBS is betting $7.8 million 
on 26 shows in Cimarron Strip. 

Mike Dann, senior vice president 
for programs at CBS, points out 
other forbidding elements. "Once 
you're locked in, you have to go the 
whole season. There's no turning 
back. You can't cancel after 26 
weeks. The commitment is too large. 
Also, there's little demand for a 90 - 
minute show in s\ ndication, so you 
can't expect to recoup too much from 
that market. You must get it hack on 

the network." 
The virtue of the 90 -minute series, 

according to Dann, is that, if success- 
ful, it should have greater longevity. 
"I don't believe that even the hour 
program can do well against a good 
hour -and -an -half show. It should he 
almost as strong as a feature." 

Eugene Accas, vice president, net- 
work relations at Leo Burnett, main- 
tains there are other benefits to the 
networks from strong 90 -minute pro- 
grams. "When a substantial chunk 
of time is covered by a long show, 
while the risk is greater, it puts that 
network in the position of taking the 
offensive against the others. You are 
saying to them, 'You program against 
me.' Once you get that audience 
hooked on a story and characters in 

(Continued on page 64) 
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+lh the slowdown in spot tv's 
growth this year, the long-es- 

tablished business of bartering time 

is exhibiting more than the usual 
amount of activity. This marks the 

first noticeable stirring since 1963, 
when, according to The New York 
Times, barter made a "modest come- 

back." Now that stations are stock- 
ing a bigger -than -usual inventory of 

asailabilities, they are more sym- 

pathetic to the blandishments of the 

barter operators. 
As a matter of fact, some of the 

initiative may be coming from sta- 

lions. One veteran barter operator 
who has been relatively inactive in 

recent years plans to come back. Says 
Philip Lane of Philip J. Lane Video 
Enterprises, a New York -based firm, 
"I've been getting offers of time 
recentty from stations who want mer- 
chandise. Sounds to me like barter 
business is picking up." 

Little has been written about bar- 
ter in recent years. Bartered tv time 
first hit the trade press headlines 
back in 1956, when the late Matthew 
Fox (sometimes called "Matte the 
Fox") revealed he was exchanging 
the UKO film package he had ac- 

quired for time to be used by Inter- 

national Latex. For about two years 
thereafter, the business was agitated 
by the issue and then the subject 
seemed to fade away. 

Better Barter Business 

What's happened to barter? Well, 
it's not exactly moribund. Far from 
it. It's bigger (and smoother) than 
it was 10 years ago. Of course, so is 
the television business. 

To hear the barter operators tell 
it, their operations have not grown 
as fast as total television billings. 
While they have lots of reasons for 
not wanting to appear as important 
factors in tv advertising, their de- 
scription of barter's declining share 
of tv advertising is probably ac- 

curate. 
But no one really knows how much 

tv time stations exchange today for 
merchandise, equipment, services, 
etc. There is, first of all, the question 
of defining bartered time: Barter is 

the exchange of commodities or ser- 
vices without cash. Its simplest form 
in the broadcast field is represented 
by, say, an auto dealer who trades 
a car directly with the station for an 
equivalent value in commercial time. 
Local barter is the most common, 

probably represents the biggest c. 
lar portion, and is the hardest to tat i 

in revenue terms. 
However, this practice has bet - 

employed by advertising media :c ' 
decades, and created little stir. 'L 

+ 

kind of time -bartering that rai;; 

hackles among admen, infuriates re, 
and makes advertisers of the me: , 

conventional stripe chomp their L.+ I. 

gars with frustration, is the natio; I d 
spot variety in which a middlem, 
plays a key role, aggressively and + . 

geniously creating barter opportu: 
ties where none existed before. Ti 

middleman promises (1) commo+ 

ties or services to stations, relievi 

them of the need to lay out cash, at 

(2) time to advertisers at a low, lc -++ 

price. The barter operator can tá. 

his profit from both sides of t, 

transaction, so; presumably, eves 

body is happy. 
Everybody, that is, except t. 

-7 

aforementioned rep and agency -.11 

each cut out of a commission-am -r 

the advertiser, and many statio; 1,1 

who see a cloud thrown over t1 t 3 

rate structure. In addition, some a m 

vertisers pointedly raise the questii 

about whether giving their compe' ,o 

tors a lower price than they them 

The spot slowdow 
is perking u 

interest in Bart..; 

.w on the tv scene 
Here are answer) 

to the questions . . 

rt . 
+e, 

1 
What's 

happened 
to time 

bartering? 
24 Television Age, May 22, 196 
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Ives gel isn't at variance with the 

Irposes of the Robinson-Patman 
which deals with price discrimi- 

ition. 

What is barter, anyway? 

The question of defining bartered 
tie is also complicated by the in - 

irate ways in which the time is 

lid for as well as by new develop - 
wits in the practice of reciprocal 
tdes. If a station operator pays a 

sulicator for programming with 
i1 (.h which he has gotten from the 

iddleman and to whom he has 
fnnised time in exchange, is that 
liter? Or, take a more sophisticated 
riprocal arrangement: A middle - 
En sells services to a station and is 

I; d in cash. However, there is an 
i erstanding that the businessman 
vl place time for an advertiser at 

. e.d rates-and in cash. The cost to 
I, advertiser is less than card rate 
see the middleman applies some of 

profit (in selling services to the 
stion) to reducing the advertiser's 

,;,, eienditures for time. 
Che above examples were 

si.bed to TELE\ ISION \GE 

It 

de- 
by 

oervers close to the barter scene. 
cannot necessarily be taken at 

face value because, as one observer 
said: "You can never be sure about 
the bookkeeping arrangements unless 
you're actually a participant. And 
the middleman may work it one way 
with one station and another way 
with another station." 

Finally, there is the business which 
trades time for its own account- 
that is, the barter operator uses the 
time for a product which he manu- 
factures or distributes. 

Estimates of the amount of tv 
time involved in barter or other re- 
ciprocal deals vary according to 
whether it is calculated in terms of 
the rate card or the cost to the ad- 
vertiser. The value of the latter in 
spot alone is put at anywhere front 
$10 million to $25 million with rate 
card values upwards of $50 million. 
No one will pretend to have a good 
dollar estimate of the direct barter 
between stations and local advert is- 

ers. Most authorities assume that the 
value of bartered spot radio time is 
about the same as for tv. This means, 
of course, that the ratio of time 
traded in radio to total spot expendi- 
tures is about triple what it is in iv. 

Who are the major operators in 
barter or in the more sophisticated 

versions of reciprocal trading? The 
niost commonly mentioned names 
are Atwood Richards, RDR Associ- 
ates, and Promotional Services, all 
located in New York City. Atwood 
Richards is headed by Richard D. 
Rosenblatt, who once headed Time 
Merchants, a big factor in bartered 
time in the '50s. Rosenblatt's firm 
and RDR are believed to be among 
the biggest and of approximately 
equal size, with PS a bit smaller. 

Said to be big in trading for its 
own acount is Jeffrey Martin Labora- 
tories, which owns Compoz. RDR, 
which maintains its operations can 
no longer be considered barter in 
the conventional sense, had been ac- 
quiring time for its own Sardo 
brand, recently sold to the Schering 
pharmaceutical house. Observers be- 
lieve this will put Sardó into a con- 
ventional timebuying situation. It's 
been estimated that Sardo had begin 
using spot tv time worth about $2.5 
million annually. 

While barter operators insist 
there's nothing illegal or unethical 
about their operations and that, in- 
deed, they perform a legitimate serv- 
ice for advertisers who could not 

(Continued on page 57) 
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LOCAL PRODUCT USAGE DA1 

Tempting but expenshb 

What ARB offers in local product usage reports 
VIDEOBURG: Average quarter hour estimates, total survey area 

Thousands of homes or individuals 

Day part Station Toothpaste Dogs Hair Tonic New Car Gasoline Beer 

7:30 to 11PM WXXX 
WXXY 
WXXZ 

30.4 
27.5 
21.4 

24.8 
24.9 
18.9 

25.0 
24.8 
21.0 

67.6 
62.9 
48.0 

94.2 
95.5 
74.7 

54.8 
48.6 

37.6 

TOTALS 79.3 68.6 70.8 178.5 264.4 141.0 

O r 
kkyk!I" 

. 

Cost -per -thousand, WXXX (7:30 to 11PM) 

Length Type Cost Toothpaste Dogs Hair Tonic New Car Gasoline Beer 

10 SEC OPEN 149 $3.21 $3.36 $4.43 $ 4.85 $1.43 $2.49 
10 SEC END 147 3.17 3.32 4.38 4.79 1.41 2.46 
20 SEC OPEN 299 6.44 6.75 8.90 9.74 2.88 5.00 
20 SEC END 294 6.34 6.64 8.75 9.58 2.83 4.92 
60 SEC OPEN 31F 6.79 7.11 9.38 10.26 3.03 5.27 
60 SEC END 310 6.68 7.00 9.23 10.10 2.98 5.18 

Basic product usage data in ARB local reports 
numbers of viewers or viewing homes which 
example, toothpaste data cover number of 
homes with at least six daily toothbrushings. 

(top chart) show 
use product. For 
housewives from 
Chart at bottom 

shows cost -per -thousand for open and end rates of varying com- 

mercial lengths in day -part measured. Cpm data cost extra. ARB 

initially offered product data for each program, found it slowed 

down publishing of reports. (Al! data above are hypothetical.) 

Despite continuing interest of ' ' 

advertisers in pinpointing prospects, ARB 

is only firm putting out local product 

usage data. Nielsen? Sees no market 

26 Television Age, May 22, 19 
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'nce upon a time, when Uncle 
NIiltie was the darling of tavern 

ti vision, a skeptical cereal maker 
_ Icsecl at the glorious ratings and 

ated, "But how many of them eat 
kakfast food?" 

r ince then, the question has both - 

u ed a lot of advertisers, and also 
ti ratings services' whiz kids who 

,t - at supposed to come up with the 
,- a'wers. One answer is demographics 
-le age, income, size -of -family, 
et data which gives the advertiser 

I, aiindirect lead to his prospects. 
ut it's still a buckshot technique, 

yt w,n what's needed is a rifle. In tv 
e atwising, the rifle is product usage 

d<< among viewers. Everybody 
krws it's easier to steal a customer 
fr,l the competition than to create 
ne users. 

one form or another, tv -related 
prluct usage data has been around 
fo nearly a decade-on a national 
has. It has variously been offered 
hyPulse, Politz, Simmons, Nielsen, 
Bitd Ratings Index, and American 
Ilf,arch Bureau, to name a few. 
Air all, what really interests ad - 
le sets is not Johnny Carson's audi- 
en rating but, for example, his in- 
stat coffee rating how many in- 
sta: coffee drinkers watch his show? 
(hnesting, that is, if your product 

Istant coffee.) 
18 pioneering area for product 

da' today, in the eyes of some ad 
agcy research directors, is the ap- 
P"tion of it to local tv markets. 
Sa: one agency research chief, "I biz product data may some day 
g. re to be the primary consideration 

1111 aiming all spot television buys." 

Telision Age, May 22, 1967 

Here's what product usage data is, 
and what it can tell you: In ARB's 
National Report this past January, 
for example, Cinderella on CBS 
scored a rating of 23 in the 7:30- 
8:00 Wednesday nighttime slot. On 
NBC, The Virginian got a rating of 
only 13 and ABC's Batman came in 
with 11. 

Does this mean Cinderella was the 
best buy? Not if you're selling in- 
stant coffee, it doesn't. Because, be- 
sides gix ing audience ratings in its 
National Report, ARB also lists the 
product usage data for 'half a dozen 
products. The six in the January 
report were cereal, instant coffee, 
soft drinks, hair spray, cigarettes, 
and beer. 

208 Cups Per Day 

Cinderella, with art audience rat- 
ing of 23, got an instant coffee 
rating of 179. The Virginian, with 
an audience rating of only 13, got 
an instant coffee rating of 208. 

In the above example, this means 
that every 100 housewives who 
watched The Virginian said they 
drink a total of 208 cups of coffee 
per day. 

But the trouble with ARB product 
usage data, agencies say, is that there 
are too few product categories. (ARB 
shifts to another half dozen products 
tuu ice a year.) 

Also, while ARB gives product 
usage ratings for every half-hour net- 
work time slot in its National Report, 
ARB's local Market Reports give 
product usage ratings only for day 
parts-time periods of three to four 
hours each. 

Limitations of this sort are frus- 
trating to ad agency media men. A 
typical comment on the situation 
comes from Ed Papazian, media 
supervisor at BBDO: 

"ARB's local data is only a Le - 

ginning. You don't buy spot tv the 
way '1 ou do radio, and day -part in- 
formation is inadequate. You need 
more dimension. 

"Are movies better than comedies 
for a cake mix? Is Bonanza better 
than the Smothers Brothers? When it 
gets down to buying an actual show, 
I still have to use my own judgment. 

"They say it's too expensive to 
provide detailed information locally. 
Rut the ratings people haven't tested 
to find out if it really is too expen- 
sive. It can be used in many different 
ways and they aren't looking at the 
bigger picture. 

"They're just looking at the time - 
buyer or the rep. They should look 
at the marketers and the planners 
who can also use it. 

"Also, product data is more re- 
liable than demographics. A house- 
wife will lie about education, income, 
and so forth. But she'll tell you 
exactly how many washloads she 

does." 

The ratings services have long 
cited cost as a barrier to gathering 
product usage data on a local basis. 
Nielsen, which is currently offering 
product usage data nationally on 120 
different products (and so far has 
had no takers) gives a bathtub -and - 
ocean comparison as an example. 

To find the salt content of the 
ocean, you need only scoop up a 

(Continued on page 66) 
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T he status of the ad agency art 
director went up another notch 

this month. Doyle Dane Bernbach, 
seventh largest agency in the nation, 
pronwted art department chief Rob- 
ert Gage as creative head in charge 
of all copy, art, and iv production 
at the agency. 

To some industry observers, it 
looked like another case of the art 
director rising in status al the ex- 

pense of the tv producer. William 
Ilerrrbach, DDB president and long 
the unofficial "creative head" of the 
agency, denied this. "Gage was al- 

a acs an adman first, an art director 
second," he declared. 

Whatever the factors behind the 
DDB move, the increasing influence 
of art directors in television adver- 
tising today is a fact of life. And 
if Gage's talent as an art director 
was not the primary reason for his 
promotion, few admen will claim it. 

was a handicap. 
What does this shift in the agen- 

cies' creative status structure mean? 
is it a fad or a trend? Where did 
it come from and where is it going? 

The change is significant in Iwo 
ways: (1) It is both the cause and 
effect of the increasing number of 
"creative" commercials. (2) The 
agency art director is getting more 
to say-in some cases he has the key 
voice-in the choice of the commer- 
cials producing company. 

Behind these developments is the 
fact that television has now been 
around long enough for a new, film - 
oriented breed of art directors to 

evolve-talented young men who 
grew up watching Iv. By their own 
admission, some of them "couldn't 
spec a print ad if 1 had to." 

But have they soared to new 
eminence because of talent, or-as 
some disgruntled producers have 
suggested-have they been pushed 
there by their agencies because "cre- 
ative" commercials attract at tent ion- 

and new clients? In short, is today's 
art director important because he's 
a shoscase for new business presenta- 
tions'? 

On the other hand, creative people 
are often notoriously poor at details, 
technical aspects, and administration. 
Can an art director be a good pro- 
ducer, too? Does he have the qualifi- 
cations, not only in training but also 

in temperament? 
Or is that necesary? Perhaps all 

the non -creative aspects of making 
a iv ad can be handled by the com- 

mercials producer. 
Another question raised by the 

rise of the art director: Do "creative" 
commercials really sell? One pro- 
ducer \'ho served as a judge at this 
year's American Tv Comercials 
Festival emerged from the prelimin- 
ary screenings with scorn. 

Ile declared: "You'd never believe 
there could be so much junk. Even 
the art directors among the judges 

were moaning and groaning alllerlt 

miserable, desperate imitations, iof.o 

ed-up graphics, art -for -art's 1ké «I 

sluff. Not one in 40 was a sdnsr 
IJ 

commercial." 
Who were the culprits? "Nothe 

agencies which have adverting -1 

oriented art directors, hut thdárt 

director shops' which desperelri 

imitate the good ones. NIarkenr'u 

word, it's the death of theart 

director. 
"Some of those agencies are ªnga.y 

to realize very soon that it's iat 

enough to have an art director r kei.,t 

the commercial. He's got to knovnl i . 

vertising, know it well, and he'mlot 

to know film." 
Whether producers like it or oI, .1 

change is going on. Traditionalhan 

agency needs a three-man tear In 

make a tv commercial: writer,M 
director, and producer. But at 1V' 

Ayer writers or art directors ,re 

taking over the producer's fuwn 

I'm in favor of equal rights 
for art directors, but... 

...a fad takes hold... 

...if you believe in professionalism, 
you can't go without a producer. 

I I I 

...the art director's prime responsibility lies elsewhere. 
1 1 

... flamboyantI flaunters of unfettered creativity... 

...they jump into film and slop around in it.. . 

The' results are dreadful. 

...it's the delath of the art director. 

...most fart directors would rather 
spend their time creating, conceiving... 
II 111 I t 

... you need a producer as an interpreter.. . 



.1. 

!u;' 

)o art directors 
nake good producers? 
'ecent personnel shifts 

`nphasize the increasing 

atus of art directors. 
ut not everyone agrees 

's a good thing 

1 some cases, according to James 
terry, art director -producer. 
"I don't know whether it's hyphen- 

t{d or not. You know, I've never 
n:n it written down since I moved 
car from the art department to the 
Induction job? It's been a long 
Id for me to make the transition 
pause of resistance in that area. 
'Most of the comment used to 

lie lick the change was that the art 
s sector is not a good businessman. 
e hind art directors, in general, to 

F+ 1= fairly good businessmen. I made 
t' change last September. 
'Over here, we're trying to get 

t most benefit out of people as 
risible. The effort is to cut down 
Gas few people as we can, to cut 
dAn on confusion and duplication 
o effort. If } ou have two people -- 
a writer and an art director-pro- 
d:er-whv complicate it with a 
tld guy? 

Triple -threat Man 
'We even have one man here, Jim 
rrison, who's a writer -producer 

al he does his own art direction, 
It, tt. No art directors work with him 

afar as this agency is concerned. 
Ttt's an unusual case, of course- 
o:'. man doing all three jobs. 

'Here at Aver, we're not looking 
1( just paperwork producers. What 

1,, 'ire looking for is talent in execu- 
tit, picture, and track rather than 
V`l amounts of experience in finish - 
it', We're not negligent in the area 
otfinishing hut that's not the thing 
"'re looking for. Paperwork and fishing can be had anywhere. 

Anybody who can answer his tele- 
phone can do that." 

But in the eyes of many producers, 
the trouble with art directors is that 
they tend to forget about budgets in 
their enthusiastic pursuit of an idea. 
Gordon Webber, senior vice presi- 
dent and director of broadcast com- 
mercials production at Benton & 

Bowles, put it this way: 
"Art directors go wrong when they 

lose sight of advertising objectives. 
They usually have a well developed 
graphic sense, an aesthetic taste that 
is important in making film. But 
it only counts if they know the tech- 
niques of the advertising film." 

At Benton & Bowles, he said, the 
team grouping of art, copy and pro- 
duction men provides "a system of 
checks and balances." 

Bob Margulies, commercial broad- 
cast production chief at Ted Rates, 
is a strong believer in the separation 
of producer and art director. He 

feels it is a mistake to assign pro- 
duction responsibility to an art 
director. 

"if you believe in professionalism, 
you can't go without a producer," 
Margulies declared. The producer 
knows the field, the talent, the organ- 
izational problems; he knows what a 
budget means and lie knows what 
can or can't be done, much more 
than the art director whose prime 
res )onsibility lies elsewhere. 

"Of course, the producer who's 
just a technician is of little value to 
an agency these clays. The producer 
must be a creative, graphically - 
minded man as well; he must be, 
above all, an advertising man, a pro- 
fessional who understands the con- 
cepts of what we're trying to do. 

"I think some of the agencies that 
went hot and heavy along the art 
director route-and they'll know the 
ones I mean-have pulled in their 

(Continued on page 61) 

Producers are necessary. bug ... 
...to be in on the concept 

you're got to be an art rlirector: 
1 find art directors, in general'. 
to be fair ly good businessmen. 

... old-l¢ne producerswere loo corri%errrerl with the mechanics of film. 
There's nothing mysterious 
about film production. 

~Dore (producers) who are flexible will survive; the rest are going 
to become extinct. 

...the art director -producer ss kind o 
a natural extension of the business 

...one rvor i s ou concepts rather than just execution. 



lave scissors, 
will travel 

I press time, Colgate, the fourth 
- largest tv advertiser, was about 

to appoint an independent film edit- 
ing service -to cut all its commercials 
and handle all other post -production 
work as well. Such a move would 
be the biggest deal yet in what has 
become a new twist in the modus 
operandi of a number of big tv 
users, agencies as well as advertisers: 
assigning the post -production work 
to one editing house, no matter how 
many production houses are in- 
volved. 

The spread of this "pooling" 
practice - Ford does it, so does 
Wells Rich Green, so do several 
ether large advertisers and tv -active 
agencies who forbear disclosing such 
arrangements for fear of antagoniz- 
ing studios-has prompted a number 
of film editors to go out on their 
own, in hopes they'll land an "exclu- 
sive" on a big account or, failing 
that, get enough important accounts 
to make the split worthwhile. The 
business is there, and signs are 
there'll be more of it. 

Another factor that has stimulated 
the rise of independent editing serv- 
ices is the increasing creativity ex- 
hibited in commercials. Editing be- 
comes even more crucial to the suc- 
cess of the finished product. Other 
factors favoring the independents are 
the increase of location shooting, and 

30 

I f a client or agency likes 
the way a guy cuts, it will centralize 
all its commercial work with him. 
The indie cutters contend they provide 
better quality, but the studios 
poor -pooh the idea. 

the continuing proliferation of small 
production studios, many of which 
have no editors on staff. Location 
shooting tends to put control of the 
end product into the cutting room 
in New York, rather than in the home 
studio or the studio affiliate abroad. 

But for all the new inducements to 
shingle -hanging, the classic entrepre- 
neurial incentives are probably more 
important. As in any other business, 
a number of factors lead men to take 
the risk of going it alone; more 
money might be one of them but it 
doesn't always turn out that way. 

Sometimes a top:flight film editor 
can make more on a staff salary 
than he could in independent opera- 
tion. But against that, he can control 
what he accepts, and control, more 
or less, the pace of work. At least 
that's the motives a lot of the indies 
cite. There are two sides to that 
story, too. 

Beyond such touted independence, 
there is the pleasure of being one's 
own boss, the challenge of pitching 
for the big, ones, and the switch 
from assembly line to cottage. 

Some of the independents, as 
might be expected, are doing even 
better, in terms of booty than they 
would be if they were on staff. 

Morton Fallick, president of Cine 
Metric, started out with no accounts 
in 1961. His goal, he says, was to 

provide first-rate editing for esy 1 4 T,; 

customer. At a production house'e 

had been knocking down betwn 

$25,000 and $35,000 a year. 
did he leave that to become niros.: 

entrepreneur? "Because it was mi -i 

ed. Look at it this way: You're Jan 

Ford. Would you take just any ed,r 

to work on your stuff? But if yo+e 

using the production house, and tut' 

best editor is busy on other 

you're stuck with nobody." 

At first, Fallick recalled, his cc- 

pany "took it on the chin." 
had to find out how to break finis 

ing away from the product ,fl 

house." The first cracks came w1I 

his shop began to get finishing wt: 

on film shot on the West Cot 

Later, Fallick went to a large adv+ 

tising agency and told them h v 

they might be able to hold the 

with 12 producers on staff: "I 

all the finishing on an account 

one shop. This way the producer c 

save time, avoid hopping from ph. 

to place to see how the films 

coming along." 

The agency, Foote, Cone & Be` 

ing, took his advice, and gave Ci 

Metric all the finishing assignmer 

on one account, Rheingold. "I cut 

the Rheingold commercials, 75 in o" S 

year," Fallick recalled. 

(Continued on page 6 
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A PROGRAM MAN'S . . . 

I'ho Needs Government Television? 

t 
many years, leaders in this country have been 1or 

fling for an independent television channel to carry 
pgrarns that the commercial channels could not carry. 
1 has been pointed out that the channel would cost 
dot of money. Those kindly institutions like AT&T 
m't have special rates for do-gooders. Neither do the 
nnu(acturers of television equipment or the owners 

r land. or the builders of buildings; it's retail, baby. 
And how about the darling actors and the musicians 

m l writers and crafts? Wouldn't they love to volun- 
i r their services to do shows for the good of humanity 
Id the uplifting of society and do things they really 
hit to do? Sure, pal, for the same kind of loot 
t:y charge the commercial houses and they'd picket 
.ru just as fast íf you took in scabs. 
if the government had been realistic some years back, 

n ty would have begun to build a network parallel to 
,, t., commercial net works. As a matter of fact, if it had 
,.[ hn half commercial, like the Canadian Broadcasting . (mpany, it would have been self-liquidating. The costs 
,.. s, now so high that only an allocation of time to 
l;. . t Defense Department, the CIA. the State Department, 
t.. aI the White House for brainwashing would support 
,. r ' t 3 effort. 

given if a space satellite could transmit a signal, which 
veld eliminate the need for either ground transmitters, 
c telephone lines, or co -axial cable, the basic costs of 
1).g -ramming would be the killer. For example, to pro - 
gm from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. only, seven days a week, 
maid cost a minimum of $150 million a year-and that 
il't really super programming-just average. Add to this 
II cost of an administrative staff, network charges, and 
c ineering costs and you can at least double the tariff. 

"ow let's assume that a lousy half a billion dollars is 
nhing to the free spending U.S. government; they 
8'm to he the last of the big-time spenders. The bottom 
° the line is: what kind of programming will this 
Crdel of culture produce and who will run it? 

rhe big pitch to Congress is being made by those 
t'' unlikely i obsey Twins, Fred Friendly and McGeorge 
F dv. Apparently, if successful, they will be important 
°cers in the broadcast complex, and, if they are, 
Li donnybrook starts here. The biggest single factor 
n the past that pre\ ented a government and educa- 
iraat channel was the composition of the personnel. 
7: more common type of committee involved a repre- 
mtative of education, the clergy, show business, govern- nnt, television, radio, press, unions, the consumer, and 
Prate enterprise. This mishmash could not even agree 
° where to start-they were all so suspicious. 

Viewpoints 
-17 

Fred Friendly is a talented producer of documentaries. 
His leadership in news is less sure. CBS News was 
built by the late Paul White, who was probably the 
finest newsman in the broadcast business. The men 
who followed him have never been able to recapture 
the dominance of his era. Bob Kintner, on the other 
hand, dedicated himself to catching up with and pass- 
ing CBS, and he did. There is nothing in the record 
that said Friendly changed that picture. 

There is much to say against him for his cry-baby 
attitude and childish pouting after he left CBS. He went. 
to the wailing wall over good business decisions made 
by CBS management and treated them like personal 
ilagellations. He treated routine and privileged manage- 
ment meetings with the cavalier attitude that Merle 
Miller took in Dick Daring. Nothing in the book or in 
the record qualifies Friendly to run a 250 watt radio 
station in Death Valley. 

As for McGeorge Bundy, despite his high govern- 
ment and educational posts, he appears to have the 
humility of a Spanish dancer and some highly inflexible 
opinions about what's good for thee and me. This 
highly emotional reaction to these two gents will give 
a clear illustration of what the problem is in picking 
a guy to run a government television operation. And 
if you think this opinion is highly biased wait till the 
real flood begins. 

Despite this reservation, most leaders in the broad- 
cast field would have supported a government channel 
a few years ago-even with McGeorge -Friendly secretly 
hoping that they would have a falling out and kill 
themselves. or die, or go on to bigger things, or whatever. 
Anything to give the guy who wants something better 

v, 

. 

out oof television a chance to get it. But, much has 
happened since then that make it less desirable. 

In the first place, the growth of the National Educa- 
tional Television network has been substantial. With 
private and public financing, and plenty of hard -knock 
experience, this group has managed to connect about 
100 markets and from time to time to offer programming 
that is off -beat and stimulating. If anything, the govern- 
ment should use this as the vehicle by adding U.S. 
funds to the present supply. This would be dealing with 

(Continued on page 65) 
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Film/Tape Report 
NIGHT AND DAY 

From a solid, 95 -market base in 
syndication, Mery Griffin, back at 
The Little Theatre next to Sardi's, 
is preparing campaigns on several 
fronts-syndication and network, 
daytime . and nighttime. Robert 
Aaron, executive vice president of 
Griffin Productions, said that the 
company is moving ahead with long- 
range plans, and sonic of shorter 
range. 

Already well out of the hopper 
is Talk It. Up, which WBC Produc- 
tions, the syndication arm of Group 
W, which also distributes the Mery 
Griffin Show, will kick off next 
month. Earlier this year, Griffin's 
One in a Million game show started 
up on ABC-TV. With Jeopardy going 
strong on NBC-TV, Griffin now has 
two .game shows on network day- 
time. On the drawing boards, the 
Griffin outfit has two half-hour series 
in development, one of them to be 
shot on both sides of the Atlantic, 
possibly with jet -transportable video 
tape machines. 

The 60 -man staff of Griffin Pro- 
ductions has burst beyond the con- 
fines of The Little Theatre, where 
the 60- and 90 -minute Griffin vari- 
ety shows are taped. Some staffers 
are now scattered from Madison 
Avenue ("Griffin Far East") to 
Fifth Avenue ("Griffin East") to 
the Hotel Buckingham ("Griffin 
North"), where the One in a Million 
staff is headquartered. From "Griffin 
West," the theatre next to Sardi's, 
Mery and crew often go out on lo- 
cation, anyvhere from London to 
Palm Springs. A nighttimer in New 
York, the Griffin variety show is 

MMSC'S L C. ARRIES WITII GRIFFIN AND AARON 

a morning show in i\liami, where it 
runs as a strip 9:30 to 11:00, and 
an afteruooner in a number of cities, 
among them Philadelphia and Chic- 
ago.. 

UP FROM UNDER 

Jack Lynn closed a deal with that 
United Artists of the "New American 
Cinema," the Film Distribution Cen- 
ter, for tv distribution rights to 
hundreds of movies in the center's 
catalogue. The Lynn Company is 
packaging the films in a syndicated 
series called The New Cinema, 26 
90 -minute programs. The Film Dis- 
tribution Center, headed by cinema- 
gogue guru Jonas Mekas and Shirley 
Clarke (The Connection, Cool 
World), represents a host of film- 
makers. 

FIRESTONE'S HOUR 

With Len Firestone acquiring dis- 
tribution rights to Wrather Corp's 
syndicated properties, as reported 
here, Wrather's former syndication 
arm, Telesynd, ceases to exist. Fire- 
stone, who had been heading up a 

Filmways syndication operation, has 
set up shop as Firestone Film Syn- 
dication, Ltd. In his totebag are 
Timmi.e and Lassie (156 half hours), 
The Lone Ranger (22 half hours), 
Sergeant Preston of the Yukon (78 
half hours, all in color) and two 
Lone Ranger features. 

News of the Firestone acquisitions 
came on the heels of Wrather Corp.'s 
annual report, which showed the 
company fully recuperated from the 
trauma suffered through participa- 
tion in the fortunes of the A. C. 

Gilbert Company. 
On Gilbert, the Wrather Corp. lost 

$2,919,598 in '65, but only $329,922 
in '66; this year (`66) Wrather 
turned a profit on the balance sheet, 
netting $757,284, back up from a net 
loss of $1,848,584 in '65. Lassie, 
meanwhile, will be going into her 
14th year on the CBS -TV network 
this fall, and the cartoon Lone Ran- 
ger is doing well Saturday mornings 
oh the same network. 

MELTING POT MAY DAY 

As one might surmise fron ti c 

photo above, film-maker Lee Sin, e 

was in splended form at the mo 
less formal opening of Savage -F' I 

man's new layout on the East 
an investiture accompanied by dirlin 

and pibrochs (bagpipes to you ,Itt,r 
senachs) skirling, shrilling, roii ^ 

as scores of agency types debautE,d 

from the elevators to belly up t4 

buffet, the beertaps, and the 111, 

jugs. 
It was clear that although the ib' 

mercials-making firm had move to 

the East Side, they hadn't gone 
Avenue. Libations for the May ''ay 

fete were honest and peasant, t'm i 

the freeflowing Lowenbrau, lightid , 

dark, to the Spanish tinto in yid 

wickered demijohns. The brau 
Iuú 

the Yago red were to wash thin 

the chow, and there was enoua tt.;ti 
last the mountaineers of Zer: tt 

through an Alpine winter -1 c' 

wheels of Appenzeller and Gruite 

panoplies of cervelat and salami ; 

To further confound the etl Il' 

chaos, there was also a big chr'm 

fountain spouting pink punch, st Y 

like at a catered affair on Delat¡1".d 

Street. Taken all in all, it was 

biggest beer, wursi, wine and ch1e l'r 

spread seen this side of the Muih 

Oktoberfest. For Savage-Friedmiió 
Sacre de Printemps, hundreds 1 

admen, art directors, commeret= al 

producers had followed the stud' IF 

bidding to "lay down their tools" +d 

head for the feast. The only till 

that was lacking was a Mayp' ' 

round which to turn in MoJ3 

dances. 
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Our video studio flies. Anywhere. 
bl31 'lis is San Francisco. Next 

".11;t Miami. 

,{ l 11e module being tied down on 
I11ef.pEight contains two Plumbicon 
,lG5i1!ras and an the effects and 
,31: -)Dols and monitors you need for 

Ifessional videotape produc- 
101 The module on the left has ual 

IVIétmpex high -band machine to 
Ic "'rc'd it. We call it the Airmobile- 

f lc) System. It goes to any jet 

le: 

lh 

11. 

airport in the world for almost 

spur-of-the-moment video opera- 

tions. And it carries generators, 
cables, mikes, tripods, even air 
conditioning for full plug -together 

flexibility. 

Ask WCD, Inc. or Benton & 

Bowles how well it worked in 

Miami for Maxwell House coffee 

-even under bad weather condi- 

tions. Or come to Reeves and see 

SOUND STUDIOS 
A DIVISION OF REEVES BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

304 EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 1001/ (212) OR 9.3550 

j ,°^ 
, 

for yourself the quality videotape 
produced from the back of a rental 
truck on a suburban street in 
North Miami and in the studio 
the preceding clay. 

Best yet, see the equipment 
itself in our new Airmobile-Video* 

Center on Long Island. If ít hasn't 
llos n off somewhere. 

*'". Reeves Sound Studios, division of 

Reeves Broadcasting Corporation 



SALES SERVICE RENTALS 

you 
name 
it. 

e've 
t 

11 COMPLETE LINE 

OF MOTION PICTURE 

3 TV EQUIPMENT 
16 & 35mm Motion Picture Cameras 
Arriflex, Auricon, Beaulieu, Beckman & 

Whitley, Bell & Howell, Bolex, Canon, 
Eclair, Mitchell. 
Dollies 
Colortran, Elemack and Moviola Crab 
Dollies. 
Tripods & Accessories 
Miller, O'Connor, NCE Tripods and Fluid 
Heads. Worral Geared Heads. Hi -Hats, 
Camart Triangles and Sta -Sets. Itza and. 

Pic Stands. Kenyon Gyro Stabilizers. Leo - 

pod body braces and shoulder braces. 
Lenses, Filters & Meters 
Angenieux, (Zoom and standard lenses) 
Schneider, Cooke, Switar and Kinoptik 
Lenses. Camart Optical FX and Rotator 
Lens Units. Harrison & Harrison and 

Tiffen Filters. Honeywell, Gossen Six- 

ticolor and Lunasix meters, Sekonic, 
Weston and Spectra Pro, Combi 500 and 
Three -color Meters. 
Sound & Projection Equipment 
Magnasync, Nagra, Uher 4000 Report L, 

Telefunken and Wollensak Recorders, 
Sennheiser and Electro -Voice micro- 
phones. Siemens and Bell & Howell 
Optical and Magnetic Projectors. Radiant 
Screens. 
Lighting Equipment 
Colortran Quartz Lights, Frezzo Lights, 
Lowel-Lights, Sylvania 30 V Sun Gun and 
Inkie Lights, Frezzolini Power Supply. 
Gobos, Grips, Gaffers. 
Editing Equipment 
Moviola editing machines, Synchronizers 
and Sound readers, Zeiss moviscop View- 
ers, Camart Editing Tables, Film Bins, 
Film Racks, Guillotine and Rivas . Tape 
Splicers. Maier -Hancock Hot Splicer. Mo- 
viola Rewinds. Plus a complete line of 
film handling supplies. 

This is a partial listing. 
For more detailed information write: 

CAMERA MART Iv_ 
1843 BROADWAY NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023 

PL 7-6977 

ANGLO-SAXON SYMBIOSIS 

Although the first regular news - 
feed under the hands -across -the -sea 
linkup between UPI and Independent 
Television News to Overmyer sub- 
scribers had to be postponed until 
September, the new pairing launched 
a combined newsfilm service in syn- 
dication, worldwide. The new organi- 
zation, UPITN, now has laboratories 
in New York. London, Washington, 
Frankfurt, Singapore, and Tokyo. The 
United Network live feed had to be 

put off due to transmission limita- 
tions after UN switched its trans- 
mission base from Las Vegas to Los 
Angeles. 

FOWNES 

CATES AND .FOWNES 

There must be something special 
about the specials business, slhich 
is luring people away from the rela- 
ti e security of agency and network 
jobs. Now Hank Fownes has teamed 
up with Joe Cates to make specials, 
as well as series and feature films. 
They also plan to mount stage pro 
duct ions. Fownes was with Mac - 
Manus, John & Adams for 17 years; 
he started the tv department. 

As senior vice president in charge 
(if broadcast, Fownes had been pick- 
ing programs for General Motors 
accounts. He will continue to serve 
the agency, as a consultant. 

Top of the slate for Cates and 
Fownes is a reading of Edgar Lee 

Masters' Spoon River Anthology, 
to be taped as a 90 -minute special 
for CBS -TV. Cates directed a stage 
presentation of "Spoon River" four 
years ago. Also in the works is a 
musical version of Shaw's Caesar and 
Cleopatra, under the working title 
Her First Roman. Later, Cates 

and Fownes plan to handle a fji , .it 

of Plato's Symposium, as interl; tr 

by Jonathan Miller, and a .tapi.. 

Albert Finney's reading of Done, 

in Hell, part of Shaw's Mari 
Superman. Both the Symposiurtilhir 
the "Don Juan" will be specia j- qe 

tv, as will a third project, ex II` lo 

from Herman Melville. 
For cinema, Cates and Fown,v,,, l 

working on two projects, one Stó 
on Clifford Hanley's It's Dif)ily, 2 

Abroad; the other, on Rte u; 

Scheckley's Prize of Peril. .8, 

KEEPS ON ROLLIN' 

i 

Wagon Train keeps right on riino i 

reports MCA -TV, with recent id 

of the 90 -minute color serié sit 

WMAR-TV Baltimore, KCRG-TV (I].' rF t 

Rapids, WHIO-TV Dayton, WT(11 ., 

Minneapolis -St. Paul, WKBS-TV ir 
delphia and eight others. 

Meanwhile, MCA -TV sold A'c le 
Hitchcock Presents to WKEF-TV 

ton, WFRV-TV Green Bay, each tatlltiE 

the show in the half-hour formki1l, b 

of them, and to WJAN-TV Canton' [rs. 

KWGN-TV Denver, signing for' , 

1 

hour form (93 hours) . WKE f 

Cleveland, KARK-TV Little Rock, lofl 

WLBW-TV Miami signed for boil, 
s 

hours and the half-hours. 

McHale's Navy hit 18 more 1.9 
kets: WLVA-TV Lynchburg -Roa qv! 

KWGM-TV Denver, KIMA-TV Yak all 1 

WAND -TV Decatur, WINR-TV Bingl 

ton, WSPD-TV Toledo, WEAT-TV]1, 

Palm Beach, KTVN-TV Reno, wxsl 1 

Cleveland, WFLA-TV Tampa, wr tü 
Ft. Myers, KGSC-TV San Jose 

WTVO-TV Rockford. 

NEW CREW 

Musicman Bob Crewe 

music publishing, career 
ment) set up an outfit called Cf tee 

Video, to package specials 4Jaill 

series. It's Crewe's eighth comp no 

under his blazon The Crewe Grp, 

of Companies. The other -seven iti fig; 

Group: Yn D o Voice, New Voice r". 

cords, Saturday Music, Tomorr(1-,ill 

Tubes, Genius Music Corp.,, Geri 

Inc., and S. C. C. Manage' ment to 

"which guides the careers of Mil - 

Ryder, the Bob Crewe Genera a; 

and Baby Jane Holzer.". 

( recokr t ' 
man' 
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e logical next step for your station: 
full spectrum of local news coverage 
When you film your news in color, you interest the community and serve the community interest. At the same time, you enhance your value to advertisers. 
Kodak makes local color the next logical step for, you with a versatile color film system, which includes Kodak Ektachrome EF Films and the ME4 Process. You'll find that expedited commercial processing is available in many areas. 

However, if it isn't in yours,. you can easily process the film yourself. And with your own processor, you'll have immediate access to your hard news. You'll also be able to take full advantage of the' film's'greatexposure latitude. You can shoot the news in virtually any light and correct for it by modifying the process. For complete details about the system or for help in setting up the process, call your nearest Eastman Kodak motion picture engineer. 

Eastman Kodak Company 
Atlanta: 404/GL 7-5211 Chicago: 312/654-0200 

Dallas: 214/FL 1-3221 Hollywood: 213/464-6131 
New York: 212/MU 7-7080 San Francisco: 415/PR 6.6055 Kodak 

IRADEMARK 



Advertising Directory of 

SELLING COMMERCIALS 

Abbott Labs (Sucaryl) Tatham -Laird & Kudner Campbell Soup Company BBDO 

FILMFAIR, HOLLYWOOD PAUL KIM & LEW GIFFORD, New York 

American Telephone & Telegraph N. W. Ayer 

WYLDE FILMS, INC., New York 

Chevrolet Campbell -Ewald 

. 

P 

t 

THE TVA GROUP, INC., New York 

Arkansas Power & Light S. M. Brooks -. 

FRED A. NILES - Chicago, Hollywood, New York 

Clark Oil & Refining Chappell, Fiore, Endelman . . 

(CPI) COLODZIN PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York 

Aurora Bath Tissue Young & Rubicam 

lob .."*" 

MUPPETS, INC., New York 

Commonwealth Theatre Owners, Ltd. 

PANTOMIME PICTURES, Hollywood 

36 

LOWER -PRICED COLOR FILET 

ABC's new process for convetngt 

black -and -white film into color ill 

reduce the cost of color film, nke J' 
it easier to handle and re+ce 1 

processing time, according to Fttk 

L. Marx, ABC vice president 
head of the newly -formed AFO, t 

a 

Inc. The latter firm is jointly oved I"¡ 

with Technical Operations, Inc.in 

which ABC has a 19 per cent inte$t, 

The process, which involves a ,e t 

cial b&w film, is still in the dewp 
meat stage and Marx said he old 

not predict a target date for its all 

ability. He claimed it "will mal it 

economically and technically postlo 

for networks and stations to incrse 

and improve color coverage." 

FILMEXPERIMENTALE 

One commercials studio has et .. 

up what might be considered a 151. 

ison Avenue equivalent of Pis 

Instituí des Haines Etudes Cinet- 

tographiques, or, with a sniff sat. t 

of snobisme, of the film schoótt 

LCI_A : it's Filmexperimentale, 't 'it 

up by Filmex. Heading up the tlkit , 

tank is Slavko Vorkapich, the ntli 

Cage mart who joined Filmex, al .. 

w it his cameraman son, Ed, eaur 

this year. Working with Vorkailr ,. 

in the experimental workshop 

Bob Downey, Robert Klane, Wy 

Fax and Lars Swanberg. Klane jr- 

ed Filmex a month ago, Swanlg 

two months ago. Fax has been 

staff since last Year. Bob Downs 

film satire; Chafed Elbows, is onof 

the handful of "underground" fsr '.I 

to have made it to the surface, 

commercial cinema booking. 'e 

lampoon is currently playing 

Necker Street Theatre in New ' 
City. Swanberg, a Swede, word 

with Ingmar Bergman before gog 

to work for Robert Bergmann. 

Filmex president, Robert I. I 

mann. said the workshop is `e 

equivalent of research and devel+'; 

ment for the film industry." He 51 

Filmexperimentale would be work; 

+tn new lenses, new lighting tecl' 

Ties, and tinkering with grip ,1 

gaffer equipment, all the while n'' 

Mg experimental commercials. Fir 

ex leased another floor of ofe 

space for Filmexperimentale. 

Television Age, May 22, 17 



q!( SOCRATES 

he night after he got off the 

pLe front Switzerland, 'Timothy 
(as' manuscript was stolen, along 
wi the other contents of two suit- 
cas from his locked car; parked out- 
ic his East 56th Street studio. The 
nunscripl is a novel which the noted 
phographer and cinematographer 
ea Phoebe, and he hopes to make 
it Ito a feature filin. He bore the 

lot with stoic fortitude, figuring lie 
cod someday write it all out again. 

r. Gallas' interest in feature films 
i3 ti outgrowth of his success in 
filing Iv commercials, as it is with 
,I lumber of other commercials 
nun's. After a decade of work as 

phographer, Mr. Galfas in 1961 

rnw. his first tv commercial (for 
Fa1house Donuts) and has since 
m13 a number of commercials for 
Swsair, Irish 'Tourist Board, Alka- 
Se'er and other accounts. 

r'. Galfas leans toward simplicity 
in ;sign and execution, and has ap- 
pantly avoided being swept up in 
Ihc;wirl of hippy-dippy with-itness 
till has engulfed other fashion 

.phgrapher-s. lie echoes Socrates. 
"I 'tow that I know nothing. "It's 
hater to be simple than to be 
conlicated," l\Ir. Galfas remarked. 
bsimplicity conics across, not just 

in e commercials mentioned above. 
huts other campaigns for Faberge, 
(iriihiis - new Nabisco product - 
pie, beer. Quaker Oats, Ivory Lt- 
tIui and Skippv Peanut Butler. 

TWIGGY AGAIN 

llving earlier rumors, reflected 
in ese pages. Bert Stern does not "U S. rights to all photography 
of '7iggy. from "grab" shot to cina- 
ma'graphy Ile has U. S. Iv. motion 
Pierre, documentary, Iv commercial 
` } short. all kinetic filar and tv- 
rigls to her, but not the still rights. 

ONTHE DOTTED LINE 
r (% International sold five 

`c'r'i, and 30 hours of documentaries 
to 1P New Zealand Broadcasting 
Cot. The series: Get Smart! (sec- 
ondieAson), TILE. Cat, Hennesev, 
'bird Secrets and Captain. Nice. In upan, the company sold Laramie 
40'maguchi, Radio Chugaku, Kita 

Advertising Directory of 

SELLING COMMERCIALS 

Delta Airlines Burke Dowling Adams/BBDO 

c.1a.ó. 
KEITZ & HERNDON, INC., Dallas 

Dristan Tablets William Esty Company 

ri__., t 
Oaf 

tIdd 

WCD, INC., New York 

Eastman Kodak International J. W. T. 

MOVIERECORD, INC./ESTUDIOS MORO, New York 

Lone Star Beer Glenn Advertising 

,. 

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY, Dallas 

t 

FIDELITY FILM PRODUCTIONS, Dallas 

Benjamin Moore Paints Dreher Advertising 
"P 

> -; : > 'r, . , 
},-+ 

ELEKTRA FILM PRODUCTIONS, New York 

The Nestle Company Leo Burnett 

EE 

f 
r, ) 

1 

TOTEM PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York 
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NNW) Lucas assoclatES 7 WESt 46th.St. Lt 1-3970 

Yardley "Slicker" 
Groom & Clean 
Macleans 
Colgate 
Think Drink 

"Ring" 
BOAC 
Clairol 
Halo 
Chanel #5 
Camel 

composing M2Pangtng a&.R bipectton 

Nippon and Nigata Broadcasting; 
Hank to Shizuoka Broadcasting; 
Laredo to Nagasaki Broadcasting; 
Dr. Kildare to Yamagata and Kita 
Nippon and Celebrity Golf to 0kin- 
a a Broadcasting Corp. Hank also 
went to Bangkok and to Taiwan. Dr. 
Kildare went to Singapore, after 
clubbing into Cantonese, and a spec- 
ial, The World of Sophia Loren, went 
to Hong Kong. Kildare also went to 
Rhodesia and to Ethiopia, which also 
rook Bonanza, and Get Smart, for a 

second season, went to North Niger- 
ian Television, while T.H.E. Cat went 
to Sierra Leone. Saudi Arabia 
bought Laramie. The Louvre was 
sold to Czechoslovakia and Romania, 
and Yugoslavia bought a number of 
documentaries, including 15 episodes 
of Victory at Sea, along with Thai 
War in Korea, The Twisted Cross, 
and The Jazz Age. 

Meanwhile, NBC International 
placed all its series on tv in Canada, 
including The High Chaparral and 
Everywhere a Chick Chick, new sea- 
son debutantes in the U.S., which 
were bought by the Canadian Broad- 

casting Corp. Abbott and Costello 

and Birdman, also new network 

shows, were also bought by the CBC 

network, which bought Get Smart!, 
dubbed in French, for its French net- 

work. 

ADLER 

While all this buying and selling 
was going on, Gerald Adler, director 
of NBC International Enterprises, 
was cited for "significant contribu- 
tion to international broadcasting" 
by the Tv and Radio Center of Syra- 
cuse University, his alma mater. 

Independent Television Corp. 
;reported that it closed deals worth 

Tv CommercialsIndustrk]Is 

1L,y, 
ASSOC/117 E S 

INC. 

RUSS FORD HAL WASSERMAN 

18 East 41 Street 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

(212) 889-7036 

MARC' AhJ1DElrt."N 

221 N. LaSallé Street 
Chicago, Ill. 60601' 

(321) 372-2628 

$3.5 million during April's hp 
convention and the week that folk. 1. 

ed it. Over $1 million of the new u 
mess was accounted for by U.S. Iles 

of Thunderbirds; add to that ancer ' 

$1.5 million in Canadian busiiss,1 r. 

and the rest from Latin Amu_ , 

and the Far East. Kickoff saleof 

Thunderbirds in the U.S. were taed i 
in 17 markets: New York, Los n, 

geles, Chicago, Philadelphia, '1i,.', 

Haven, Detroit, Milwaukee, Tama. ;, 

St. Petersburg, Altoona, Lebalin. 

Harrisburg, York, Fresno, BingFn,ril 

ton, Wichita -Hutchinson, Flint-Sli. rf' 

naw-Bay City, and Rochester. Are . 

than a third of this list, as one Ill() 

notice, was accounted for by a 1.i IT 

angle buy. ITC claims sellout Ti}i t 

derbirds in the Western Hemisplre a` 

outside the U.S. Other propers, i t 

up in Canada, sold well, with ie 

Baron going to the CBC Net,+k 

along with Present Laughter, ;r - 

mentors, Tale of Two Streets, Op?: 

Trail and Deluxe 20. The CTV it 
work bought The Prisoner, Mann - 

a Suitcase, and Star Soccer. tr, 

French Canada, CBC Net, k 

bought The Prisoner and Cockfil, 

Brown (ad agency) bought Mann 

a Suitcase. 

Triangle Stations bought 1 Le 

Lucy from CBS Films for six of s 

seven stations. The series was iO 

sold to Kaiser for- its stationo c 

Detroit and Boston and a third, it 

yet on the air, in Cleveland. Earl!: 

Metromedia's WNEW-TV New Y(, t 

KTTV Los Angeles, and WTTG Wft' 

ington bought the series. 

Eastman Chemical Produi' - 

subsidiary of Eastman Kod 

bought The Professionals from Se? u 

Arts through Needham, Harpers s. 

Steers, for sponsorship in 35 IT 

kets. A merchandising programs 

being worked out for the 13 if 

hours in the series, tying Eastrr.1 

Chemical outlets into the buy. 'l 

markets, alphabetically: Atlan 

Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Ch' 

lotte, Chicago, Cincinnati, Clevela: 

Akron, Columbus, Dallas -Ft. Won 

Denver, Detroit, Greensboro, Grer 

ville, Asheville -Spartanburg, HE' 

ford -New Haven -New Britain-Spri'' 

field, Houston -Galveston, Indiana]' 

]1. 

7 
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-Bloomington, Kansas City, Kings- 

rt-Johnson City -Bristol, Los An - 

les, Louisville, Milwaukee, Miami, 

inneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, 
;;w York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 
inland, Rochester, St. Louis, San 
.ego -Tijuana, San Francisco -Oak - 
,rd, Seattle -Tacoma and Washing - 
la. 

Meanwhile, Seven Arts sold Dy- 

Ir Thomas to nine more markets: 
1tRo-Tv Colorado Springs, cacti r'- 
lgh Point, WHIO-TV Dayton, 5\ 5\ NY 

'atertown, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. 
11J -TV Los Angeles, \TTV Indian- 
ilis, and two educational stations, 
ie in San Diego, the other in Salt 
Ike City. 
At the recent Marché International 
Programmes (MIP) in Cannes, 

/circle Dimitri, AIP-TV's man in 
Iris, sold the Sinbad, Jr. cartoon 
pkage to Office de la Radiodif- 
Ition-Television Francaise, French 
1 in short. ORTF bought the whole 
i,kage of 130 five-minute color 
ctoons. 

Through Tony Azzato of Teledy- 
r,arics Corp., \VABC-TV New York 
tight Island in the Sun, 39 -episode 
sies in color produced by Bill 
Erred. The show is now on in 30 
G. markets. 

Spanish International Net- 
lirk sold El Derecho de Nacer, 
n'ela produced by Telesistema Mex- 
lino, to P. Lorillard for broadcast 
0 KM EX -TV Los Angeles and K\VEX- 
T San Antonio. 

OMING IN ON PEOPLE 
stumping Japan this month for 

tI U. S. Tv Program Exchange 
biter is JOHN F. DILLE, .JR., hoard 
ctirman of the National Association 

r °Broadcasters and president of the 
Cnmunicana Group of Indiana. 
Die, on a three-week trip under- 
"tten by the U. S. Department of 
Ste, is discussing program ex - 
dirge possibilities with Japanese 
htadcasters. 

creen Gems promoted JOE JOEL 
tovice president in charge of Far 
L;t operations. He joined the corn - 

Ply in as general manager in 
c}r'ge of operations for Australia, 
t" Years later became sales super - 

Advertising Directory of 

SELLING COMMERCIALS 
ompLicom......314olof 

NP -21 Benton & Bowles 
',Twn.1g059^o 

'VIDEOTAPE CENTER, New York 

Old Spice Wesley Advertising 

- 

Offltl. 

TV GRAPHICS, INC.. New York 

Pet Inc. (Compliment) Gardner Advertising 

w Or . 
2. .. 

.s 

PACIFIC COMMERCIALS, Hollywood 

Plymouth Young & Ruhicam 

PELICAN FILMS OF CALIFORNIA 

Osco D: ugs Earle Ludgin 

n. 

WGN CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS, Chicago 

Rescue Soap Pads DBDO 

.r 

Bu a 
p, 

-tontyti ytt. 
LIBRA PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York 

Pepsi -Cola J. Walter Thompson 

HERB SKOBLE & ASSOCIATES, New York 

Rockwell Mfg. Co. Marsteller Advertising 

' ,'`1 ,. t) 
1. 1, "` 

, { 

, J - ; - Y 

'Yd 

r4 lú 
, t. 

1, . ilk 
SANDLER FILM COMMERCIALS, INC., Hollywood 
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visor for the Far East. Earlier he 
was with Columbia Pictures and 
RKO Pictures in Australia, as publi- 
city director. 

3' 

LANKEN 

MAURICE J. LANKEN joined United 
Artists Tv as an account executive. 
He had been with Official Films. 

WILLIAM G. SELLER joined NBC 
Films as 'southwestern sales repre- 
sentative. He had been with Warner 
Bros. Pictures since 1964, and earlier 
was with California National Pro- 
ductions, antecedent of NBC Films. 

ABC Films promoted STEPHEN R. 

DICKLER to Southern division man- 
ager, sending him to Atlanta from 

New York, where he had been an 
account executive, covering the agen- 
cies, since last April. Earlier he was 
with BBDO as a timebuyer, and be- 

fore that was with Marschalk and 
R. H. Macy. 

EUGENE CELLA joined Tracts -Lux as 
assistant to Albert Boyers, director of 
advertising and publicity. Cella was 
wih United Artists in the roadshow 
department. 

BRYAN 

Screen Gems promoted DON BRYAN 

to southern and southwestern sales 
manager, stretching his territory 
from the South to the Sierra Nevada. 
Bryan had been SG's southern sales 

he birdi 

pelicai 

New York 
Detroit 
Chicago 

Hollywood 

manager since 1959. Reportii t, + 

Bryan will be JAMES RICKS, wh has a 

joined SG to cover the Southeas 
.JACK ELLISON, who will cove the 

Southwest out of Dallas. Rick:was 

southern representative for titedic 
Artists Films, Ellison as sales Ina 
ger for WKOW-TV Madison anihe. 

fore that was with Ziv. 

Screen Gems International »04.,, 

'noted VERNON BURNS to vice esii 

dent in charge of European (Ira; 1 

lions. Burns joined the compall'ic'+ 

'65 as director of European clra.' e 

lions, headquartering in Lo;,on: 

Earlier he was a vice presidenil'ildirc 

general manager of NTA, vice esi: 

dent of the Cinemiracle divisic! old 

National General and founder (Te 

Programmes Ltd. in the UK. 
eve. 

COVINGTON 
q 

THE COMMERCIALS MAKER 

IIIL COVINGTON joined Focus let 1 

i 

sentations as a director. He had :P1-0 
1 

a tv art and production super<%1ua 

at Young & Rubicam. Cov41; 

joined the agency in '60 as a trilit r 

director, after two years at F ;et, , 

Cone & Belding. 
BERT LAWRENCE joined Filmt5Oh'i 

a tv commercials director. He id' I 

been with VPI and earlier hefld 

up his own production comp;Yir 

Newmark International, which nyeti' 

the Esso World Theatre series fors'. 

He also produced an Oedipus 11 

with Richard Burton and a Br' 

geois Gentilhomme with Zero Mod. 

Lawrence learned film craft at e I 

Institut Iles Hautes Etudes Cinero r;. 

graphiques, in Paris. 
BURT HARRIS rejoined MPO áa 1 

director, with the company's 114' 

wood branch. He had been 11 'I 

MPO from '61 to '65, left to go 
llz 

° t' 

EUE/Screen Gems. Earlier, Hal' r 

worked for Walt Framer Pro 
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Rep; 

(gl airs, N. \ A) er, McCann-Erickson, 

ou r. Ted Bates. He was once one of 

ill t`.I1 youngest tv producers in the 

R.Jottry, when he was 19 and co- 

ft')rlucing daytimers for NBC-TV. 

,. 3RRY SIEGEL joined Colodzin Pro- 

:leions as head of editorial serv- 

ia He was a senior editor al MPO 

fa' seven years, and also headed 
.ecbrial services at Mark Shaw; Inc.. 

an Larry Madison Productions. 

SHEFTER 

1LTON R. SHEFTER joined Acme 
Fil and Videotape Laboratories as 
vie president in charge of sales. 
Hewill be headquartered at the 
Ve York Office of the Filmways' 

Specializing in unique 
post -scoring. 

,'mpléte Recording Facilities 
80Yest 

40th Street LA 4-9677 Ne Y ork, N. Y. 10018 

subsidiary. Shefter had been with 
WBC Productions as ads ertising and 
sales promotion manager and earlier 
was with Group W's KYW-TV in 
Cleveland. 

Pathe Laboratories promoted 
HAROLD HINKLE to vice president for 
operations of the New York division. 
He had been plant manager of the 
New York lab. Ilinkle joined Pattie 
in 'd5. 

GAYLORD M. CREEDON joined Video- 
tape Center as a producer. He was 
director of broadcasting at Kane, 
Light, Gladney and earlier was 
broadcast supervisor in the New 
York office of Wade Advertising. 
Creedon started out with WMSB-TV 

East Lansing as a production man- 
ager. 

ROBERT G. CARNEY joined Post - 
Keyes -Gardner as tv radio produc= 
lion co-ordinator. He had been with 
Wilding as an assistant director. 

Tv Commercials 
Films Plus, Ltd. 
Completed: Jax Beer, Rockwell, Quinn & 
Wall; Narragansett Beer, NII&S. 

Stars & Stripes Productions For- 
ever, Inc. 
Completed: General Mills Co. (Kix), D- 
F -S; Wall St. Journal, 13131)0; D'Agostino 
Co. (Streak -It), Burton, Lachusia & Sohi- 
gian, Inc.; BC Breakfast Cocktail, Lewis & 
Gilman; Kellogg (Corn Flakes), Burnett; 
Colgate-Palmolive Co. (Petal soap), Esty. 
In Production: General Mills (Kix), D- 
F -S; Van Camp Seafood Co. (tuna), D. 
F -S; Coca-Cola Bottling Co. (Rex root 
Leer), Knox, Reeves, Fitzgerald; Acme 
Markets, Aitkin-Kynett; Menley & James 
Pharmaceutical (Contac), FC&B; Chesa- 
peak & Washington Telephone Co. (Yellow 
Pages), Ayer; Bugles, Whistles, Daisies 
(snacks), Knox, Reeves, Fitzgerald; Miles 
Laboratories (Bactine), 'Tinker; Grape 
Nuts Flakes, Case Associates; Block Drug 
Co. (Dentu-Creme), Grey; Rezdan (sham- 
poo), Y&R. 

Advertising Directory of 

SELLING 
COMMERCIALS 

Squibb Spec -T Throat Lozenges B & B 

"Y... 
. J 

F 

PGL PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York 

Standard American Oil D'Arcy Advertising 

STARS & STRIPES PRODS. FOREVER, INC., N.Y. 

Standard Oil BBDO 

N. LEE LACY/ASSOCIATES, LTD., Los Angeles 

Westinghouse McCann-Erickson 

TAPEX, New York 

r_:.n _a . 

q' 

0 
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Festival. (Continued from page 18) 

Small Appliances: Du Pont Teflon 
Bakeware; N. W. Ayer; FilmFair. 

Home Furnishings: Simmons Mattresses 
!Wrestling; Young & Rubicam; Televideo. 

Household Items: Rit Dye Splash; 
SSC&B; Illustra. 

Laundry Soaps and Detergents: no 

best award. 

Paper Products: Dixie Cup alany Uses; 
Hicks & Greist; Harold Becker. 

Pet Foods: no best award. 

Corporate: IBM computers XB-70; 
Ogilvy & Mather; VPI. 

Trade Associations: International Coffee 

Organization Mod Shop; McCann -Erick- 
-on; Wylde. 

Political: Governor Rockefeller; Jack 
Tinker & Partners; Tempo. 

Public Service: Citizens for Clean Air 
Breathing; Carl Ally; Tempo. 

Packaged Foods: Je11.0 llaine; Young 
& Rubicam; MPO. 

Breakfast Cereals: Post Honeycombs 
Chuckwagon; Benton & Bowles; New Di- 

rections. 

Cake & Other Mixes: Jell -0 Cheesecake 
Mix ]Alan & Woman; Young & Rubicam; 
Focus. 

Dairy Products & Drinks: Carnation 
Slender Calorie Count; Jack Tinker & 

Partners; TeleVideo. 

Confections & Snacks: Lay's Potato 
Chips Devil; Young & Rubicam; EUE/ 
Screen Gems. 

Children's Food & Drink: Bosco On 
His Own; Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample; N. 
Lee Lacy. 

Apparel: Burlington Socks Dance; Doyle 
Dane Bernbach; MPO. _ 

Gift hems: Kodak Instamatic The Way 
You Look Tonight; J. Walter Thompson; 
Gerald Schnitzer. 

Tobacco Products: Benson & Hedges 
100s Disadvantages; Wells Rich Greene; 
Howard Zieff. 

Toys & Games: Ideal Kaboom; Smith/ 
Greenland; TeleVideo. 

Equipment: Lowrey Organ Hands; Doyle 

Dane Bernbach; Videotape Center. 

Media Promotion: New York World 

Journal Tribune :Newsstand; Carl Ally; 
Videotape Center. 

Travel: Eastern Airlines Acapulco; 
Young & Rubicam; Audio. 

Banks & Financial: First National City 

Bank of New York Auto Loan; BBDO; 
MPO. 

Insurance: Continental Homeowner; 
Doyle Dane Bernbach; MPO. 

Transportation: no best award. 

Utilities: AT&T Circus; N. W. _Ayer; 

EUE/Screen Gems. 

Office Appliances: IBM Typewriter 
Words on Paper; Benton & Bowles; Mark 

Shaw. 

Eight -to -10 Second IDS: Open l'it 
Barbecue Sauce Eloise; Ogilvy & \lather; 
EUE/Screen Gems. 

Local Retail: Hudson's Pantry Shop; 
Reilly Bird Associates. 

Regional Market: Fyle & Drum Beer; 
William Esty; Rose-Magwood. 

Premium Offers: no best award. 

Color Cinematography: Eastern Air- 
lines Pilot; Young & Rubicam; Audio. 

Black - and - White Cinematography: 
Fresh deodorant Vignettes; Doyle Dane 
Bernbach; DVI Films; cameraman, Tibor 
1Iirsch. 

Direction: Eastern Airlines Days of Ex- 
pensive Air Travel; Young & Rubicam; 
Audio; director, Dick Miller. 

Film Editing: Band-Aid Sheer Strips 
Baseball; Young & Rubicam; Horn/ 
Griner; editor, Phil Peyton. 

Optical Effects: Institute of Life In- 
surance Patterns; J. Walter Thompson; 
Les Cineastes Associates. 

Animation & Graphics: Contac Loving 
Couple; Foote, Cone & Belding; Stars & 

Stripes Productions; designer, Len Glasser. 

Production Effects: Rambler Red Car- 
pet; Benton & Bowles; VPI. 

Demonstration: Burlington Socks Dance; 
Doyle Dane Bernbach; MPO. 

Video 'Tape Production: Fyfe & Drum 
Beer Tavern; William Esty; Rose-Mag- 
wood. 

Special Citation, Location Vide'fe, 
ing: Arrow Shirt Masters Golf H. ., 

ment; Young & Rubicam; Tele -Ta' I}, 

ductions. 

Copywriting-Tie for Best: Heb,q,- 
tional campaign; Richard K. .ukl. 
writer. Guy Durham. 

Copywriting-Tie for Best: em, 

Cheesecake Mix Man & lf'ornan;'ooe, 

& Rubicaw; writer, Alvin Itampel 

Use of II r: Ban, 15-secon trae 

paign; Ogilvy & Mather; write] ti 
"Taylor, Lee Thuna, Robin \Vhitete 

On -Camera Spokesman: Ken Vb 

Ocean Spray cranberry juice, lncrr.t., 

able. 

On -Camera Spokeswoman: Loui Ls- 

:er for Jell-O Cheesecake Mix; oral 

& Rubicam. 

Voice-over spokesman: Bob lid ni 

for Pan American. 

Voice -Over Spokeswoman: Auncoolaa 

for Irish International Airlines. 

Special Citation, Voice -Over: bunt, 

Keel for Kodak. 

Special Citation, Casting: Uowaral 
for Alka-Seltzer. Benson & Hedgt Alt 

brew National, Ritz Crackers. 

On -Camera Personality, Tie for em 

Louis Armstrong for Schaefer Beer; .pt 

On -C: .ra Personality, Tie forra:., 
George Burns for El Producto tats 

Compton. 

Jingle: Schlitz When You're Out o' 1 

Leo Burnett; composer, Burt MaI4 

director, hick Marx. 

Musical Score: Diet Pepsi Aort 

BBDO; Libra; Take Five, composttst1 

Remin, RPM Music. 

Twenty -Second Length: Ban (p 

Hunter; Ogilvy & Mather; EUE/'° 

Gems. 

Use of Sound: \c'cent Flavor 1v'+ 

Needham,, I larper & Steers; Roat'e 

wood. 

Counrercial Classics: 
rt 

Volkswagen Box; Doyle Dane 

bach; \ PI. 
Goodyear Train; Young & Rultn 

\'PI, FilmFair. t, 

Bankamericard; Johnson & Lewts 

1, air. 
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We haven't let success 
go to our heads. 

We're still the same 
easy-going, 
fun -loving, 

bright, 
hard-working, 
conscientious 
film editors 

we always were. 
We added brand new 35mm and 16mm projection fa- 

cilities and additional editing rooms. Complete storage and 
distribution facilities. But not one new person.That was the 
only part of our company we didn't think needed a change. 

..UUci:, 

I 4 U i. -' ...LLB 
25 West 45th Street 

New York City, N. Y. 10036 
582-2320 

Editorial Services and Print Distribution 
Ed Friedman/Neil Lawrence/David Breen 
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Wall Street Report 
The Electronics Boom. In the great 
expansion 'of world airplane fleets 

coupled with the mounting explora- 
tion of space and the possible devel- 
opment of anti -missile defense sys- 
tems, the demand for electronic 
equipment and radio communication, 
navigation, control and instrumen- 
tation equipment is rising at incred- 
ible rates. 

And one company that is benefit- 
ting very nicely from this expansion 
is Collins Radio of Dallas, Tex. The 
company's sales volume for the fiscal 
year ended July 31, 1967 will top 
$400 million compared with $388 
million in 1966. 

The earnings for the current fiscal 
year are expected to reach $4.10 per 
share compared to $3.36 last year. 
And for 1968 fiscal year the security 
analysts are forecasting sales volume 
of over $425 million and earnings 
equal to $5 per share. 

Still Room For More. The stock has 
been priced between $53 and $82 per 
share this year but -has generally 
traded at price -earnings multiples of 
anywhere from 10 to 40 times earn- 

. ings. It has now settled down at a 

ratio of about 20 times earnings 
which suggests that there is still some 
room for appreciation in the stock 
if the earnings reach the level indi- 
cated next year. 

And there is every reason to 
believe the analysts' expectations are 
well -based. For Collins should benefit 
from the mounting deliveries of jet 
planes for the passenger lines, not to 
mention the increased use of planes 
for cargo and short -haul flights. 

At the same time the military 
demand for aircraft, both conven- 

tion market for Collins products, 
numbering more than 1000, accounts 
for 37 per cent of total volume. 

Cape Kennedy, Too. Space proj- 
ects account for more than 18 per 

cent, telecommunications represent 
17 per cent, specialized military uses 

account for 16 per cent, sere ices uses 

represent seven per cent, and miscel- 

laneous markets account for the re- 

maining four per cent although they 

are growing rapidly and should rep- 
resent a larger portion within a few 

years. 
The one thing to keep in mind, 

however, is that Uncle Sam buys 
more than 60 per cent of the com- 

pany's products although no single 
Government .project, excluding the 
Apollo project, accounts for more 
than 10 per cent of sales. But as the 
accompanying table indicates, Col- 

lins' growth in sales and earnings 
has been dramatic over the last ten 
years. 

Collins receivers for visual omni- 
range navigations, its instrument 
landing system and communication 
instrumentation are standard equip- 
ment on virtually all domestic and 
foreign airlines serving U.S. airports. 
In the telecommunication market, the 
company makes microwave carrier 
and troposphere scatter equipment. 

Big In Telecommunications. Collins 
already enjoys a wide market for its 
telecommunications equipment in this 
country (it supplies microwave 
equipment to the Bell System) and is 

about to benefit from expanding de- 
mand for it abroad. It also supplies 
the worldwide communications and 
tracking system for the Apollo space 

Five-year Summary of Collins Radio;:Co. 
r. 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 

Sales (millions) $208 $250 $281 $282 $388 

Earnings (per share) $1.20 $1.65 $1.08 $2.04 $3.36 
Dividends none .20 .40 .40 .53 

tional and helicopter, has grown and 
Collins will be in the forefront sup - 
playing that market. In fact, the avia- 

44 

programs and similar services for 
the Gemini and Lunar Excursion 
programs and is scheduled to supply 

.. ¡c 
i'_.' - 

1 

the communications systems forlie 

Manned Orbiting Laboratory. 
In addition, Collins is a majortpt - 

plier of professional and amateurK.t 
and FM broadcasting apparatu 11 

also has dabbled in the corm 

field of computer technology w'rre 

large scale message switching tit, 
I 

are involved. And the compan 

now concentrating on developinla1l 

legrated computer communicaw n. 

systems. z 

In this area of computer switch 

know-how, the company was fold s, 

to absorb heavy expenses. At'lle 

same time the rapid technological, 
heaval in airplane developmentl i t 

often outmoded equipment at a rid 

pace. 
Commitment In R&D. The rtdt r , 

has been a need to plow h+1Y 

amounts of money into research9d 

development to keep abreast of!'6 

changing market. The company set 

$4 million on R&D in 1958 and sat 

$17.6 million on it last year. +. 

One factor in this expense has 

the need to change from a procee.+r it 

which individual products were a' 

proved gradually as they were tile 

replaced or redesigned to ones 

which whole systems were redesild 

(Continued on Pu 
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Mother name was added this 1 

!month to the growing list of 
advtisers who use spot tv to back 

_pp teir localized merchandising ef- 
IrF, Looking for an effective way 
,to lblicize a fairly new and not very 

wel known soft drink, and spear- 
- head by a new corporate president 

' str(gly convinced of the value of 
,tnateting and merchandising, the 

,CCaida Dry Corp. launched a 100- 
matet National Flavor Poll to pro - 
mol citrus -flavored Wink. 

'le commercials, in black and 
whit, run like a piece of newsreel 
footle, showing a crowd of people 
milg around Winkmobiles, dis- 
pea rs of beverage samples. Voice- 

.oveby Ideal announcers is paid for 
by le bottlers or provided at mini- 
mal:ost as a station merchandising 

'aid.lt runs like this: "Yesterday, 
out f (any number) sampled, (so 
alar) people in (name of city) 
chop Wink." 

`;is ns represents a sharp departure 
frot.traditional Canada Dry prod- 
ct iromotion," said company presi- 

deniDavid J. Mahoney. "Heavy em- 
'phá} on local merchandising plus 
tailc,d bottler support programs willreplace 

heavy national media camtigns with once-over-lightly lo- cal :ackup." In 'plain dollars and cent of course, it means more tnWn, for spot tv: 

a review of 
current activity 
in national 
spot tv 

"There will be a lot of spot tv," 
said James L. Waldron, account 
supervisor at Canada Dry agency 
J.M. Mathes, Inc. "We will be on 
about 250 stations, in every major 
rear et. 

The kick-off ad "Will Wink Win 
in \ our City," using the particular 
name of each market involved, lo- 

calizes the drive from the start. Com- 
mercials are prepared by the com- 
pany, which also splits the cost of 
air time with the local bottlers. Total 
cost of the push comes to around - 

$2.5 million, Waldron said. 
The Winkmobiles are real, not 

just commercial fare, and have the 
actual job of getting Wink into peo- 
ple's hands. Stations helping the pro- 

445, 
At Dele/tanty, Kurnit & Geller, 

Patricia Scoccimarro buys on the 
Chemway account. 

REPORT 

motion, including the distribution 
of car stickers, banners, and posters 
for Wink displays at local supermar- 
kets, have even gone so far in some 
markets as to mention the Winkmo-' 
biles on the feature portions of their 
news programs. 

"The campaign is turning into a 
crashing success," said a Canada 
Dry spokesman. And, 'although it 

started out as a 10 -week drive, local 
bottlers in many areas of the coun- 
try are talking about extending it for 
as long as four months. 

Company officials lay the laurels 
at the feet of Mahoney. "He's a pro- 
moter through and through," said 
one. "He saw that we had to get 
some action going here and he did 
it by invading every corner of the 
country." 

The idea, of course, is similar to 
merchandising efforts by other ad- 
vertisers in recent months, and local 
stations may be finding a whole new 
area of potential business for spot 
tv now opening up. 

Among current and upcoming spot 
campaigns from agencies and adver- 
tisers across the country are the 
following: 

Associated Products, Inc. 
(Smith -Greenland Co., Inc., N.Y.) 

A 12 -week drive breaks June 12 for 5 -DAY 
DEODORANT. Fringe minutes will be 
used in the 35 -market buy, with some 
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PoirrABLe 

COUNT ON 
KOVR 

FOR. -:ACTION 
SACRAMENTO 

STOCKTON 

. CALIFORNIA 

When you want to get things 
moving in the Stockton -Sacra- 
mento market - and keep them 
moving - KOVR is the televi- 
sion station for you. McClatchy 
know-how, applied to farm and 
other local news, is one reason. 
New vitality in community service 
is another. Add high -rated ABC 
shows, and you have the combina- 
tion that gets your commercials 
seen . . . in one of America's 
fastest growing markets. 

MCCLATCHY BROADCASTING 
BASIC ABC AFFILIATE REPRESENTED 

NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. 

46 

piggybacks with RIVAL DOG FOOD 
also planned. Jeff Kameros and Sylvia 
Alles buy. 

Braniff International 
(Wells Rich Greene, Inc., N.Y.) 
A 29 -week buy for BRANIFF 
INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL is 
currently in 15 markets. Late fringe 
minutes and some prime 20's will run 
through next January. Ethel Melcher buys. 

Bristol-Myers Co. 
(Doyle Dane Bern back, Inc., N.Y.) 
A three-week push for CLAIROL BORN 
BLONDE TONER is in 25 top markets 
through June 3. Fringe minutes and prime 
ID's are being used. Buying is Bob 
Morano. 

John E. Cain Co. 
(Harold Cabot & Co., Inc., Boston) 
June 18 is start time on a buy for 
CAIN'S CHIPS. A pair of two-week 
flights, separated by a two-week hiatus, 
will use minutes on kid shows in Boston, 
Providence, Portland, Bangor, Burlington, 
and Hartford/New Haven/Springfield. 
Charles Smith buys. 

Carling Brewing Co., Inc. 
(Winius-Brandon Co., St. Louis) 
June 11 is start time on a 26 -week 
schedule for STAG BEER. Fringe minutes, 
and prime 20's and ID's will run in about 
30 markets. A renewal buy is scheduled 
for around November 1. Al Meyer buys. 

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc. 
(Young & Rubicam, Inc., N.Y.) 
Commercials for ARROW SHIRTS break 
at issue date in around 50 major 
markets. Fringe minutes and prime 20's 
will be used in a four -week flight. Buying 
is Barbara Herman. 

Consolidated Cigar Corp. 
(Papert, Koenig, Lois, Inc., N.Y.) 
Commercials for DUTCH MASTERS 
cigars will be in up to ten selected 
markets through mid -June. Minutes on 
weekend sports shows are used to reach 
men. Buying is Ricki Sonnen. 

Corn Products Co. 
(Lennen & Newell, Inc., N.Y.) 
Best Foods division will introduce 
MAZOLA TASTY FRY in between 10 
and 15 selected markets beginning 
June 5. Day and fringe minutes, 
piggybacks, and some 30's will be used 
through September 3. Francine 
McFarland buys. 

E.I. Dupont De Nemours & Co., 
Inc. 
(N.W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Phila.) 
Commercials for DUPONT LUCITE 
HOUSE PAINT will be in 74 markets 
through the end of May. Early and late 
fringe minutes and some prime 20's are 
being used. Mary Dunlavey is the contact. 

'Embassy Pictures 
(Allied Advertising, Inc., Boston) 
A 12 -market push for this company 
breaks June 25. Prime 20's and ID's are 
planned to run through the summer. 
Gloria Najarian buys. 

Fairmont Foods Co. 
(Bozell & Jacobs, Inc., Des Moines) 

This company's snack products will lb 
15 selected markets through the encf 
June. Day minutes are used. Manly 
Hayes buys. 

The R.T. French Co. 
(Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., N.) 
Commercials start June 25 for INST.IT' 
PACKAGED POTATOES and 
COUNTRY -STYLE MASHED 
POTATOES. The six -week push willse 
fringe minutes and prime 30's in 20 
major markets, including: Washings, aln 

D.C., Baltimore, New York, St. Lout 1, 

Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Boston, l rni, i 
San Francisco, Buffalo, Cleveland, alit 

Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Detroit, Chicagt'hd 1 

Milwaukee. Louise Gainey buys. 

Frontier Airlines, Inc. 
(Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., Sal, 
Francisco) 
Minutes are being used in fringe an, a¢ , 
spots on a buy for FRONTIER 
AIRLINES. The 15 -market push will n 1' 

through mid -June. Ruth Power is th' 
contact. 

General Foods Corp. 
(Benton & Bowles, Inc., N.Y.) 
This company is introducing COOL lIP 
frozen non-dairy topping in 60 major ,I 

markets. The 11 -week buy, using frig, . 

minutes, will run through August 6. .ie - 

Fries is the contact. Summer activity r, .t 
ALPHABITS breaks at issue date, Ing 

fringe minutes in 130 markets. A two 
week piggyback flight for YUBAN a Alit' 

SUGARCRISP also breaks this week + 

John Nesvig buys. I` 

General Foods Corp. 
(Ogilvy & Mather, Inc., N.Y.) - 

A 65 -market push for MAXWELL J 
HOUSE ELECTRA PERK coffee wiled 
in all areas of the country except pa 
of the South and West for the next 
eight weeks. Minutes and piggybacks 
with REGULAR MAXWELL HOUSE - 

will be used in daytime spots. Charl 
Hitchins buys. A renewal buy for 
MAXIM will continue in these test nn'elp 
through mid -June: Indianapolis, Ft. 
Wayne, Buffalo, Rochester, Erie, ' 

Syracuse, Binghamton, Utica, Water 
Phoenix, Tucson, and Yuma. Minut ' 
are the main vehicle. Jack Deitcliattl 
is the contact. 

General Foods Corp. 
(Young & Rubicam, Inc., N.Y., 
Commercials for WHIP 'N CHILL w 

be in 37 markets through the end of if. 

Fringe minutes and piggybacks are 
being used to reach women. Buying 
Ricardo Larraga. 

Hassenfeld Bros., Inc. 
(Fletcher Richards Co., N.Y.) 
A 13 -week buy for G.I. JOE, a toy 
soldier, begins September 1. Day and 
weekend minutes to reach kids are 
scheduled in around 100 markets. 
Dolores Turi is the contact. 

s 

Howard Johnson Co. 
(Ted Bates & Co., Inc., N.Y.) 
This company's beverage division is 

j 
expanding activity for HOJO canned 
drinks. Minute commercials go into 

Boston, Providence, Springfield, Holy, 

and Hartford at issue date. The t 
introductory push will run .about six 

(Continued on pagt 
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l )ne Seller's Opinion . . . 

BY THE NUMBERS 
Last week, a rather nervous young buyer on a major brand in a New 

.`ork ad agency, called to inform me that I was being "switch pitched" 
y a competitor and I had better do something quickly or my station's 
::hedule would be cancelled. 

In a voice that could scarcely contain his excitement, he informed 
Ile my competitor had offered him a spot that delivered women 18-49 
It a $4.61 cpm, beating me by a full 13 cents. 

I would have until the close of business that day to improve my sche- 
ule (i.e. "Beat your competition by at least 5¢ cpm women 18-49 or 
,Ice cancellation!") "Two weeks and out!" he said, the enormity of his 
-treat causing his voice to crack. 

I agreed to set the full resources of our massive broadcast empire ín 
lotion and accomplish the task in the required time. As I hung up 
'om this emotion -packed conversation, I suddenly longed for the good 

, Id days of local selling when, all the client wanted was to sell his pro - 
'let or service. 

I remembered another day and another phone call. The voice on the 
her end identified himself as Jim Hopkins, owner and operator of 
opkins Car Repair. He wanted to advertise on our television station. 
e had tried newspaper and then radio with no success. He wanted to 

'y television for a month, and if this didn't work he was going to give 
0 on advertising. He had no agency, a eery limited budget and no corn- 
ercials, but he said he repaired cars very well, at a reasonable price 
td he guaranteed his work. What, he asked, did I recommend? 
I determined that his total budget for the month would buy one Early 
Iws or four Tonight Shows (one each week) or three minutes per 
ght in a motion picture aired Monday thru Friday from lam to 2:30am, 

Bich I will call `Below Minimum Reporting Standards Theater." I have 
Shed it thus because Mr. NSI and Mr. ARB said in affect, that if 
ilyone was watching this show they (ARB & NSI) couldn't find them. 
Jim arrived at the station one dad and we talked into a tape recorder 

it an hour, decided what should appear on his slides, edited the tapes 
I:minutes, and he signed a contract for 3 minutes per night five nights 
Jr week in "Below Minimum Reporting Standards Theater." Jim's 
mice would never have won any announcing awards, but he was able 
ti communicate that he was an honest, reasonable and competent car 
t?air man. 

dis schedule started on a Monday and a very excited J iln Hopkins 
died Wednesday to say that the response had been terrific. He had 
lived enough new business by Wednesday to pay for his entire week's 
avertising. 

'His success continued, and he decided that television was for him. But 
11 wanted to move from BMRS Theater and put his entire weekly bud - 
g in one spot a little earlier in the evening. 
Re did and the results were disastrous; no calls for two weeks despite 

bug in the highly rated show. Back we went to the BMRS Movie and 
tl, phone started ringing again. Last time I checked Jim was still in 
FIRS Theater and doing very nicely. 

. did find my nervous young friend a spot with a cpm women 18-49 
144.51, by the way, I wonder if his client sold any more products? 

GO FIRST 
CLASS WITH 

KMJ -TV 
FRESNO 'CALIFORNIA 

Put more snap in your western 
sales. Put your message on KMJ- 
TV. The San Joaquin Valley's 
first television station puts first 
class skills and equipment to 
work and delivers the audience 
you want in the nation's Number 
One agricultural income county. 

Data Source: SRDS, January, 1967 

o KMJ TV 

MCCLATCNY BROADCASTING 
Basic NBC Affiliate Represented 

Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc. 
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Spot (Continued from page 46) 

weeks. After a short hiatus, the company 
will return with a summer drive. A third 
buy is planned for late September. Peggy 
Parslow is the contact. 
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc. 
(Needham, Harper & Steers, Inc., 
Chicago) 
May 29 is start time on a buy for BUG 
KILLING KLEAR. The five -week flight 
will use fringe minutes to reach women in 
13 South and Southwestern markets, 
including Memphis, Nashville, Orlando, 
Phoenix, New Orleans, Los Angeles, 
Jacksonville, Houston, San Diego, and 
San Antonio. Norma Shillingberg is the 
contact. 

Lever Brothers Co. 
(Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc., N.Y.) 
Commercials for PHASE THREE soap 
break in 65 major markets May 28. 
Fringe and day minutes and piggybacks 
are planned for a 13 -week schedule. 
Buying is Ed Karlik. 

Lever Brothers Co. 
(Ogilvy & Mather Inc. N.Y.) 
This company completes national 
distribution of SOF-SPREAD IMPERIAL 
MARGARINE at issue date, with 
commercials now in every major market 
across the country. Fringe minutes are 
the main vehicle. Buying is out of the 
Lever buying group. 

r 

jYOU MAY NEVER SEE :A 
40=TONLI 

REPTILE`= 
: 

BUT ... Your Spots Carry Weight in the 37th Market via WKZO-TV 

SRDS (1966) lists Grand Rapids- Greater Western Michigan area is 

Kalamazoo as the nation's 37th booming! In Kalamazoo alone, for 
television viewing area - UP a instance, just four new plants 
couple of notches! meant another 7,200 jobs, 18,000 

Why the growth? Because the new people in town, and another 
$25,000,000 in retail sales. And 
that's going on all over the market. 

If you want to do a heavyweight 
job in a big market that's getting 
bigger, bear down where it will add 
up throughout Greater Western 
Michigan - on WKZO-TV. Your 
Avery-Knodel man can help you 
increase your impact if you'll give 
him the chance. 

And if you want all the rest of 
upstate Michigan worth having, add 
IVIrTV/WWUP-TV, 
Sault Ste. Ste. Marie, to your WKZO-TV 
schedule. 

*The giant dinosaurs reached this weight. 

IND. 

WKZO-TV MARKET 

COVERAGE AREA ARB'65 

n. 

Ste 241,4 ,`/'/a(á60F4 
RADIO 
WRZO KALAMAZOO -RATTLE CREEK . 

WIRE GRAND RAPIDS 
WEEK GRAND RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO 
WWTV,M CADILLAC 

TELEVISION 
WKZO-TY GRAND RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO 
WWTV/ CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY 

WWUPTV SAULT STE. MARIE. 
ROLN.TY/LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 

KGIN.TV GRAND ISLAND. NEB. 

1(70 -TV 
100,000 WATTS CHANNEL 1 1000' TOWER 

Studios In Both Kalamosoo and Grand Rapids 
For Greater Michigan 

Avery-Knodel, Inc., ERrlvsive Nalionol Representslives 

Liggett & Myers Tobacco G 
(I. Walter Thompson Co. N.Y., 
Summer activity for LARK cigarette 
will be in 24 top markets through t 

September 9. Fringe minutes are thl , 
main vehicle. Joyce LaTerre is the ctlact'. ' 

Lincoln Technical Institute 
(Harry W. Graf, Inc., N.Y.) 
This auto training school has entere.v't 
with minute commercials in Baltimol r. i' 
Indianapolis, and Washington, D.C. :,es 
for a buy in Philadelphia are curren 
being considered. The current schete 
is expected to last about 13 weeks. BI g ++I 

is Harry \lleva. 
,1 

Mars, Inc. 
(Ted Bates & Co., Inc., N.Y.) 1¡ 

June 4 is start time in an eight -week ish 

for SUGAR SHELL and THREE - -a 

MUSKATEERS. The piggyback buy 
pick up day and fringe spots which T lir' 
kids, will be in 36 West coast market 
Don Grignon is the buyer. 

National Dairy Prods. Corp, » 

(J. Walter Thompson Co., Chico) 
This company's Kraft Foods division 
plans a five -week buy for MIRACLE 
WHIP to break at issue date. ID's w I 

be used exclusively in day spots to r hi 

women in eight central U.S. markets. T 

Buying is Marian Manzer. 

Pet Milk Co. 
(Gardner Advertising Co., St. Lo 
June 5 is break date on a 44 -week 
schedule for PET COMPLIMENT. 
Minute commercials in fringe and d 

spots will be in at least 11 Midweste'1i 

markets. Buying is Judy Bingenheim[r, 

Polk Miller Prods. Corp. 
(N.W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Phil 
June 4 is break date on a buy for 
SENTRY DOG COLLARS. The five-' 

week flight will use prime 20's to re; 

teens and kids in 50 major markets. Iel 
Farren buys. 

Procter & Gamble Co. 
(Benton & Bowles, Inc., N.Y.) 1 

Summer activity breaks at issue datelt 

STARDUST. A 12 -week buy in 22 mats 

will use fringe minutes through the eta 
I 

of June. Beginning July 1, daytime 
minutes will be used exclusively. Floyd , t4 

Schaefer is the contact. 

Procter & Gamble Co. 
(Compton Adv., Inc., N.Y.) 
Summer activity for TIDE is current. 
underway in 10 of the 77 regular Tic 

markets. Fringe minutes and piggyba 

are planned throughout the summer, W 

some clay spots also scheduled. BuytnI 

is Brian Sturman. 

SauSea Foods Inc. 
(Smith -Greenland, Co., Inc., N) 
This company is introducing SAUSE, 

SHRIMP COCKTAIL the end of M+ 

ID's will be used exclusively in the 

Albany and Syracuse test. Jeff -Kamer 

is the contact. 

The F. & M. Schaefer Bred '4 

Co. 
(BBDO, Inc., N.Y.) 
New commercial fare for SCHAEFER_ 
BEER will be seen in New York, 4t 

o 
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I/ does a pre-med student end 

p in the media department of a 

tip a'ertising agency? He starts as a 

ii+hot teacher, goes to work for a 

lm roduction company, and then 

hakes. job as a media buyer. That's 
ow. 

Th, at any rate, is how Jon 

olf lid it. Wolf, who now works 
S &B in New York, explains it 

its uy: "I had ideas of going to 

,ttedi;l school, but I had always 
;~gem iterested in advertising. So, I 

:'écidl to explore some possibilities." 
He:aught high school math and 

.temry for six months, "but that 
las j;t an interim thing. I had done 

lotf drama and film work up at 
TrhoeWe created a film group there 
' nd .ade two films." (School was 
ornt Unisersity, where the media 
uyeidid graduate work in neuro- 
hysi'ogy. ) 

i Wring for a New York film com- 
!any,te became more interested in 
'amnnications as a whole, with re- 
.tewelemphasis on advertising. 

"I coke to a producer at NBC 
ho tggested SSC&B as a fine place 

sit: and media, a good starting 
oint rota which to learn about the 
/hob ield of advertising. So, I start - 
.d he." 

Th; was ten months ago. Since 
ten, lolf, who buys on the Lever 
1ros. count, has amassed a fund of 
nowllge about advertising, media, 

JON WOLF 

tr a 

and some of the problems involved in 
buying. 

"An increasingly significant prob- 
lem in media buying," he said, "is 
poor communication between the buy- 
er and the station rep. This is often a 
result of the increased number of 
piggybacks, with related brand rota- 
tion and allocation problems." 

He referred specifically to compli- 
cated processes of coordinating films, 
spots, and brands, and to errors in is 

schedules. "With so much informa- 
tion being passed between inner and 
seller; there are mans opportunities 
for error." 

"A lot is being done to improve 
the communications problem," he 
added. "SSC&B is developing systems 
to find solutions at the agency end: 
and we are anxious to work more 
closely with the reps to solve the total 
problem." 

Would increased use by sales reps 

of computer systems which record 
and report spot availabilities and 
bus s help improve the situation? "It 
might help eliminate problems caused 
by delays in supplying information 
or confirmations," Wolf replied, "par- 
ticularly in terms of the volume and 
number of changes in schedules, for 
large companies like Lever Bros. 

"There are problems in the pro- 
gramming of computers which still 
need to he worked out. Hopefully, the 
solutions can be worked out soon. 

"Meanwhile, an effort to clarify 
communication links and devise a 
more effective system of operation 
should be made now. Of course," he 
observed, "increased buying of inde- 
pendent 30's would eliminate some 
of the problems inherent in piggy- 
back buying." 

Although now thoroughly involved 
in the media ttorld, Jon Wolf has not 
given up his interest in films. He is 
currently promoting a commercial 
film about his home town, Paterson, 
N.J., which he hopes that city will 
back. "It will do what a commercial 
does," he explained, "emphasize the 
good aspects and spotlight new devel- 
opments in the city. l'm hoping to 

start filming in June or early July." 
With a side interest in filming; a 

general interest in commercials, and 
a growing enthusiasm for media bus - 

ing, it now appears that the one-time 
pre-med student who decided to ex- 
plore other career possibilities, ex- 
plored in the right direct'on. 

lhiladihia, Boston, Providence, 
Jaltime, Portland, and nine other 
chaef markets starting at issue elate. len a the target of the prime 20's 
nd fr;e minutes in a 15 -week push. tllYinls Joe Granda. 

lehic.Safety Razor Co., div. 
:verttarp, Inc. 
1anlr.Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., 
1.Y.) 

rental buy in 33 markets starts at 
"Ue tie for SCHICK HAIR DRYERS 

k1N'S SHAVERS. Fringe minutes ill besed through June 16. Bill Becker uys. 

(CP Schlitz Brewing Co. C tnttgham & Walsh, Inc., N.Y.) 
°'nm(ials for SCHLITZ OLD 

JKEE BEER will be in 20 ilgcteinarkets through July 24. The 
ar-round S 

S.avY-1 

buy on a chitz o uses fringe minutes and1prime 
Me Raounas is the contact. 

'eleorla Age, May 22, 1967 

Sterling Drug, Inc. 
(R.K. Mano!!, Inc., N.Y.) 
The company is introducing a new 
product, LYSOL TOILET BOWL 
CLEANER, in about 15 midwestern 
markets. Daytime minutes will run through 
early July. Ed Finlay is the buyer. 

Stokely -Van Camp, Inc. 
(Lennen & Newell, Inc., N.Y.) 
Commercials for PORK AND BEANS 
break June 12 and June 19 in 54 markets. 
The six to seven week buy will use clay 
minutes and prime 20's. Marion Jones is 
the contact. 

Tastee-Freez Industries, Inc. 
(David L. Elias & Assoc., Inc., 
Chicago) 
A 13 -week buy for TASTEE FREEZ 
SOFT ICE CREAM and other food 
products breaks at issue slate in 126 
markets, including Honolulu and 
Anchorage. Fringe minutes and prime 20's 
and ID's will be used. Fred Babsin is 
the contact. 

Texize Chemicals, Inc. 
(Henderson Advertising, Inc., Green- 
ville, S.C.) 
Commercials for FANTASTIC will be in 
115 selected markets through mid -June. 
Fringe minutes and prime 20's and 30's 
are used. Other Texize products are 
piggybacked with Fantastic in Southeast 
and Southwestern markets. Buying is 
Sally Luttrell. 

New Representatives 
KAIIK-Tv Little Rock, Ark., ap- 

pointed Blair Television its national 
sales representative, effective im- 
mediately. 

KCIIC-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
named Edward Petry & Co., Inc. its 
national sales representative, effec- 
tive immediately. 
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MEMBER GILMORE BROADCASTING 
Agency Appointments 

"Tall -12" in 
JOPLIN 

I 

for you with new 

Now reach MORE of the 
rich four -corner market 
of Missouri, Kansas, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas - 
190,600 TV homes in 

31 counties with $815 
million in retail sales! 
KODE does the Big Job 
1,082 ft. antenna, power 

of 316,000 watts video ERP, two major 
networks, sharp local programming and 
personalities ... assuming growing lead- 
ership responsibilities with area growth. 
Get the Cloverleaf Story today! 

CBS -TV ... ABC-TV 

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc. 

GILMORE, 
BROADCASTING 

..',CORPORATION 

WENT -TV 'WSVA:TV . ' -KGUN-TV KODE-TV 
Evansville.. Harrisonburg - .Tucson Joplin 

WSVA-AM ,WSVA-FM KODE-AM 
Harrisonburg:. Harrisonburg Joplin 

MEMBER GILMORE BROADCASTING 

GROW in the 
SHENANDOAH 
with... I`rr 

WSVA4 
HARRISONBURG - 

Jobs and payrolls are zooming in the dynamic, 
expanding Shenandoah Valley - 100 new in- 
dustries and 15,000 new jobs in ten years . . 

population growth running 50% ahead of the 
national figure . and all this is building 
upon the area's historic agricultural wealth! 

Now $625 Million CSI, this vast market is 
served only by WSVA-TV. the Information/Enter- 
tainment Heart of the Shenandoah and the only 
TV station between Washington and Roanoke. 
Alert marketers also use MMI, Market Measure- 
ment Index service for speedy, comprehensive 
in-store movement data by product category. 
Ask any Eastman TV office. 

NBC - CBS - ABC 

GILMORE 
BROADCASTING 
CORPORATION 

WÉHT-TV WSVA-TV , KGUN-TV KODE-TV 
Evansville Harrisonburg Tucson Joplin 

WSVA-AM WSVA-FM KODE-AM 
Harrisonburg Harrisonburg Joplin 

F. J. GUTHRIE, Jtt., group account 
supervisor, was elected vice presi- 
dent at Hicks & Greist. Inc.. New 
York. 

M. DAVID KEIL, vice president and 
director of client service at Young 
& Rubicam, Inc., was named man- 
ager of the Chicago office. Ile suc- 
ceeded G. BOWMAN KREEIt, who re- 
signed - 

JAMES WANGERS, Pontiac account 
executive at MacIllanus, John & 

Adams, Inc., Bloomfield Hills, Mich.. 
was appointed president. 

MARIANNE FETTER was appointed 
account executive at LaRoche, 
McCaffrey & McCall, Inc., New 
York. She was formerly fashion co- 
ordinator on the Celanese account 
at Grey Advertising, Inc. 

HERB YAGER was named account 
supervisor on the Mattel Toymakers 
account at Carson/Roberts/Inc., Los 
Angeles. Ile was formerly account 
executive on that account. 

SANFORD GREENWALD, account sup- 
ervisor, was elected vice president of 
Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. 

JOHN W. MC WILLIAMS, JR., HOIRACE 

D. NALLY:, and ROBERT P. ZABEL were 
elected senior vice presidents and 
management supervisors at N.W. 
Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia. 

A. \V. REI Rt.t NG was appointed vie 

president fur client advertisin 
budget administration, and FRED II 

D1MEN\A and HAROLD ROUDA wer 

named vice presidents and associat 
marketing directors at Ted Bates 
Co., New York. Reibling was fol 

merly account group head; DiMenn l 

and Rouda were marketing execu ' 

t i ves. 

.ARNOLD J. DEUTSCHMAN joiner 

Richard K. Manotf, Inc., New York 

as vice president and managemen 
supervisor. He was formerly vice 

president and account supervisor a 

Ted Bates & Co.. New York. 

MC DONALD GILLESPIE, formerly ex 

ecutive vice president at BBDO, war 

elected president of that agency': 

international division. He succeeder 
Patrick Dolan, who retires June 1 

Media Personals 
THOMAS J. GLYNN joined J. Walter 

Thompson Co., Chicago, as vice 
president and media director. 

ROBERT JAMIIOZY joined Tucker 
Wayne & Co., Atlanta, as associate 
media director. 

ROBERT WIDIIOLM was named as- 
sistant media director in charge of 
broadcast buying at Needham, Har- 
per & Steers, Inc., Chicago. He was 
formerly a media buyer. 

GEORGE BRENT and LEONARD PEARL - 

STEIN were named associate media 

directors at Papert, Koenig, Lois, 

Inc., New York. Both were formerly 

media supervisors. 

IRWIN JOSEPHS and JOHN WARD 

joined LaRoche, McCaffery & A'Ic- 

Call, Inc., New York, as media buy' 

ers. Mr. Josephs was previously a 

media buyer at Gumbinner-North, 
Co., Inc. Mr. Ward was media buyer 

at Young & Rubicam, Inc. 

.l, 

I, 

t! 

I ` 

ó 
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Media Personals MEMBER GILMORE BROADCASTING 

?!. 

J ffl 
,? MICHAEL A. WALSH, media research 

lirector, was elected vice president 
.t The AitkinKynett Co., Inc., Phil- 

' .delphia. 
ti ISABELLE BELMAN was named me- 

lia buyer for Helitzer Waring La- 
tosa, Inc., New York. She was form- 

( 'sly media estimator. 
: ;. JERRY FIRESTONE, associate media 

lirector, was named vice president 
t R.K. Manoff, Inc., New York. 

FRANCIS K. THOMPSON, media di- 
rector, was elected a vice president 
at Ted Bates & Co., Inc. 

IRWIN J. FLEISCHER, joined Wells 
Rich Greene Inc., New York, as 
media supervisor. He was formerly 
with Papert, Koenig, Lois, Inc. 

HOWARD GERBER joined Altman 
Stoller Chalk, Inc., New York, as 
media director. He was formerly 
with Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc. 

Mediaman, 2 Timebuyers Win Rep Awards 
aA.nedia executive from Ted Bates 
nd;imebuyers from William Esty 

and;linton B. Frank were winners 
f he 10th annual advertising 

:was given by the Station Repre- 
,senLives Association. 

Esented May 15 at a luncheon in 
Kiev York City, the winners were: 
111)1am B. Vitt, a senior vice presi- 
den and executive director of the 
fuect and program department at 
Bati, who received the Gold Key 
awa( for outstanding leadership in 
advitising; (2) Sally S. Reynolds, 
hrot'cast buyer for R. J. Reynolds at 
Est} who was given the Silver Nail 
Timtuyer of the Year award and 
(3) Mary Alice Crisafulli of the 
Erat agency, winner of the Chicago 
Tixmuyer of the Year award. 

V, has been at Bates since 1964, 
Comlg there from Doherty, Clifford, 
Steel and Shenfield (later merged 
i9lo leedham, Harper & Steers) . He 
beg¿ his business career in the tv 
fllmnd of CBS in 1950 subsequent- 
IY "nt to Benton & ,Bowles as a 

1oa^.ast buyer and then to Biow. 
M.. Reynolds has been with Esty 

inc(March, 1966. Her 20 years of 
Prloi advertising experience were 
'tth.liow, Duane Jones and Lennen 

1\Tvell. 

The Silver Nail award, oldest of 
the three, was launched with its pre- 
sentation to Frank Silvernail of 
BBDO in 1958. Subsequent winners 
were William Dollard, Y&R, 1959; 
Harold B. Simpson, Esty, 1960; Hope 
Martinez, BBDO, 1961; Elizabeth 
Black, Donahue & Coe, 1962; Robert 
Kelly, L&N, 1963; Vera Brennan. 
SSC&B, 1964; Harry Martin, Esty, 
1965; William Millar, Geyer, Morey, 
Ballard, 1966. 

Previous Gold Key winners were 
William C. Dekker, McCann-Erick- 
son, 1959; Louis J. Nelson, Wade 
Advertising, 1960; Newman F. Mc- 
Evoy, Cunningham & Walsh, 1961; 
William H. Kearns, Bates, 1962; 
Arthur H. Lund, Cambell-Mithun, 
1963; Leonard S. Matthews, Leo 
Burnett, 1961; Edward A. Grey, In- 
terpublic, 1965; Warren Bahr, Y&R, 

1966. 
Chicago winners have been Gen- 

evieve Lemper, Foote, Cone & Beld- 
ing, 1960; William H. Oberholtzer, 
Leo Burnett, 1961; Marianne Mona- 
han, Needham, Louis & Brorby, 1962; 
Lawrence C. Claypool, Kenyon & 

Eckhardt, 1963; Gordon Gredell, 
D'Arcy, 1964; James Foley, K&E, 
1965; Francine Goldfíne, Arthur 
Meyerhoff Assoc., 1966. 

Rising higher...Reaching farther 

EHT 
EVANSVILLE 

NEW Channel 
NEW Color 

Sharper... Stronger 
Doubled tower height! 1,036 feet 
above average terrain! Evansville's 
Highest Tower puts WEHT into 70,000 
new homes and expands the total au- 
dience to over 3/4 -million viewers. 
Channel change from 50 to 25! New 
advanced color equipment . . . ex- 
panded local news coverage and pro- 
gramming, even beyond former high 
standards ... WEHT, serving better, 
assuming an increasingly responsible 
role in the community. Call your 
Avery-Knodel representative today, 

:GÍLMORE 
p BROADCASTING 

.CORPORATION 

WEHT-TV WSVA-TV KGUN-TV ' KODE-TV 
Evansville 'Harrisonburg Tucson Joplin 

WSVA-AM WSVA-FM KODE-AM 
Harrisonburg. Harrisonburg Joplin . 

MEMBER GILMORE BROADCASTING 

COLORFUL 

TUCSaN 
Arizona's Big 

With advanced equipment 
and creative programming, 

- firsts and exclusives occur 
regularly at KGUNTV. This 

dynamic station pioneered Tucson's first 
color film, slide, and video tape facilities 

first remote microwave equipment, 
which is always on top of every news break 

exclusive documentaries of strong 
regional interest. 

Is thriving Arizona a problem market? 
Then dig deeper with Colorful KGUN . 

attracting ever -larger audiences in an area 
accounting for nearly 30% of Arizona's 
$3.4 billion CSI. Alert marketers also use 
MMI, Market Measurement Index service 
for speedy, comprehensive in-store move 
ment data by product category. 

ABC Network/Represented by AveryKnodel, Inc. 

GILMORE 
BROADCASTING 
CORPORATION 

WEHT-TV WSVA-TV KGUN-TV KODE-TV 
Evansville Harrisonburg Tucson Joplin 

WSVAAM WSVA-FM KODE-AM 
Harrisonburg Harrisonburg Joplin 
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The action station in 
the action city! 

s 
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For any advertising campaign aimed 
South, Charlotte should be among the 
top three cities on your list. In many 
respects it warrants the top spot. 75 -mile 
radius population largest in the South- 
east. Center of the Southeast's heaviest 
industrial concentration; second largest 
distribution city in the Southeast. 
WSOC-TV's coverage area includes 3 
million people with an EBI* of $5.9 
billion. Among families with children, 
the college educated, young marrieds, 
sports lovers, WSOC-TV does a big job 
for advertisers. Ask us or H -R for the 
facts. *Sales Management, June 10, 1966 

NBC/ABC, Represented by H -R 

COX BROADCASTING CORPORATION stations: WSB AM -FM -TV, Atlanta; 
WRIO AM -FM -TV, Dayton; WSOC AM -FM -TV, Charlotte; WIOD AM. FM, 

Miami; RTVU(TV), San Francisco -Oakland; WIIC-TV, Pittsburgh. 

Buyer's 
Nettvork Rate Increases 

NBC-TV: 
KALB-Tv Alexandria, La., from $325 

to $400, effective November 1, 1967. 
KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D., from $225 

to $250, effective November 1, 1967. 
WCYB-TV Bristol, Va., from $575 to 

$625, effective November 1, 1967. 
WCKT Miami, Fla., from $1,350 to 

$1,500, effective November 1, 1967. 
Kvoo-Tv Tulsa, Okla., from $875 to 

$925, effective November 1, 1967. 
WKTV Utica, N.Y., from $600 to 

$650, effective November 1, 1967. 
KUMV-Tv Williston, N.D., from 

$125 to $150, effective November 1, 

1967. 
YVKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio, from 

$1,800 to $1,900, effective November 
1, 1967. 

Checklist 
ABC-TV: 

KHFI-TV Austin, Tex., from $125 
$175, effective October 21, 1967. 

KAYS-TV Hays, Kans., from $) 

to $150, effective October 26, 15, 

CBS -TV: 
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., fu 

$300 to $350, effective October, 
1967. 

Station Changes 

KOAT-TV Albuquerque, extend 

coverage to Tucumcari, and Oh 

County, in New Mexico, with c 

struction of five 100 -watt translat 
and a community -owned translat, 

YYTVT Tampa -St. Petersburg, bet 

transmitting from a new 1,549.f 

tower in Balm, Fla. 

Rep Report 
DONALD W. MEINKE (t.) was 

aF;, 

named tv account executive in New 
York, and MILES S. STAPLES JIt. be- 

cause account executive in the Sass 

Francisco office of the George P. 
Hollingberry Co. 

ANTHONY J. SCHILLIZZI was named 
sales manager of National Time 
Sales, New York. He was formerly 
with Media FM Representatives. 

STEVE EISENBERG was appointed 
western division research manager 
for H -R Television, Inc., New York. 
He was formerly a media buyer on 

the General Foods account at Grey 
Advertising, Inc. 

LEE BELL was appointed manager 
of the Dallas office of Venard, Tor - 
bet & McConnell, Inc. He was form- 
erly with several Texas tv stations. 

EDWARD O'ItOURKE was named man- 
ager of Katz Television Boston of- 

fice. He was formerly national sales 
coordinator for WMTW-Tv Poland 
Spring, Me. 

ALAN FRISCHER joined the New 
York sales staff of Metro TV Sales, 
division of Metromedia, Inc. For- 
merly a timebuyer at Ogilvy & 

Mather, Inc., Frischer succeeded Al 
Bonomolo, who joined WNEW-TV as 
an account executive. 

1-. 
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IF 

Herbert T. Green has been apt d.8 

executive vice president and ge1'4 

manager of WNJU-TV, Newarl .1 

He had been vice president atuales 

manager since the uhf Spanish -11h: 

age outlet covering the New l'011 

metropolitan area began brotall' 

ing in 1965 

.w 

te<\/ 

11 

fk 

tY 
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Richard J. Butterfield was Hied 

sales manager of WHDH-TV, 
Bcnn; 

He was previously vice president°° 

general sales manager of 
KWTt 

Minneapolis -St. Paul. 
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Even the worst tornado can be conquered! 
The picture (above left) was taken the night that the Jr nation's worst tornado funneled a path of destruction 
a half mile wide and over twenty miles long through r Topeka, Kansas. 
Topeka didn't take it sitting down. Its people got to work .on a rebuilding spree. The result (above right): 
A new Topeka, rebuilt and booming! 
WIBW-Radio kept on its toes, too! The result: The above Distinguished Service Award presented to us by Sigma Delta Chi for public service. 
It is in recognition of warning Topekans 21 minutes 

r before havoc struck, and then continuing all -talk cov- erage for 23 consecutive hours without a break. With- 
. out a commercial. 

Miraculously, in a disaster that claimed over 100 mil - 
1 lion dollars in property damage, only 17 persons died. 

As the dominant voice on radio and television in To- 
peka, we are proud of our public service in helping to 
save thousands of lives. 

We are equally proud to have a hand in the rebuilding 
of a great city-from one of disastrous destruction to 
an even more thriving market with growth and sales 
potential already beyond expectations. 
We look forward to other awards for future public 
service. 

But no more tornadoes, please. 

For complete story call Avery-Knodel or Topeka 913 272-3456. 

I 13 

TV Radio FM 
Topeka, Kansas 

Broadcast Services of Stauffer Publications 
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...soon to be 
Maimed by 

This is not really fjord coun- 
try ... for we refer to Nor- 
way, Indiana. It's one more 
of the new areas that will 
soon be invaded by WSBT- 
TV's expanded Grade "B" 
pattern. 

Early in May WSBT-TV will 
come on strong with 2,175,- 
000 watts, and the South 
Bend market will expand to 
new and bigger boundaries. 
WSBT-TV will become one 
of the nation's most power- 
ful stations-and all that ad- 
vertisers can do is benefit! 

WSBT-TV will be re -writing 
the record book for UHF 
coverage. Stay in touch - 
WSBT-TV's big -power 
switch is this year's big 
story of midwest television. 

WSBTTV`\ 
SOUTH BEND'- 

Represented by Katz 

Agency Appointments 
OWEN LEFFLER was appointed ac- 

count supervisor, and BRUCE T. CARR 

and NORMAN D. IIOSKINC became ac- 
count executives, all on the General 
Motors account, at MacManus, John 
& Adams, Inc., Bloomfield I-Iills, 
Mich. 

JEROME S. STOLZOFF joined Smith/ 
Greenland Advertising Co., Inc., New 

a 

York, as executive vice president. 
Stolzoff was formerly senior vice 
president and senior management of- 

ficer at McCann-Erickson, Inc. 

FRANK E. DELANO, senior vice presi- 
dent and director of Foote, Cone & 

Belding, Inc., was named chairman 
of the agency's New York Plans 
Board. 

JOHN E. CHAPIN, vice president 
and account executive, was named 
supervisor of the Dodge Truck ac- 

count at BBDO, Detroit. James D. 

Grant, formerly eastern area super- 
visor, BBDO, New York, was ap- 
pointed national account supervisor 
of the 25 Dodge (dealer) Advertis- 
ing Associations, in Detroit. He was 
succeeded in the New York post by 
D. THOMAS O'CONNELL, formerly field 
account executive on the Philadel- 
phia Region DAA. MICHAEL J. NASH 

was named account executive on 
Pepsi -Cola. He was fomerly a field 
account representative. 

ANTHONY P. GALLI, JOHN E. NAY- 

LOR, CHARLES R. HOCEN, STUART MIN - 

TON JR., THOMAS C. SWEITZER, and 
ROBERT VAN RIPER, all vice presidents 
at N.W. Ayer & Sons, Inc., New 
York, were named senior vice pres- 
idents and management supervisors. 

NEAL DAVIS was appointed mer- 
chandising executive, and JOHN VAN 

DER KIEFT, GEORGE WATTS, and LAW- 

RENCE J. LEWIS were named account 
executives at LaRoche, 11IcCaffery & 

McCall, Inc., New York. Davis was 
formerly in the merchandising de- 
partment at Young & Rubicam, Inc. 
van der Kieft was a media buyer at 
Benton & Bowles, Inc. Watts was 
previously a copywriter at Basford, 
Inc., and Lewis was a copywriter at 
Zimmer-McClaskey-Lewis, Inc., in 
Louisville, Ky. 

JOHN AMEY was appointed directo; 
of data processing for The Katz 

Agency, Inc., New York. He was, 

formerly on the sales staff of Katz 
Television. 

ENRICO DEVOTO, vice president and 

partner in the Dallas firm, Patton 
Holloway & Sparks, Inc., was named 
to head that agency's new office inj 

San Jose, Costa Rica. : 

JAMES C. SHELBY was appointed 
account supervisor on the Firestone 
Tire and Rubber Co. account at' , 

Campbell -Ewald Co., Detroit. He wasi 

formerly account supervisor on thdn. 

Chemway Corp. account in the 
agency's Chicago office. 

THOMAS R. JORDAN and H. RICHARD 

SILVER were named senior vice press 
dents at Bozell & Jacobs, Inc., Newl 

York. 

Who cares 

about you in 

Des Moines? 

Choose WHO -N ... and. al 

Central Iowa will care, too 

13 COLORFUL 13 

DES MOINES, IOWA 

r 
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AMARILLO 

MONAHANS 
ODESSA 
MIDLAND 

!e Ownership 

KVIITV 
Amarillo 

129,500 net 
weekly circulation 

When you combine the three John Walton 
television station markets, the net weekly 
circulation of over 340,000 homes is equiv- 
alent to that of Denver, Colorado. 

Only the John Walton stations deliver the 
entire Southwest Texas area with ABC and 
color programming in each of the three 
markets. 

One Network One Buy 

KELP -TV KVKMTV serving 
El Paso Monahans/Odessa/Midland 

112,100 net 98,800 net 
weekly circulatión weekly circulation 

THE JOHN WALTON STA TIONS 
KVII-TV KELP -TV KVKM-TV serving 
Amarillo, El Paso, Monahans/Odessa/Midland 
Texas Texas Texas 

Radio: KVII, Amarillo; KBUY, Ft. Worth; KELP, El Paso; KVKM, Monahans 
Represented Nationally by: Venard, Torbet & McConnell, Inc. 

ede;,on Age, May 22, 1967 
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Efficiency Experts 
at work... 

This is the Katz Agency New York Office Group that represents WMAR-TV. Efficiency 

experts all! They know the best "buys" -the most efficient "buys" -in the Baltimore 

Metro market. They have the complete figures and demographics straight from the 

computer. And they can fill you in on all of the facts on WMAR-TV's own line-up of 

proven, well -established, participating programs: MOVIES from the million dollar 

library, ROMPER ROOM, DIALING FOR DOLLARS, DIVORCE COURT, THE WOMAN'S 

ANGLE, GIGANTOR and the CBS Network schedule. Plus adjacent spot availabilities. 

For your most efficient "buys" in Baltimore . . . call your Katz man or Tony Lang, 

WMAR-TV Sales Manager. 

Your Katz Man 
Knows Baltimore's 
Best Buys! 
Left to right: 
Standing-Jack Wright, 
Tony Lang (WMAR-TV), 
Mike Membrado, 
Jack Beauchamp. 
Seated-Ken Mills, 
Larry Reilly, Mal Kahn, 
011ie Blackwell, 
Charlie Digney, 
Robert Lefko. 

ws 

a 
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No Wonder.... In Maryland 
Most People Watch COLOR -FULL 

WMAR -TV 
CHANNEL 2, SUNPAPERS TELEVISION 

TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212 
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. 

r" p 

P. 

i 

l 
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Deter (Continued front page 25) 

oth'wise alIord tv advertising, none 
,¡disclose their clients. "If I let 

it I known that product 'X' is get- 

tin¡time from me," explained one, 

"the competitors would put pres- 

isur on the stations to get spots at 

a leer rate." 
Is -tong the most active in using 

barred tv time are those businesses 
win are active in trading either 
dirtily or indirectly with all media- 
aides and hotels. The main reason 
is car-their services are, in effect, 
conion currency. There are few 

stains which can't use airlines tick- 
ets ut not many have use for cos- 
mets, which. while active on the 
ibarr scene, are not readily trade- 
abli Said one of the bigger barter 
opetors: "Station men are coming 
intcthe large agency centers more 
ofte nowadays." Among the hotels, 
the lieraton chain is active in both 
Iv al radio; its time valued at about 
':2-émillion a year. 

Doti, Cosmetics & Paint 

Fnl and cosmetics. two of the top 
tv avertiser categories, are similar- 
ly g in barter. One middleman 
said that because of recommenda- 
tion he's handling a number of 
pairbrands. The variety of products 
in bier is also indicated by reports 
that 'rch firms as Burlington Staley. 
and lanischewitz are users. 

T. involvement of such corn - 
pall, raises questions about the 
midi man's kev defense of barter- 

al brings advertisers into tv who 
wou, otherwise not be able to use 
the aedium. Yet the middlemen 
mairain most of their clients are of 
this ripe. Sidney K. Halpern; presi- 

t, f Promotional Services and a 
Weill of the barter field. says: "it's 
'retirement in our contracts with 

'Wilts that when I bring in a client, 
rrst be new to the medium. After 

11, makes sense. Why should a 
tatrü accept advertising from a 
'gt'nlnv which would pay cash for 
be 

í11e? Stations have the right to 
Disc' an advertiser even if he's 
ihn'ng money on another station." 

TiI barter operator not only 

"rCt'on Age, May 22, 1967 

claims to bring new business into tv 
but says that, when tv has pushed the 
client to certain sales heights, he 
generally "graduates" to convention- 
al timebuying. One operator put this 
level at $500,000 in tv expenditures 
annually. "Now that the advertiser's 
pros ed his product is saleable and 
and he's got the money to spend, he 
can go to one of the big agencies 
with tv know-how." Said another: 
"Alberto-Culver and Shulton came 
into tv through barter. And look 
what happened to Alberto-Culver." 

Primetime /flay Be Expendable 

Some barter operators say that 
when a brand gets to be a big factor 
in regional or national distribution, 
it can no longer get the time it needs 
through barter. One middleman can- 
didly admitted: "I can't deliver a 
campaign in primetime during the 
height of the season on network af- 
filiates. When a brand gets big, it 
might need the better spots for com- 
petitive reasons." He added, how- 
ever, "But I can get primetime dur- 
ing the summer and I have the time 
for a national campaign outside of 
primetime during any month." 

It is, of course, moot whether a 

specific product might need prime - 
time to be successful. Certainly, 
many national products do well with- 
out it. However, barter opponents 
usually question the value of bartered 
time in general. Their argument is 
that stations trade only the time they 
can't sell, which means that, even if 
the advertiser gets a discount price, 
he doesn't get real value. Further, 
since the time is preemptible, (and 
there's no argument about that), the 
advertiser can never be certain what 
will end up on the air. 

An agency media vice president 
remarks. anent the latter point: 
"Even with blue-chip clients, we 
have endless problems with rliscrep- 
ancies-running the wrong commer- 
cial, running a commercial in the 
wron, slot and, on occasion, not 
running the ad at all. Can i-ou im- 
agine what happens to an advertiser 
with bartered time?" 

There is also the problem of sta- 
tions which won't barter time. How 

many there are is a matter of dis- 
pute. Most estimates run between a 
quarter to a half of all tv stations, 
but one knowledgeable observer says 
that practically every tv station has 
engaged in barter at one time or an- 
other in recent years. Some of the 
top stations do it selectively, trading 
the time for some important product 
or service they want at a particular 
moment and setting stringent qualifi- 
cations on the type of account they 
will accept. A large station group 
furnished its headquarters offices 
not too long ago in elegant style 
through a middleman seeking time 
in the top markets for one "high 
class" account. 

No study has been published in 
recent years indicating the number 
of tv stations which barter time, but 
in 1958 Frank M. Headley, president 
(now chairman) of H -R Television, 
gave some figures in a "typical" 
barter deal involving film program- 
ming to prove the difficulties in 
clearing bartered time. In the top 100 
markets, he said, only 14 out of 60 
stations took the films; the others 
insisted on cash. In the top 25 mar- 
kets, only three of 20 stations accept - 
ed the films. However, in the sec- 

ond 100 markets, 37 out of 52 sta- 

tions bought the barter deal. All 

told, 51 stations out of 112 went the 
barter route. These figures, however, 
involved one deal for a specific film 
package and it was felt by some at 

the time that some of the stations 
insisting on cash might have traded 
time under different circumstances. 

Smart Timebuying 

If bartered time involves the less 
desirable spots and some stations 
can't lie cleared, why do advertisers 
use it? The low price more than com- 
pensates for the lack of desirable 
time, say the barter operators. The 
argument, in short, is that an adver- 
tiser can buy enough time to build 
up a rating point total equal to his 
needs and, in some cases, equal to 
a big campaign. 

But agencies question whether this 
is smart timebuying on the grounds 
that. with a large number of low - 

(Continued on page 60) 
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FLOR TAPE PICTURES il` 
_ 

without the penalty of 
complicated operation 

Ih one thing to produce the sharpest, most 
biliant, truest color tape pictures . . . superb 
d3es through four generations. It's still another 
t(ihave all this sophistication combined with 
'olorating simplicity.' 

F'W OPERATING CONVENIENCE 
Dsign features not available on other machines 
-automatic indicators, total instrumentation, 
gluped controls-all make it easier for the oper- 
alr to exercise command of the sophistication of 
iI TR-70 and thus achieve its total high band 

ti,clability. Operating efficiency is increased and 
.11Ince for operator error is reduced through in- 
díth marriage of man with machine. Monitoring 

c0ludio and video are at ear and eye level; record 
'rah playback control panels are separated; tape 
di sport is waist high, sloped at a 45 degree 
agle and easy to thread; electronics module 
ib.,lk is completely color integrated. 

NV/ EASE OF MAINTENANCE 
S1 Bard construction means easier mainte- 
nIce. All plug-in modules are the same style, are 
kced to avoid incorrect positioning-and, no 

.toes are required for removal. Over 160 test 

Oil RCA Video Tape 
tSe's 7000 for standard orband. 

Notable for low 
ile, wear and signal-to-noise 
ad'ntages. 
McJfactured by RCA! 

JJ5116 

points and push-button monitoring points on front 
panel trace signal from input to output; 4 -mode 
FM test facility is built in. Everything is easily 
accessible without removing front panels or 
screws-There's no emptying of water trays; no 
getting down on hands and knees to reach 
modules. 

NEW COLOR PERFORMANCE 
Designed, tested and delivered for high band 
color, the TR-70 is all ready to go when you re- 
ceive it. Here's a new standard in color tape oper- 
ation. Excellent signal-to-noise ratio-better than 
46 dB-coupled with less than 1.5 per cent color 
K factor rating for the entire system and a virtually 
flat 0.5 dB frequency response-to produce 
brilliant pictures. Highly saturated color can be 
recorded and reproduced beautifully without 
moire. The basic machine is high band color, but 
with flick of a switch can be used for low band. 
Pix Lock, Line Lock, ATC and Color ATC are in- 
cluded. It's not only the finest-it sets new stand- 
ards all along the line. 

Why not see it, and prove it for yourself? Call your RCA 
Broadcast Representative. Or write RCA Broadcast and 
Television Equipment, Bldg. 15-5, Camden, N. J. 08102 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 



Barter (Continued from page .57) 

rated availabilities at hand, the ad- 

vertiser doesn't know his mix of 

reach and frequency. He may be 

reaching a lot of different people 

when he wants to reach prospects 

over and over. Or, he may be hitting 
the same audience over and over 

when he really wants a broad reach. 

How low is the price of bartered 
tune to the advertiser? The answers 
differ. Some middlemen say the bar- 
ter client today generally gets maxi- 
mum discount for less than a maxi- 

mum -discount buy. "We're giving the 
little guy a chance to compete 
against the giant advertiser who 
benefits from volume tv purchases," 
says one of them. "And the station is 

getting no less than It would from a 
big advertiser." But others say the 
advertiser, can get an even better 
deal, if he knows his way around. 

Barter Trading Posts 

One reason it is hard to pin down 
what the advertiser "pays" and what 
the station gets is the problem of 
appraising the value of merchandise 
involved in the trade. In some barter 
deals, the advertiser does some bar- 
tering himself, that is, paying the 
middleman with merchandise. If the 
merchandise is useful to the middle- 
man, the advertiser may get a real 
bargain. By the same token, the price 
paid to the station depends on assay- 
ing the value of what it receives. Bar- 
ter operators are often accused of 
marking up merchandise well beyond 
its market value. 

The middleman pooh-poohs the 
accusation. Says one of them: "We're 
not dealing with the man in the 
street. The station manager knows 
what he's getting. He can compare 
prices. What's the difference what 
profit I'm making if the stations get 
a good deal on the exchange?" 

Today, the station can get almost 
anything it wants in exchange for 
time-prizes for local shows and 
their own sales contests, broadcast- 
ing equipment, office supplies, pro- 
gramming, furnishings-you name 
it. "Look at it this way," says one 
of the bigger barter operators, who 

describes his operation as a "store," 
"we not only take unsold time off the 

station's hands, but give him the 
opportunity to reduce his overhead 
costs. The station manager, who is 

responsible for showing a profit to 

the owners, can do this without re- 

ducing his sales or his sales effort." 
One middleman says many stations 
find tax benefits in barter. 

Promotional Services' Halpern 
maintains: "We are often financiers. 
When money was tight a year ago, 

we were able to help stations making 
capital expenditures." While station 
equipment manufacturers are not 
generally regarded as involved in 

barter operations, most middlemen 
insist they can usually work an 

equipment deal-even when it's cus- 

tom -designed, as it often is.. 
"It's really not mysterious at all," 

said a knowledgeable observer. 
"There's no problem when the barter 
guy advances cash to the stations, 
which he sometimes does. The manu- 
facturer is not involved here at all. 

Sometimes, the barter guy can get a 

commission from the manufacturer 
or distributor, but even where he 
doesn't, he takes his profit in time, 
which is in excess of what the equip- 
ment is worth. And sometimes he 
gets it both ways." 

FCC Modifiers 

If a number of parties appear to 

benefit from barter, there still re- 

mains the question of its legality 
and its value as a business practice. 

Barter contracts signed by stations 
are usually filed with the Federal 
Communications Commission. One 
middleman said lie hired a lawyer 
who practiced before the FCC to 

help draw up his contracts. An im- 
portant element of such contracts is 

the right of stations to reject any 
advertiser the middleman places time 
for-in short, the station must retain 
control over what it puts on the air. 

In the early clays of radio, it 
was not uncommon for stations to 
sell large blocks of time to "brokers," 
who then programmed the time, sold 
advertising, and kept all the income 
from such sales. This was subse- 
quently banned by the FCC and sta- 
tions must avoid any impression in 

If 
barter contracts that any sth , , 

brokerage ís going on. 

The question of price discrint, 

ation by stations under the Robins oI,. 

Patman Act is not so clear-cut. '.e 

R -P experts in the legal professn 

are not privy to the detailed teLs, 

of barter operations. These opini s o(t, 

emerged from discussions with 1 , 

yers on the general aspects of R: 

The Act bans, among other thi, 
a businessman from selling the see 

commodity to one buyer at a lo'r 

price than to another. There is see! 

dispute about whether advertise, 

time is a "commodity." Further, 11 a: 

Act is applicable only where the 

is a substantial threat to competiti,. tt 

It might be argued, for example, tt,.r'" 

giving a small advertiser barte'1 

time which permits him to comp: 

with a giant company cannot be c 

strued as threatening competition r1 

Even if competition is threaten, 'r 

there are two major defenses: ( 

that the lower price is justified 9 
cause there are savings to the sel 

in the manufacture, distribution . , fi 

sale of his product and (2) that J 

seller sold to one party at a lost b 

price in good faith to meet comp" !i 

tion. 
However, the sub rosa aspectl 

barter raises the question of whetl 

the station offers the same low bt.: r 

ered "price" to all customers une ! 4 

the same conditions. It is not enoc ai,t 

for the station to say, "If advertil 

A came to me with a barter dá ,tt 

I would offer him the same deá! 

gave to advertiser B." The set 

must usually offer his terms public..,, 

What bothers most barter 'opt ,1 

nents, of course, is the effect on 

rate situation - the fact that tr 

barter price is either unknown 

difficult to figure out because 

the complexities of merchandise t' 

change-and the by-passing of cc 

ventional middlemen, the agern, 

and rep. The barter operator is 

serting an element of -uncertain 

and secrecy so that the marketpl£ 

cannot operate properly. critics Si 

It is likely, as a matter of fact, tl 

barter is able to operate primal., 

because it is not big enough to 

a threat to established ways of don 

business. 
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Directors (From page 29) 

hens a bit because there was too 
ml waste of time and money." 

.tan Pentaleri at BBDO sees it 
dierently. "I think the combination 
olirt director -producer is a natural 
exnsion of the business. In print, 
thart director worked with the pro- 
dt:ion man for years and gradually 
hégot into production himself. I 
th k the same is true with film. I 
mie the change -over about a year 
ag It's much more satisfying-a 
lolnore headaches, too-but I don't 
knv what qualifications you need 
our than a little common sense." 

:orge Wolfe, senior vice presi- 
de and director of commercials 
ipri uction at Lennen & Newell, 
Ihics there are a lot of qualifica- 
tio: for a good producer and not 
moy art directors have them. 

'.'he problem is, like many things 
in he advertising business, a fad 
talo hold and people feel that the 
ho)new guys are going to have to 
Ue rt directors. That's not so. I'm 
in Ivor of equal rights for art di- 

'recrs, but you don't have to be one 
to ; an effective producer. 

`[any art directors, merely by 
tlretature of their personalities and 
intl;sts, are not always equipped 
to in command in the studio. 
Mar of them do not have the 
slouch for the laborious and often 
borg post -production phase of 
edilg, re-editing and the business 

ROBERT CAGE 
DDB's new creative chief 

eletior¡ Age, May 22, 1967 

functions that consume so much of 
a commercial producer's time. 

"Frankly, if 1 were an art director, 
I'm not so sure I would want to 
undertake the enormous burden of 
some of the producer's. duties which 
have v ery little . to do with the 
graphic statement being made." 

Not so, says Paul Kim of Kim & 

Gifford, film producers. "There's 
nothing mysterious about film pro- 
duction. It's a visual medium, you 
know, and you've got to have people 
who can deal with it. 

"There's this transition taking 
place and a lot of people are incap- 

ho 

able of changing with it. And they 
happen to be producers. Some who 
are flexible will survive; the rest 
of them are a species that's ...Dino - 

to become extinct." 
A less terminal view was voiced by 

Chris Eaton of DDB, a man who 
has worked both sides of the pro- 
ducer -art director street. Two months 
ago, DDB announced Eaton's re- 
assignment from the position of 
group supervisor to art director at 
his own request.. "Producers are 
necessary," he commented, "but you 
go farther if you're in on the con - 

(Continued on page 62) 

ade 

--- 

a 

Burlington-Balfour Socks. Doyle-Dane-Bernbach, Inc. Agency Producer: Herb Strauss. Produced by MPO Videotronics, Inc., New York. Director/Camera: Victor Lukens 

ho else? 
See the hottest sample reel in the business. MPO Videotronics, Inc., 222 East 44 Street, NYC 10017, (212) TN 7-8200/Also in Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood, Miami 
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Art Directors (From page 61) 

cept. And to be in on the concept 
you've got to be an art director. 

"As a group supervisor you'\e got 

your big office with private secre- 

taries, assistants and things like that. 
Now I've got a small office with a 

drawing board. But actually it's not 

a step down. Now I'm paid to think 
advertising instead of just to produce 
film. That appeals to me more than 
just working on somebodN else's 
ideas." 

However, he pointed out, this was 

strictly a personal preference. He 

offered no prediction on the out- 
come of the producer -art director 
contro\ ersy. "I spent too long work- 

ing very hard as a producer to knock 
him now," he said. 

"A good producer always has a 

tremendous contribution to make in 

any television advertising. A good 
art director can make a good film 

maker, too. But a naive one can goof 
everything up. What it comes down 

to is intelligent, adult men working 
together." 
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CHRIS EATON 

Former producer tackles new job 

Scissors (Continued from page 30) 

Today, Fallick's company is part 

of a complex of six firms-Cine 
Media (trailers, industrials, fea- 

tures) ; Peak Recording; Release 

Prints; Tele Metric (producing com- 

mercials), and Red Ram Productions 
(now involved in a first feature film, 
Duel on the Planet Mars). 

Fallick said altogether Cine Metric 
and its subsidiaries grossed some 
$2.5 million last year. 

Whatever images of freedom and 
art -for -art's sake the editor may 
brandish to the world, they're not 
the main motives, to hear some staff 
men tell it. 

"It's for the money," says Jerry 
Siegel, head of editorial services at 

Colodzin Productions and former 
head of editorial services at Larry 
Madison Productions, Mark Shaw, 
and a former senior editor at ALPO. 

"As soon as a guy gets a following, 
he goes out on his own. Why? Be- 

cause he can make more money that 
way. Sometimes editors are a bit 
overloaded at production houses, 
especially the better-known editors. 
But it's not to lessen the workload 
that a guy with a following goes 
out on his own-with a following 
he can make twice as much money 
on the same amount of work. There's 
a lot of money in the editorial end 
of the business." 

Morty Dubin, vice presidenlp 1- i 

supervisor of editing sere is 

MPO, agrees. "When an editor - 

out on his own, he needs more'-, + 1- 

than he had at the production 
in order to be able to make a u', 

Nobody goes out on his ow f I 

t 

aesthetic reasons." 
But Take Five, an editing;h t 1 

founded two years ago by Ira 

Kleppel and Howard Lazarusú t. 

had been with MPO and Teled 

respectively, is making less nhet 

net, than the two had made ather 

former affiliations. "But we'rttu 

pier," Lazarus said. `We don'irnt i 
to grind out stuff-no overlo ine 

no hacking. We do one or twde 

per week." 
The highly selective workla 

considered challenging. Taken.. ' 
does a lot of work for WellsW 

Greene and has handled tie', 

ments on a blue chip list of , 

tisers: Gulf, Ford, Lux, Diet 

Johnson & Johnson, ArmstronlGI 

Kodak. Nabisco, Chevron, ll " 

wagen, Polaroid Swinger, Alkee ' 

zer, Carling's Beer, among te:(' 
Like many independent chi''' 
services, Take Five supervises 
completion, not just the editi' 

jacks -of -all -Trades S' 

"We've never had a slow 

said Ed Friedman, who set up'J', 

Films, Inc. in 1965. When Mg' 

as supervising editor at Wylde 

to set up shop on his own, lv 

a following of agency producer,, m, 

wanted "personalized service. 

has been the main reason f - 
success," Friedman said. "II 

production house, the editor dfl 

always hale enough time to 

on each job. On your own, )'o 

pick the jobs you want to do.' 

Friedman said that each 

handles everything to do %sit 

assigned commercial, from reco 

through mixing through optic' 

prints, not to mention the ed 

Some of the shop's bigger ace 

are Clairol, Pepsi, Marlboru, 

Hellmann's mayonnaise, Skipp)' 

nut butter. 
Morty Pearlstein went out 0 

own from MPO last November 

ting up as MHP Films. Why d 
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pre<i1. 

wnd it? "More freedom," he said. 
in (11(11 of his work these days is for 
l;R st photographers shooting corn- 

dupncials, lensmen like Melvin Sokol- 

m3iF,k and Harold Becker, who don't 

h ha; their own editorial set-ups. 
Nit ng that more and more top -paid 

eli;dhrs are now going on their wn, 
,,, f,Pestein said it was analogous to the 

Haywood star system. First corn - 

directors and cameramen 
airit then the editors followed. He 

ralssaid he was making more on his 
ma, 

el 

e 
Finishing Express 

e Koslowsky set up Meridian 
Fil Editorial Service back in 1964. 
Ilelad been editor at Filmways in 

!Ve York. When that operation 
fol d, he went free lance, later de- 

' Al to make a business of it. He's 
Is, involved in print distribution, 

e a number of other "outside" 
mding services. 

`eing on your own means you're 
5'6uti. But you're also freer, even 
m'Illo;h you have to handle the bids 
5tbor;elf. The reason agency produc- 
Ilrs ire going to "outside" editors 
pis it, as you might think, because 
roil can speed up revisions and 
pli s but because it's more conven- 

,e1t-one finishing stop, instead of 
. evil." 

fl 

f<slowsky added that producers 
lilavibecome more aware of what a 

?o editor can do for a commercial. 
it`df ou've gone to the trouble of 
1ett'g a good director, a good cam- 
rar,n, you might as well not 
eoprdize the results - get a good 
dita." 

Nv moving full-scale into the 
:'keaif film editing is East-West Dis- 
ribrprs, which was established as 

b Wit distribution house back in 
fly East -West's Bruce McCon- 

rfle1 said the company began to 
;Verify its editing business toward 

Ílre, id of last year, and earlier this 
i'added David Pollack to its 

4411Pollack, a veteran editor, had 
1eenon his own for some time. 
lurirecently, East-West hired edi- 

One Shop Shot 

tors Anita Posner and Hsin -Ch'en. 
Going strong, by all indications, 

is Syncrofilm Services, which was 
started by Neil Matz and Irving 
Sachs in 1960. The two had worked 
together at MPO, and earlier, at 
Imps. Much of Syncrofilm's work 
comes from Ogilvy & Mather, per- 
haps three quarters of O&M's edit- 
ing. Matz and Sachs had all the 
editing assignments on Shell for six 
years, and currently cut most of the 
commercials for Maxwell House, 
American Express, and General 
Foods' Start. "When you have all the 
editing on an account done in one 
shop, it's faster," Sachs said. `It's 
easy for the editorial service to cat- 
alogue and to remember what's what, 
what's where." Syncrofilm also han- 
dles print distribution, an activity 
which currently accounts for two 
thirds of the company's $750,000 
volume. 

Small House -Big Client 

"We felt there was a need for 
several good editing houses," said 
Dick Jacobs, who set up Domino 
Films in the summer of 1965. His 
surmise must have been right; today 
Domino cuts for a number of blue- 
chip clients. Jacobs, who was an 
MPO staffer for five years before 
freelancing for NBC-TV and NET, 
said he's making more money now 
than he was when he was on staff. 
Much of his business comes from 
the smaller producers, outfits with 
no house editing facility. "And there 
are lots of small producers doing 
well these days," Jacobs added. 
Among the accounts for which he 
has cut and spliced film are Comp- 
ton, l)i)l,, Benton & Bowles, and 
Est v. 

Oldies But Goodies 

Some editorial service firms go 
back to the early days of tv. Take 
the Termini brothers, for example. 
Termini Film Editorial Service was 
started in 1952, when Anthony Ter- 
mini, who had been a newsreel editor 
at Paramount, and his brother Sal, 
also an editor with Paramount, de- 
cided to give it a go after requests 

from commercials' makers to give 
them a hand. Tóday, the Termini 
operation handles film for a number 
of sizable accounts, with Young & 

Rubicam their most important client. 

The Newly Successful 

Whether an editor is just starting 
out on his own, or has been an, 
independent entrepreneur for years, 
there seems to be abundant evidence 
that there is enough business 
around. Most of the newly -indepen- 
dent editors report they're doing 
Letter than ever. And almost all of 
them indicate they're doing as well 
as they want to. They're no longer 
at the receiving end of a complex 
process of manufacture; the) don't 
have to adjust their speed to the 
rhythm of an employer's assembly 
line. As one might expect, some work 
twice as long as they did when they 
were employees, others work half 
the hours they formerly put in. 

It should be noted that commer- 
cials editing is, generally speaking, 
better than ever. And that includes 
work done within production houses. 

°.there's'no question when buying 

WHEELING 

EUBENVI LLE 

":MORE 
.love .- 
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Long ShoWS"(From page 23) 

a longer program, it becomes hard 

to make them switch." 
The prevailing belief in many 

agency circles is that networks are 

moving toward longer programs by 

their need to amortize program ex- 

penditures. "The length of the long- 

er show should decrease costs and 

permit economies," says Bern Kan- 

ner, senior vice president, Benton & 

Bowles. A recent issue of Grey Ad- 

vertising's newsletter, Grey Matter, 
which devoted itself to the rising 
costs of tv advertising, also observed 
that programs would have to be long- 

er to amortize costs. 

Cost Contradiction 

But the current facts would seem to 

dispute this conclusion. The pro- 
duction of an expensive half-hour 
show runs $90,000; of an equally 
high-priced hour, $160,000. As re- 
ported earlier, not only is CBS spend- 
ing $300,000 per 90 minutes for 
Cimarron Strip, but NBC, under a 

new pact with MCA, is reportedly 
paying $350,000 per hour and a 

half for The Virginians. 
On the face of it the additional 

$140,000 spent per episode for Cim- 
arron Strip would seem unusual. Yet 
the 90 -minute show is an entirely dif- 
ferent breed of cat from its 60 - 
minute brother. It generally takes a 

much longer lead time to produce- 
between six and 12 months. (Cimar- 
ron Strip took less but much of its 
pilot footage may find its way into 
the series.) It takes two production 
crews; five or six directors; two and 
three teams of editors; it demands 
a half hour more of writing. With 
the new -CBS 90 -minute show, 
much location shooting was and is 
being done to give it a . broader 
canvas. 

Eventually, when the form is mas- 
tered, economies may eventually be 
made. And when a different type of 
90 -minute series is created, say in 
which a detective is a central charac- 
ter, the cost may be less because more 
of it would probably be shot in a 
studio. 

CBS has priced Cimarron Strip in 
the middle range for minutes. Each 

of 12 minutes in the series can be 
bought for $45,000 for the first 32 

weeks, $34,000 for the next 10 weeks; 

and $26,000 for the last ten weeks; 
the average cost of a minute for the 

full season is $39,000. Virginian costs 

$45,000 a minute for the first 26 

weeks, $41,000 a minute for the next 

13 weeks, and $29,000 a. minute for 
the summer 13 weeks; the average 
cost is $40,000 a minute. 

For advertisers, the 90 -minute show 

may present a mixed bag of the 

good and the bad. On the one hand, 
it will open up more minutes for 
participation buying (as against full 
or alternate sponsorship), and since 
the demand for minutes continues 
unabated, many advertisers should 
be satisfied. On the other hand, those 
advertisers who still seek sponsor 
identification which is only practical 
for the most part in the half-hour 
form, will find less opportunities 
open. But it opens another program 
length for buyers and thus provides 
more variety in media approaches 
on the networks. 

Less Fluctuation 
Herbert Zeltner, senior vice presi- 

dent and director of marketing serv- 
ices Needham, Harper & Steers, be- 

lieves that a consequence of the long- 
er show will be a leveling out of the 
peaks and valleys in audience re- 
sponse. This has occurred with mo- 

tion picture presentations on the net- 

works. 
"While the longer shows," Zeltner 

says, "may not be as great hits or 
stinkers, they give a greater assur- 
ance of an audience, thereby lessen- 
ing, to some degree, the risks inher- 
ent in buying network time. They also 
minimize the audience flow thus giv- 

ing greater stability to the audience's 
viewing habits. The longer show, 
moreover, also lessens the volatility 
of the medium for another reason: 
There' are less program decisions to 
make because fewer building blocks 
are in the schedule. You can, there- 
fore, better estimate what your au- 

dience will be and concentrate on 
reaching average audiences." 

Bern Kanner points out another 
virtue. "The advertiser who buys in- 
to a longer program is rotated. He 

i 

reaches audiences when sets -ix . 
are higher and lower, though he yi lit; 

for it because minutes are pricege. (r. 

cordingly. If he is the type of ac;r- i'1":r' 

tiser who would otherwise belt()) e 

use marginal time periods - 71 - 1 

8 p.m. or 10:30-11 p.m. -1g 
benefits. 

Rod Erickson, vice president di 111 

director of radio -tv for Kenyo: & 

Eckhardt, predicts that longer ' :ii 

grams will accentuate the trend V? 

ward cluster. "The longer prog , .5, 

is best viewed with a minimum o; 

terruptions because it intereferes .h is i 

its continuity." Gene Accas of 'to'riik 

Burnett agrees: "You must have }yiri 

60 -second units back to back in :I¡ VI 

shows." Erickson, however, says s 

advertisers and agencies are, forlje' 

most part, resigned to this tri,, 'c, 

(For a discussion of cluster and lit 
it is affected by the 30 -second ct I : 
mercial, see: "New Look At C}.' './ 

mercial Time Standards," TELEVI; lI Pl 

AGE, May 8, 1967.) ' 

r 

Accas also makes this point a'llitj 1 

Cimarron Strip: "It is probable 'Itl . fi 

it won't have the desirable demo¡ .111. 

phics. They might very well be ' 
e, i 

same as The Virginian and rehpp'' I., 

small families in B and C counta,1 i, 

the non -urban older viewer." 
A study of the demographicsif; i 

The Virginian reveals that in Ja '' 
ary, 1967, according to Niel,' 

among men over 50, it reached f i 1 

million homes, and among wo Ili 

of the same age range, 6.5 milt 

homes. This was about the sl ,1:111 

number of homes reached 
younger men and women. 

Ratings Hold Steady 

The ratings of The Virginian, hc 

ever, have consistently remained 

a high plateau over the years. D' 

ét 

ing the 1962-63 season its share ( 1 

audience was 37 and this seas, 't 

January through March, 1967, t 
6i 

share was the same. Its lowest sh' 

for the five seasons was 35, Niel 

statistics show. 
While Kanner agrees with AG' ;" 

as to demographics -of The Virgi'' 

_he says that because of tv's brcl , 

reach the show also offers nv 

viewers in A and B counties.. "11' l 
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5lton reaches many older viewers 
b his rating is so high, that it 

e , 
don t matter. And the same is true 
Other high -rated shows." 

'ut CBS is cognizant of the prob- 
'- le. It is fashioning Cimarron Strip 

in an action drama in order to 
reh more younger families. "We're 

` pl ing a greater emphasis on action, 
jnc family problems," says Frank 
Seth, sales vice president of CBS. 

'Se believe it will be of greater 
le infest to younger people." 

're production and creative prob- 
'r ler of a 90 -minute show are diffi- 

>cuj indeed. CBS expects to have 
t, 

sei,i in its Cimarron Strip series 
e rely by September and, as stated 
.'.eater, has two production units at 
t wo;. Boris D. Kaplan, the director 
of'ighttime programs in Hollywood, 

n.áy, "Your creative problems in - 
cree geometrically. The fabric of 
dr,natic construction is much 
greer, and you don't have a large 
pa of writers to draw from." 

ltrt Werner, vice president in 
' cha,;e of programs for NBC, re - 
'mas, "When we started with The 
I'in'nican it was rough, very rough. 
The design of the 90 -minute pro - 
Ira is different. The focus is not 
on cur continuing characters. You 
'nuv have many more important 

cters, if you don't want to wear 
out tour leading actors. The de- 
mob on them in the 10 -day shoot - 

!bag tedule otherwise are too great. 
Thetory starts slower and unfolds 
lam slowly. The basic ingredients 
Are of the same." 

Better Programming? 

Tere are some who believe the 
90'naute series will improve the 
quay of programming in the 
medm "It should offer a more 
mate type of entertainment," says 
Hubtll Robinson. "The hour -and - 'ha drama must deal with more 

'ml?x characters and more corn- )licad situations. The writers must 
1e le to get inside the people 
etfe and offer a more substantial 
tort'' 

Wle the hour -and -a -half ady en- ute tries has succeeded on tv, the 
0-mtute comedy series does not 

etetion 
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exist. Producers have not even been 
able to create a weekly hour comedy 
series. But the next step in longer 
comedy shows is the hour, and many 
such properties are being developed. 

Robinson believes this is vital. 
"With the hour comedy, you should 
hopefully move away from the comic 
strip towards more adult and mature 
comedy. Most of the comedies on 
now, with a few exceptions, are ex- 
tended sketches with flimsy plots on 
which jokes can be hung. But the 
hour comedy needs a different kind 
of writing, one that takes a more 
creative approach and uses a more 
substantial story." 

Fewer Half -Hour Shows 

No one pretends that the longer 
programming form will eventually 
fill the medium completely. There 
will always be a place for half-hour 
shows, but the thinking is that there 
will be less of them and of a better 
quality. 

The increase in the number of 
longer shows poses a threat to the 
smaller packager. Already the large 
number of motion pictures on the 
networks has decreased his oppor- 
tunities. Now they will be decreased 
further. 

Even the really large Hollywood 
studio would be fearful of a 90 - 
minute show unless it had a network 
order. The cost of 90 -minute pilots 
is so expensive that they will prob- 
ably be features created with an eye 
to further development as a series. 
This has already been done by MCA 
for NBC with Ironsides. 

Tall St. (Continued from 44) 

or replaced with each new techno- 
logical breakthrough. 

Currently there are a number of 
areas in which Collins must be active 
if it expects to maintain its position. 
These include high circuit density, 
molecular circuitry, and instrument 
miniaturization along with the study 
of environmental changes that may 
be caused by electromagnetic waves 
and propogation phenomena. 

It is already evident that the invest- 
ment in new product development is 

now paying off since the company 
enjoyed an 18 per cent rise in sales in 
the first half of the current year. The 
earnings increase rose 47 per cent 
and a per share gain was reported 
despite the fact that the number of 
shares outstanding rose by 20 per 
cent. 

Indeed, the company's backlog of 
orders at last report was over $400 
million compared with $328 million 
a year earlier. And looking beyond 
1958 the analysts foresee increased 
volume stemming from sales of the 
company's new landing system which 
permits planes to land with a ceiling 
of no more than 100 feet and visi- 
bility- of only 1300 feet dogs n the 
runway. 

This is a move toward allowing 
planes to be brought in on completely 
blind landings, a development which 
would touch off an entirely new 
round of re -equipping by the airlines. 
Now Collins is also working on the 
development of flight director, com- 
munication and navigation systems 
for the SST era of aviation. 

If the military operations in Viet- 
nam or the Apollo project or both 
were to be setback or cancelled or 
resolved Collins would be in for a 
period of tough sledding. But it 
would be a mere temporary setback 
for it is clear that the direction of 
the industry it serves is for more, 
higher -priced, better -quality equip- 
ment. 

Viewpoints (Con't. from 31) 

a known instrument instead . of a 
dream world. 

In the second place, the commer- 
cial networks have increasingly 
found a way to bring culture to the 
masses in quantities never before 
thought possible, such as in the 
highly educational National Geo- 
graphics series, which has been dis- 
cussed here in detail, and some of 
the better classic dramas, music 
festivals, discussions, etc. 

It is estimated that more than 
10% of each network schedule is 
being devoted to shows. that would 
normally appear on a government 
channel. Since they are rarely op - 
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posite each other this means that 

30% of a full service is upper class. 

This is even bigger when it is re- 

membered that the government chan- 

nel is only going to run from 7-11 

p.m. on the skimpy half -billion 

dollar budget set up. What can a 

government channel add to this plus 
the NET? 

The real fear is that the additive 
will be written and directed by the 
CIA. The recent exposures of the big 

brother penetration into our most 

respected institutions and periodicals 
has been greeted with shock. The 
U.S. is not a nation of spies. But 

there is no doubt that a government 
channel will be a great temptation 
for the cloak-and-dagger boys to use 
as a tool to lie sure everything is 

going their way. 
For these reasons a loud and re- 

sounding "no" comes from this 
corner in the vote on a government 
television channel. Let the industry 
work out culture in its own evolu- 
tionary way . No one can force an 
individual to look at stuff designed 
to improve his mind. There is no 

OF SPECIAL interest to the television. 
profession - both creators and buy- 
ers - are items such 'as: decorative 
screens, antique. reproductions, flor- '. 
al pieces, novelty imports, 'paper and 
background material's. Featured will 
be displays and settings for Christ- 
mas both traditional and contempo- 
rary. 

JUNE 10 (Sat.) 
thru. JUNE 14 (Wed.) 

HOTEL NEW YORKER 
& Ñ.Y. TRADE SHOW BLDG. 

Visitor Registration Required 
No Admission Fee 

Write for a DISPLAY BUYERS' GUIDE 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF DISPLAY INDUSTRIES 
Exec. Off.: 207 E. 37 St., N.Y.C., N.Y. 10016 

captive audience in. television. The 

government channel would have a 

very high cost -per -1000 viewers. 

There must be a better way to 

spend a half billion dollars a year. 
J.B. 

Product Usage (From page 27) 

cupful. But to find the salt content 

of the water in a bathtub, you still 

have to scoop up a cupful. If you 

want to test 200 bathtubs (markets), 
you've got to scoop up 200 cupfuls. 
This is what makes local data so 

expensive. 
Nielsen's proposed national Prod- 

uct/Media Service is based on a 

sample that numbers 7,000 respond- 

ents. ARB local data on 225 markets 
involves samples of 500 to 1,000 de- 

pending on the size of the market 
and the whole sweep covers more 
than 125,000 respondents. The ARB 

data, of course, also include rating 
'and demographic data. 

When ARB started its current sys- 

tem of handling local product usage 
data two years ago, they offered. it 

in every time slot for every station, 
just the way the agency research 
people say they want it right now. 

But the extra tabulating delayed 
the publication. So ARB published 
the product usage data in a separate 
booklet which came out four to six 
weeks later than the Market Report. 
The agency people yelled about that, 
too. So, as a compromise, ARB 

offered the product data only by day 
parts, but included it in each Market 
Report. 

There is hope for more, better, 
and faster data. ARB won't say what, 
but something is definitely in the 
works. The future obviously involves 
more sophisticated computers, high 
speed offset printing, and other nice- 
ties. Of course, they 'all affect the 
cost. 

At present, ARB doesn't charge for 
its natural or local product usage 
data. However, there are charges for 
certain basic types of analyses of 

local data: 
The Demographic Planner. This 

takes 'all of the data for all of the 
markets and gives a breakdown of 
the number of product -users -per -100 

homes reached for each of the ix 

product categories in the sure. 

This provides the buyer witl a 

method of comparing the perct 

ages of product users by station dyt 

day -part. 
The Economic Planner. 'lls -1 

provides cost -per -1000 product-urs i 

in terms of the published open lid' tri 

end spot rates for all stations n,51 

75 markets. Advertisers who 11 e',1" 

set arbitrary cpm limits of, t-, ,-, 

$3.50 will probably want to re e ii t. 

their' thinking when they get a 1 k i 

at these figures. When calculated its 
- 

iE 

way, the weekday noon -5 p.m. id ..'r' 

rate of one station ranged in i a 

$2.45 to $9.00 cpm product uss.t ';l 

depending on the product categ, - 

In actual use, the product we] 1 

data have frequently been the de ,Id 

ing factor among spot buys t tit 

seems to be equal on every of r 

count. The same holds true for sellI, 2. 

by station reps. After everything 'e t 

has been used to build a case ' 'la 

their station, they have wrapped i 's 

a sale by showing they deliver ,.'ti 

greater number of users of e' 

product in question. .q 

.1 

I'vlutliple Uses y 

L 

.1 

'h 
that the information value is 

f 

limited to the advertiser of a pare 
1 

ular product category. An excellt 

example is the "new car" rating! 

has meaning for more than the11 

makers in Detroit. Other interes 

advertisers are tire manufactu-. 

accessories, chains, and so forth. , 

But the main virtue of prod' 

usage data, of course, is that ti 

identify the advertising target. 1 

problem is the need to get a la 

number of advertisers to share 

considerable cost. Eventually it n 

well" reduce the cost of tv advertis' 

by promoting greater efficiency. 

Dr. Carl Rush, research direr 

at Ted Bates, is particularly el. 

mistic. He said, "One of the tint: 

I see coming is more and more 

this ARB thing. I'm a great belie, 

in advertisers looking to local rn 

kets to find new areas of opp 

tuiritv." 

An important facet of product ' 
age data not to be overlookeds 
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'''' lames Durfee found a career in 

advertising almost by accident. 
Winning in the mailroom at J. 

'% Alter Thompson Co., Detroit, and 
r awing through various training posi- 

ti is there, he won a job as copy- 
' vter in an agency contest. 

I won by sheer accident," says 
. D:fee, "because of my art training, 

nr my writing ability. I had better 
. faits than anyone else." When he 

,. bone copy director at Campbell- 
E'ild in Detroit five years later, 
Weyer, it was writing and creative 
ality, not his art training, that 

1 bight him there. 
. urfee's short-lived career as a 

P :'omercial artist began in an art 
i 4emol in his borne town, Fenton, 

'lib. "l wasn't good enough." he 
ad its, "so i switched to something 
uv more commercial-art direct- 
ini' 

tat too proved not to he his forte, 
so a entered Detroit Tech on a foot - 

ha scholarship, switched to Eastern 
1liligan University two years later, 
an ended up with a bachelor of 
ciice degree "in economics, of all 
to i ;s." 

inning that contest at Thompson, 
H'liever relation it might have had 
to is bout with commercial art, 

bi id him out along the right road; 
the'oacl to a union with Carl Ally 
n'uAniil Gargano and, in 1962, to 
th penning of Carl Ally, Inc. 

f reative director of that agency 
for the past five years. Durfee 

malrecently appointed president. It's 
nv title, but he finds the work is 

p'e' much the same. 
"P will remain primarily involved 

it e ad -making operation, giving 
Iit'iased attention. as well, to other 
451.);ts of agency business, and han- 
daiz general agency policy." he ex - 

VIII an aversion to all pat cate- 
ºoradelinitions which might stereo- t3p4ny agency operation. Durfee is 
like to maintain the policy of Ilexi- 
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bility and innovation that is identi- 
fied with the Ally shop. He adamantly 
rejects the so-called "creative shop" 
tag and insists the job of any agency 
is to "sell, not to lie creative. If we're 
any thing, we're a hard sell agency." 

But he adds, "There is no such 
thing as hard sell or soft sell, just 
sell. Every commercial should sell and 
sell hard. But that doesn't mean 
every commercial has to have a hit - 
'em -over -the -head approach. 

"There's only one objective in ad- 
vertising, and that's to make interest- 
ing believable ads, based on a sound 
prer.iise, and to use whatever you 
have to make them interesting. That's 
the only formula we have. 

"We never set out to make hu- 
morous commercials, for example, 
but we have made many, because we 
tried to make them interesting, and 
they just turned out that way." 

I 
n answer to agencies who claim 
the distinction of being 'in touch' 

with the growing youth market, he 
says: "Anyone who says he can talk 
to a certain segment of the popula- 
tion is missing the point. I don't care 
how old the audience is. I can sell 
hairdressing to 25 -year -olds or 18- 
year -olds, and I don't have to use 
hippy language to do it." 

In the process of ad -making, Dur- 
fee weighs the value of marketing 
and research heavily, opposing some 
who say these should not be the re- 
sponsibility of the "creative shop." 
"The input of ads comes from mar- 
keting and research," he insists. "The 
easiest thing is to make the ads, but 
that can only be done when all the 
marketing and research data are in." 

But once that data is in, Durfee 
adds, the job is entirely in the hands 
of the copy and art men. The Ally 
operation was among the first to set 
up art/copy "teams" which actually 
produce the ads thev make, and Dur- 
fee is a strong proponent of that 
method. 

"You can't ask a producer to in - 

JAMES DURFEE 

It's all in the simple, direct ad. 

terpret the copy someone else has 
written," he asserts. "If he's good, 
he's got his own ideas. And if he 
hasn't any ideas of his own, he isn't 
capable of doing a good job. We 
tried using a producer at first, but 
that was the only time." 

The objectives of the agency and 
its president are visibly the same to 
make simple, direct ads. No formulas, 
no rules are involved, just ingenuity, 
creativity, and a realistic evaluation 
of the economic factors affecting 
viewer reaction, he said. 

Durfee will talk to you about the 
techniques involved in making 

any particular ad, but he will say 
nothing that sounds near a general- 
ization about the making of all ads. 
The fluid approach to policy inherent 
in that attitude will likely continue 
to characterize the Ally operation 
under its new president as it has in 
the past. 

Other than that, Durfee leads the 
normal life of any dedicated ad man 
who works hard at his job, dividing 
his time between a home in Con- 
necticut and a company apartment in 
New York. "It's really a room at the 
YMCA," he smiled. "About four of 
us spend two or three nights a week 
there." Waiting at home are a wife, 
a son and daughter, "two cats, a dog, 
and various other pets and insects." 
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THE LIGHTER SIDE In came: 
The rise in advertising which 

points up product disadvantages ap- 

pears to be spreading. Many admen 
approve of this development on the 

ground that negative copy increases 
believability, which is the essence of 

good advertising. Right now, the neg- 

ative approach is couched in humor- 
ous terms, but the way things are 
going, product disadvantages may 
soon. be pointed up in a serious way - which should really increase 
believability. Eventually, advertising 
agencies may develop powerfully per- 
suasive campaigns from meetings like 
this: 

(An account group from Boyle, 
Blinker and Bells is meeting to dis- 
cuss ideas for an upcoming campaign 
on ,Stream toothpaste. Present are an 
account management supervisor, cre- 
ative director and account executive.) 

AMS: Boys, before we get into 
brainstorming the Stream campaign, 
I am happy to be able to inform you 
that our introductory drive for Ruff 
soap looks like a winner. 

CD: With a copy platform like 

"Tough on your hands but easy on 
the pocketbook," how could it lose? 

AE: When are we going to phase 
in the "We use cheap ingredients to 

save you money" copy? 

AMS: Just as soon as we get the 
final playback from copy research. 
However, I can tell you now that sub- 
stituting "cheap" for "inexpensive" 
was a masterful touch. It goosed our 
Believability Quotient up 13 points. 
Now, let's get on with the Stream 
campaign. Art, I believe you men- 
tioned you were going to propose a 

new copy concept? 

CD: Right, Bill, and I think it will 
be one of the most believable to come 
out of BB&B. The concept is that 
Stream is absolutely no different than 
other toothpastes. 

AMS (quietly, after a pregnant 
silence) : Art, I like it. It has a ter- 
rific flavor of sincerity. 

AE (excitedly) : Yeah, that's what 
I call a believable campaign. 

CD: My idea for a secondary copy 

"Whenever I suggest he ought to get some exercise, he mumbles something 
about the medium being the massage." 

theme is to stress the agency's i arc 

in making money for G&P. 

AMS: Art, it sounds great. ud 

think the two copy themes fipa', 

other like a glove. We migh ever, 

suggest in the copy that we lot' 

like the client. 

AE: I'd like to call a Psyci' r ' 

alive Session, W. B., and getruu. 

real punchy names to call G&1' 
1h 

AMS: Which reminds mv 

might need a session for Cn:a 

handcream. That damn produc»syi 

superior, it's gonna be a Huy 

problem to sell it. I J 

t , 

CD: I've been thinking abou 

too, Bill. How about saying nt' 

thing like, `we're sorry the plu 

is so good' and then point outQ1 

are many stores which won't stkl!' 

AMS: C'mon, Art! You mi 

kidding. That's the arty positivsdl 

pretending to be negative. You . i, 

suiting the housewife. I've been ill- 

ing of telling the client to take o ti 

improvements and go strong otlr 

"Cosmos! No different than 3O'a 

ago!" 

CD: Bill, let's not knock sor r' 

this new, arty stuff altogether.ttPl 

know this new Ned Gates age') 

starting to attract attention. SL 1:, 

may be a bearded kook and thelk 

tive sell may be way out, but ,'Nú 

times you have to shock the cone', 

to get attention. 

AE: Kook is right: Did yob 

his latest commecial for Soft:P 

The copy line is, "You migl 

interested in trying our produoill` 

feel it may solve some of your 
J. 

ing problems." Imagine even sul 

ing B.O.? 

AMS: Look, some guys wil` 

anything to be different. But we' 

the marketing business and 1. 

where we're going to stay. 

1 
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&Il)more 1Vtilwaukeeans consistently turn to WTMJ-TV for weather reports than to any competing, station?. 7. obit's because one of our weathermen is a qualified meteorologist \vho prepares his own area forecasts. 01 ha, it's due to the complete, up-to-the-minute coverage supplied from our modern equipment ... weather i lr,hree U.S. Weather Bureau teletypes, including a synoptic circuit with hourly observations t' JthEJ.S., Mexico and Canada. Then again, it could be the fact that WTMJ-TV has over 2() years Wüleasting experience... Designed for Milwaukee! (Or it just 
l tie because one of our weathermen ... is a cute redhead!) W T M J -TV 
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APPEALING... ACCURATE ...AUTHORITATIVE! 
Weather Forecasting: Designed for Milwaukee 

I Icen Co-- Inn. 19 -Pelt. 15. '19107: American lirsearch 'Suntan. January. 1967. 
11111r1'in Journal Station NBC in Milwaukee Bcpresonlad by: I Iarriaglua. Itightor & Parsons - New York Chlaigo Sue rraei cisco Atleetn Boston St. Louis Los Angeles 
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